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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

The work here offered to the English reader

appeared first in the Bevue des Deux Mondes

(October 15 December 1, 1902) and has since been

published as a volume. It forms the first of a series

of studies promised by M. Augustin-Thierry, under

the general title of Conspirateurs et Gens de Police.

The history of the Eennes Conspiracy is here

brought from the obscurity of police archives into

the full light of day, and presented with the lively

narrative style of which M. Thierry is a master.

Owing to the hushing-up of its details, the reasons

for which are sufficiently set forth in the Epilogue

of the present work, the plot has been passed over

by most writers with a brief mention, while some

(see Appendix as to Marbot) have treated it as a

theme for variations.

It has not been thought desirable to include in
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vi TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

this English version the numerous pieces justified-

tives on which the narrative is based. The curious

will find them at the end of the French volume.

All the author's footnotes have been retained as

they originally appeared in the Revue des Deux

Mondes ; and a few notes added by the translator

are enclosed in square brackets.
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THE

PLOT OF THE PLACARDS

EASTEE DAY 1802

A salvo of sixty guns: triumphant, ringing and

joyful ! . . . The Palais du Gouvernement '

the

Tuileries where dwelt Bonaparte, who already em-

bodied the government in himself shook with the

thunder of a battery of the Consular Guard, drawn

up before the railings of the Carrousel. At the same

moment a graver, more religious sound arose, and

above the swelling murmur of Paris floated the

pealing of the great bell of Notre-Dame the

' Emmanuel,' re-hung in its tower, and swaying its

timbers. That Octidi, the 28th Germinal, year X

(April 18, 1802, Easter Sunday), was to be one

of the most memorable days of the nineteenth

century : bell and cannon were proclaiming to the
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'

the Plot of the placaeds

102 departments of the Continental Kepublic the

Opacification of consciences.'

1 General peace and religious peace !

' had been

the announcement of the Moniteur, with its official

emphasis. General peace : the Treaty of Amiens ;

religious peace : the Concordat. ' The temple of

Janus was closed henceforward,' and henceforward

also * God was no longer exiled from Nature.'

And while the cannon of the Invalides replied to

the battery of the Carrousel, a strange cavalcade

emerged from the Kue de Jerusalem and entered the

Quai des Orfevres. Preceded by gendarmes, ushers

and trumpeters, Citizen Piis, the secretary-general

of the Prefecture of Police, was setting out on the

round of the town. He was to halt at twelve public

squares, there to read a proclamation of the Consuls,

to stir up enthusiasm, and call for cheers :

' the

usual custom on solemn public occasions.' Arriving

at the Place du Tribunat formerly Place du Palais

Koyal the procession made its first halt; the

trumpets sounded, and the reading began. ... A

wonderful stage-composition, this proclamation of

the Consuls, signed, be it said, by Bonaparte alone,

and turgid with the grandiloquence habitual to the

victor of the Pyramids. He explained to the peoples
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of the Kepublic what was meant by the words :

'

pacification of consciences,' and assuredly his com-

mentary was not that of an ideologue :

'

Frenchmen,

let us unite for the happiness of our country and of

mankind. . . . Ministers of a religion of peace, let

your lessons and your example form the young

citizens in the love of our institutions, in respect

for the guardian authorities ; ... let them learn

of you that the God of Peace is also the God of

Hosts! . . .'

The sun of Germinal was hardly clear of the

morning mists, but already the workman of the

faubourgs and the tradesman of the town began to

collect in the neighbourhood of the Carrousel. They

knew, one and all, that presently the ' Great Consul '

would proceed to Notre-Dame to hear a Te Deum,

and they made haste, delighted to have a chance of

cheering him as he passed.

What a change had come over these souls in

nine years ! But yesterday the ridiculous sovereigns

of the Eevolution, Cadet Brtileux
'

the apprentice,

and '

Tranquille Bontemps
'

his master, had ap-

plauded Chaumette and the Goddess Beason, Kobes-

pierre and his Supreme Being. She looked so

charming in her antique peplum, did the Citizeness

B 2
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Momoro, and he, Maximilian, made such a virtuous

pontiff with his bouquet of roses ! And now to-day,

artisans and shopkeepers proposed to exalt yet higher

that Bonaparte who was replacing on the altar the

God of the Cross, so long scoffed at. Why this

veering of their conscience ? They could not have

told. No need of Christian faith, in Paris at least,

as yet troubled the mind of the populace : that city

remained atheist, at most deist and 'theophilan-

thropic.' The noisy outbreak of literary Catholicism

for which Fontanes and Chateaubriand had just

given the signal stirred none but the old nobility and

the rich middle class ; as to the people, they had

heard nothing. But, disillusioned of all the sublime

masquerades, grotesque apotheoses and odious pan-

tlUonisations, they felt no shock in accepting the

return of the God they had worshipped in childhood.

They still refused to believe, but were no longer

insulting. . . . For the rest, the ceremony at Notre-

Dame promised to be magnificent. There would be

uniforms to admire, coaches and liveries, generals,

mamelukes and bishops ; above all, dear little Bona-

parte would be seen. . . . So long live the

Concordat, the Pope and the curds !

' And on this

Easter Day of 1802, Fanchon and Sans-Souci
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enjoyed themselves, humming a public-house can-

ticle :

We'll have no more of Decadi

With its litany in i ;

Sunday will we celebrate :

Alleluia. 1

Meanwhile Paris was astir with a tumult of

sounds. To the gay rhythm of drums, fifes, and

military bands, the half-brigades of the garrison left

their barracks to line the streets for the passing of

the Consuls. The route that the procession was to

follow had been' arranged thus : the Place du

Carrousel, Hue Saint Honors, Eues du Eoule and de

la Monnoye, the Pont Neuf, the Cite. From eleven

o'clock a double cordon of bayonets extended from

the Eue Saint Nicaise to the Parvis Notre-Dame.

Such a display of troops, obstructing those narrow

alleys, the only thoroughfares of the capital in the

year X, astonished the Parisian. A little while ago,

in the time of the Convention or of the Directory, on

national holidays, the mob had been suffered to

1

[' Nous supprimons le decadi

Avec sa kyrielle en i ;

Le dimanche Ton fetera :

Alleluia.'

The allusion, Fanchon and Sans-Souci, is to two very popular

pieces produced, in 1800 and 1798 respectively, a the Theatre du

Vaudeville.]
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encroach on the roadway at the risk of a hustling.

But now, with this Bonaparte, there must be order

everywhere ! The crowd, however, did not complain,

and thronged behind the epaulettes, thicker, more

excited, more restless every moment. The soldier,

nevertheless, displayed a brutality in his scorn of the

civilian. These various regiments still wore the

glorious uniform of the year V and the year VII,

the uniform made famous by the men of Areola, of

Friedberg and of Zurich : the blue coat with white

facings, the high gaiters, the busby or cocked hat,

aud the crossed belts. But their officers presented a

surprising disparity both of age and of appearance

some already old
; others quite young ; grey whiskers

and greenhorns.

For some time, in fact, the heavy hand of the

First Consul had been weeding out the Jacobins

from his army : their retirement on half-pay went

on pitilessly. These measures, vexatious and some-

times very unjust, sowed dissension in the barracks,

gave rise to suspicion and hatred between comrades.

Those promoted in the year II did not take at all

kindly to the upstarts of the year IX ; bitter words

were exchanged at mess, and often an insult led one

officer to call out another. The colonels, nearly all
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veterans of the campaigns of Holland, of the Ehine

or of Italy, took pleasure in bullying the new-comers,

young fops of good family ; the latter complained,

and the pigeon-holes of the Ministry of War were

filled with denunciations. . . . But on that day

the 28th Germinal from the sub-lieutenant to the

colonel, all the officers affected an air of discontent :

the ceremony at Notre-Dame was not to their liking.

As to the private soldier him of the 39th, in particu-

lar he did not keep silence, but allowed his bad

humour to break out, and was free with his

barrack-room pleasantries, his guard-house jests : he

1

grumbled.' Outrageous words, obscene witticisms

were heard in the ranks. They laughed at the

1 Corsican abortion,' the 'dwarf/ the 'scab'; they

made fun of his fondness for '

skullcaps,'
'

cords,' and

1 hoods.' 2
It was a sort of provocation thrown to

the enthusiastic '

civil,' but the civilian was not at

all disposed to join in the chorus, and took offence

at all this coarseness. At that time Paris idolised

her ' Great Consul,' the man of peace. . . . And

scattered among the throng, the citizen-spies of the

secret police, agents of the terrible Desmarets a

1

[Qrognant (grumbler) became the nickname for a soldier of the

Old Guard.]
2
[La '

calotte,
1

le
' cordon 1

le
'

capucin,' i.e. monks and priests.]
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No. 31 or a No. 48 were listening, observing, pre-

paring their reports those formidable reports, the

only romances that Bonaparte at that time deigned

to read.

Eleven o'clock : fresh salvos of artillery.
' Atten-

tion ! . . . Present arms !

' The procession began

to issue from the Carrousel. Cavalry leading : the

hussars and chasseurs of Brigadiers Lebrun-Lahous-

saye and Colbert ; the dragoons commanded by

S6bastiani and Caulaincourt. Slowly, to the sound

of trumpets, a motley, resounding, scintillating wave

swept by ; plumed shakos and busbies, helmets with

tiger skin, leather overalls and boots, pearl-grey

pelisses, dolmans and green coats, yellow and white

braid, amaranth facings. Daring scouts or leaders

of heroic charges, these ' awkward customers
'

did

not show a more edifying face than their comrades

of the infantry. Evidently all these gallant fellows

would much rather have been going to La Eapee

than to Notre-Dame. 1

1

[La Rapee was the name of a suburb on the road to Bercy. At

this period both places were remarkable for their numerous taverns,

which, before the Revolution, had been the resort of young men of

the nobility. This part of Paris remains a centre of the wine trade ;

the name is preserved in the Quai de la Rupee, between the Pont de

Bercy and the Pont d'Austerlitz.]
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Presently drum-beats alternated with the music

of the bands : the Consular Guard. They already

wore that legendary uniform which they were soon,

as the Imperial Guard, to make known to the

nations, amid the silent consternation of conquered

capitals; the foot grenadiers (under Hullin), old

soldiers with drooping moustaches, swinging the

knots of their bearskins in cadence, stiff automatons

in their blue coats with white facings, red epaulettes,

black gaiters reaching above the knee ; the foot

chasseurs (Brigadier Soules), the same uniform, but

with red and green plumes ; the horse grenadiers

(under Ordener), giants perched on enormous steeds ;

the picked gendarmes (chef de legion Savary) : a

regiment of recent formation, soldiers trained to

police duties, looking magnificent in their peaked

bearskins, buff cross-belts, chamois-leather breeches.

Finally, preceding the carriages, came the mounted

chasseurs, the squadrons of the celebrated Guides.

The people of Paris greatly admired the showy

variety of their costume ; the imposing busby with

its hanging bag, the green coat with its white and

yellow aiguillettes, the scarlet waistcoat and breeches

and the Hungarian boots. At the head of the regi-

ment, behind the red-coated trumpeters, curvetted
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a stripling of twenty-two, all lace and braid, sparkling

with gold Citizen Eugene Beauharnais ; and this

figure, still doll-like in spite of whiskers and

moustache, formed an amusing contrast to the

ruddy, weather-beaten muzzles of his chasseurs. . . .

But while this Consular Guard was going by in a

play of gorgeous colours, the infantry lining the

route grew jealous and angry.
*

Lazy beggars out

for show !

'

growled the private ;
and the old officer,

a reader of revolutionary songs in his time, said to

himself, Praetorians !

'

Then, a fresh spectacle, the Government '

;
and

first of all the Council of State, followed by the

ministers.

To furnish comfortable accommodation for thirty-

six Councillors of State, eight Ministers and their

Secretaries-General, a search had been made over

Paris for some forty state carriages ;
but the Paris

of the year X was still too Spartan to provide such

a number. So some hired caleches were harnessed

with four horses, and even a few public fiacres were

transformed into state coaches. And many of these

ramshackle old vehicles presented a ridiculous aspect.

Blistered by the sun, ravaged by rain, soiled by

dust, drawn by emaciated and broken down jades,
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they provoked the jest of the populace or the

shoulder shrugs of the ci-devant aristocrat. The

carriages of the Ministers, however, showed a greater

magnificence. Here, after twelve years' proscription,

liveries reappeared, displaying a loud yellow, laced

with gold ;
the officieux,

1 become lackeys again, wore

powdered wigs, and, with little respect for the rights

of man, were perched in clusters at the back of these

'
berlins.'

Ministers and Councillors of State appeared in the

grand uniform that long and ungraceful garment

with square lappets, designed in the year VIII : a

dark overcoat with lapels embroidered in gold or

blue silk, encircled by a tricolour sash. But many
of these gentlemen (they were now quite ready to

call themselves monsieur) had widened the skirts

and, in this new French dress-coat, they carried

their cockaded, three-cornered hats under the left

arm. For the rest, no more Leonidas swords, so

dear to the painter David
; but the straight rapier

of the ci-devant marquis. Through the windows

with their glasses down these mighty personages

showed faces of satisfaction or preoccupation some,

the hard workers of the Council, jurists who knew

1

[The term for hired servants during the Eevolution.]
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how to do business without empty talk : Bigot-

Preameneu, Portalis, Emmery, Regnaud, Cretet,

Boulay, Berenger, Joseph Bonaparte, mixed in their

ranks
; others, the overworked subordinates of an

exacting master : Chaptal, Minister of the Interior
;

Gaudin, of Finance; Barbe-Marbois, of the Treasury;

Berthier, of War ; Decres, of Marine ; Abrial, of

Justice ; Talleyrand, the enigmatic. Many of these

new lords of a new France were well known to the

crowd. They had seen them before, sitting in the

Constituent Assembly or in the Convention, and

heard them make speeches at the Feuillants, the

Cordeliers, the Jacobins :

*

Fayettists
'

of 1791, like

Roederer or Defermon
; Regicides of 1793, like Berlier

and Thibaudeau ; a president of the Jacobins, Four-

croy ; an abettor of the '

Septembriseurs,' Real and

further off, comfortably seated in his carriage, that

skeleton, with hollow cheeks, pinched lips, pallid

hue, everted eyelids and bloodshot eyes : Joseph

Fouche. Arrayed in court dress, he was going to

hear Mass and sing his Te Deum, he, the unfrocked

priest of Juilly, the atheistic Oratorian, the man of

' eternal sleep,' the worshipper of the Goddess Reason !

The cynicism of such a spectacle ought to have

excited laughter and provoked hisses. Not so, how-
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ever; five years of the Directory had dried up all

morality in people's hearts, had stifled all contempt.

As Minister of Police, Fouche aroused no indignation :

he inspired fear. And then, the glory of the First

Consul seemed to shed its purifying influence over

his whole government. . . .

Noon ! ... At this hour, according to the official

programme, the First Consul was to have made his

entry into Notre-Dame : but he had not yet left the

Tuileries. Through the mean streets the winding

procession stretched its length, unrolling itself un-

endingly. The diplomatic corps went past in full

force, but mortified and discontented. Already the

harsh will of Napoleon weighed heavily upon kings,

and Europe was beginning to know the humiliations

of vassalage. Bonaparte had insisted that the

ambassadors should accompany him, should figure

in his escort. A grave breach of etiquette ! and

the Austrian Cobenzl, the man of form, was indignant.

For three days all their Excellencies had discussed,

protested, talked of traditions and customs, invoked

the majesty of thrones. What, invited to the fete

by a simple letter from a prefect of the palace !

Were they taken for the functionaries, the employes,

the "
supers

"
of the Eepublic ? . . . They would not
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go !

'

It was a humorous rebellion, quickly check-

mated. They had gone to this '

masquerade,' even

with the arms of their emperors or kings and to-day

the badges of the Habsburgs and the Komanoffs

the Hohenzollerns, the Braganzas and the Spanish

Bourbons preceded the son of the Bevolution on his

triumphal progress, Fortune's parvenu, but the

favourite of victory.

And still the coaches came on, still more soldiers :

the six-horsed carriages of the two '
little consuls,'

followed by mamelukes. 1 Neither Lebrun nor Cam-

1 The majority of the historians who have summarily described

the ceremony of the 28th Germinal have made an error. Misled by

the ambiguous wording of certain newspapers, they make Lebrun

and Cambaceres pass in their carriages before Bonaparte. This is

inaccurate. The three Consuls' the Government ' were together

in the same coach. The Austrian Ambassador, Philip v. Cobenzl,

is precise on this point :
' At last,' he wrote to his minister Colloredo,

came the carriage of the Consuls, with eight horses, in which were

the three Consuls.' The Minister of Foreign Relations of the Italian

Republic, Marescalchi, who lived in Paris, is no less positive :

' The

livery of the Consuls was green with gold lace.' Now Lebrun's

household wore blue ; Cambaceres' livery was red
; Bonaparte had

chosen green, his future imperial colour
;
the three Consuls therefore

went to Notre-Dame and returned in the same carriage.

[See also TJie Journal of Mary Frampton, p. 109, for a letter of

C. Burrell Massingberd, dated Paris, April 30, 1802: 'Buonaparte,
with the two other Consuls, was in a state coach drawn by eight

very fine horses, and there were many coaches and six for the other

members of the council and for the ladies of Buonaparte's family.
. . . Most of the senators and legislators were in hackney-coaches,
with the numbers taken off.']
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baceres was to be found in these carriages, where

the people of their households, their familiars and

dependents, were crowded together. It was a curious

and diverting assemblage of disrobed lawyers, of

preachers without a church, of old marquises,

charming libertines : the thin, tall, bony d'Aigre-

feuille; the correct Montferrier with his hair in a

1

Cadogan
'

knot
; Villevieille, a philosopher in the

style of a Voltaire ; Cussy, the terror of wine-cellars.

The 'emigrants' who had rallied to the Eepublic

and were in search of places figured in miniature,

as it were, on the cushions of these coaches. But

the spectacle offered by the Egyptians was of much

greater interest to the wondering idler. To see these

swarthymen in baggy trousers, green caftans, aigretted

turbans, one would really have said they were

janissaries accompanying their Grand Seigneur from

the seraglio to the mosque. Such an Oriental dis-

play, in the middle of Paris, amid the fogs of

Germinal, proclaimed by its pomp the boundless

pride of Bonaparte. Grenadiers and mamelukes
;

Aboukir joining Marengo to escort him; Africa

united to Europe to celebrate his fame : Alexander-

Iskander already ; soon to be Caesar ! Six of these

Egyptians were leading superb jennets, a gift from
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the King of Spain comparable to those horses of

* submission
' which the religious terror of the

Mussulman offered in days gone by to ' Eoumi, Lord

of the Hour.' As they passed, the people looked,

not without a vague dread, upon these Suleymans,

or Abdallahs, or Ibrahams, for there were sinister

stories of their ferocity. They were said to be the

executioners of the silent vengeance of the First

Consul. At night, it was alleged, they penetrated

into the prisons and caused the cells to be opened

for them ; then they manipulated the cord, the

pitiless silken cord, and soon their sultan could

reckon one enemy the less ! Odious fables and

absurd calumnies, which, however, we are obliged

to notice in the course of this narrative.

Suddenly the mob was swayed by a tremor of

joy :

* Here he is !

' And heads were stretched out

between the bayonets. ... It was he. . . .

Never, since the days of royalty, already so far

away, had a more ostentatious equipage passed

through Paris : the coach drawn by eight horses,

grooms, coachman, lackeys in powder and three-

cornered hats, wearing the livery of green cloth laced

with gold soon to be the imperial colours. Sur-

rounding the carriage, like the gentlemen of the
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Grand Stables in old days, seven illustrious generals

rode by its side : Mortier, commanding the first

military division ; Junot, commanding the garrison

of Paris ; Moncey, chief inspector of gendarmerie ;

the four chiefs of the Consular Guard, Davout (foot

grenadiers), Soult (chasseurs), Bessieres (mounted

regiments), Songis (artillery). In the coach were

the three consuls, wearing their full-dress uniform,

the scarlet velvet coat, bedizened with gold, and the

hat with triple plume. An Egyptian scimitar, the

chinchir won from Murad Bey and carried at Mount

Tabor, hung by the side of Bonaparte. But though

similarly adorned, the three personages formed the

strangest contrast among themselves.

Lebrun, with puffy cheeks and receding forehead,

long nose, thin lips and double chin, who still wore

his hair in roller curls,
*

pigeon's wings
' and the

little plaited pigtail, looked like a peaceful bourgeois,

some rich merchant retired from business. He

paraded his importance and assumed a lofty air

entirely out of keeping with his look of a Norman

clodhopper. A clever man, nevertheless, a past-

master in the tricks of politics ; first a deputy in

the Constituent Assembly, later president of the

Council of Ajicients, where he had acquired a certain

o
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reputation ;
fluent without eloquence, lettered, a

scholar indeed, expert in matters of finance, a sifter

of budgets, an inventor of taxes, very influential on

committees in short, a parliamentary half-great

man, but above all a shrewd one, since to-day he

was third consul. This kind of genius has always

abounded in France.

Very different was the appearance of Cambaceres.

With his square shoulders, his big paunch, his

expansive face, his aquiline nose, his double chin,

his comical wig in three rows of astonishing curls,

he called to mind some puppet of Italian comedy.

He affected a countenance a la Mole : head erect,

pursed lips, left hand thrust under the lapel of his

coat. Kidiculous, may be, and yet a choice spirit,

an eminent lawyer, a legislator. For two years he

had been the brain, the inspiring mind of the

Council of State ; whether judicial organisation,

administration, or finance, everything had been

discussed or amended by him
; the Civil Code was

to be partly his work, and, if Bonaparte had just

created a new France, Cambaceres had known how

to give it shape. But he lacked the thing that

makes a great man : character. In his political life,

Cambaceres was always afraid : afraid of Danton, of
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Saint-Just, of Kobespierre, even of Barras, and now

Bonaparte bent his weakness to his will by alarming

his timidity. Moreover he was voluptuous, epicurean

to excess ;
he dawdled over copious repasts, invented

cookery receipts, and followed light and sometimes

degrading loves. The people of Paris had no respect

for him ; they looked on him as a figure of burlesque

and believed him vicious : The gentleman in the

wig : the knight of the cuffs.' He was hooted

openly at the theatre, and when, on spring after-

noons, escorted by the faithful d'Aigrefeuille, he

lounged in what used to be the Palais Royal, ogling

the girls, ogled by them, and amused at their chaff,

the shopkeepers of the Galerie de Quiberon stood at

their doors, and knots of loafers followed the pursy

gallant with scornful laughter. Bonaparte esteemed

his learning, but jeered at his faults and despised his

cowardice. As the second person in the State,

Cambaceres, with his fine intellect, should have been

able to do much good, by tempering the ambition of

the First Consul, curbing his audacity, and barring

the way for dictatorship ;
he might have preserved

for wretched France a little of her hard-won liberty,

and left, in fine, a popular or a revered name in our

history. But what is there left of him ? Hardly a

c 2
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reminder; not
ji
even a memory. He might have

been a great citizen
;
he preferred to remain always

a big functionary.

1

Long live Bonaparte !

'

and not a voice for the

two supernumeraries. ... A celebrated portrait by

Gros reproduces in a striking way the features of

the Napoleon of 1802. Under a stretch of cloudless

blue sky an allegory in itself clad in red, his

1 consular purple,' mounted on Desire\ the white

horse which paws the ground and arches its neck,

Bonaparte is reviewing his Guard and addressing his

grenadiers. The head is no longer the same that

Alessi drew before Castiglione, and Guerin painted,

after Leoben, thin and bony, with fiery eyes express-

ing all the unrest of a soul in torment. The cheeks

are filling out ; the oval of the face is more regular ;

but the complexion has retained its sickly green

shade, the taint of hereditary cancer. The flowing

mane of the standard-bearer of Areola has dis-

appeared ; the hair is cut short, and under the

cockaded hat one images the flattened lock upon the

forehead. It is already the face of the Napoleon of

legend, of that man whom his contemporaries the

gossips especially found *

wildly ugly,' of that

*

shaveling,' that '
little green monkey

' who was
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taunted by the bewigged foolishness of the Emigre ;

but who, in the far distance of a century, haloed by

glory and deified by apotheoses, appears to us superb

in his classical beauty.

Napoleon Bonaparte was as yet only thirty-two,

and the rapidity of his fortune had an element of

magic. Seven years before, a hungry and unem-

ployed general, he might have been found roosting
'

in a low hostelry of the Petits-Peres quarter, nibbling

at the forty sous dinner supplied by the eating-

houses of the Palais-^galite, or at his friend

Permon's, pouring out a torrent of vituperation

against the injustice of his fate, threatening to offer

his sword to the Grand Turk, and going off to the

Jardin des Plantes to find consolation against

humanity in the '

spectacle of Nature
'

: a desperate

man. But, in this short space of human life, how

many things had succeeded each other within the

Eepublic : two constitutions and their governments ;

numerous conspiracies punished by exile, deportation

or death ; riots, coups d'fitat, ridiculous or ferocious ;

and presently, Montenotte, Areola, Bivoli, the

Pyramids, but, above all, France's universal disgust

had allowed an 18th Brumaire and even excused it.

To-day the son of ' Mother La Joie,' as the royalists
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called him, the wretched little officer, this boor in

cloak and sword, whose matrimonial contribution

had provoked the mirth of the notary Eaguideau,

was liviDg at the Tuileries, and made ' the little

Creole, his wife, sleep in the bed of the Bourbons '

. . . Fortune seized by genius; genius justifying

Fortune !

He was more powerful, however, than any of

those Bourbons had been. His France of 1802 was

really very great. In all the monarchical past of her

history she had never extended her frontiers so far,

had never united so many different cities, nor

assimilated so many peoples to her institutions.

Flanders and Hainault, Brabant, the country of

Liege, Luxemburg, the left bank of the Khine,

Savoy, the County of Nice, the territory of Geneva

were administered by her prefects ; her soldiers

occupied Piedmont which she was about to annex,

Genoa and Savona, the Milanese district, Emilia,

the Komagna, the Canton Valais, Holland; the

feudatory states of Etruria, the Italian Kepublic,

Liguria and Batavia, gravitated in the orbit of the

Grande Nation ; fully half of Italy and the whole

of Holland were as though soldered to the recon-

structed Gauls: 'Continental France.' And, to
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defend the vastness of such an empire, an army

strong in numbers and accustomed to victory :

112 half-brigades of infantry of the line, 31 of light

infantry, 25 regiments of heavy cavalry, 21 of

dragoons, 25 of chasseurs, 13 of hussars, 14 of

artillery. As to the lost colonies, the Treaty of

Amiens restored them to France. She found

herself once more, beyond the seas, the same as in

the glorious days of Suffren and Eochambeau ; she

recovered San Domingo and her other Antilles,

Guiana, the two sister isles of the Indian Ocean, her

old factories in Hindustan, Louisiana and the banks

of the Mississippi as far as Lake Michigan. A

hundred and twenty French departments ! the

National Almanac for the year XI would shortly

announce. A new empire of a second Charlemagne

yes, this consular Kepublic, Bonaparte's France,

was really very great. Never, in his palace of

Versailles, had Louis XIV. dared to dream of such

dominion he to whom kings in their terrified

respect gave no other title than The King.
1

And now, after all the fights, victories and con-

quests ; but also after all the miseries, bankruptcies

and funerals, there was peace at last. . . . Peace !

1 See Appendix, p. 303.
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1

Long live Bonaparte, the peace-making hero !

'

. . .

Hanged along the route, two hundred thousand

Parisians were shouting ; at the windows and on

the balconies women waved their handkerchiefs ;

perched on the roofs of the houses another multi-

tude roared its joy. The enthusiasm came near

delirium,' a spectator tells us, a witness of this

intoxicating frenzy.
* The universal cheering paid

a sacred debt.' Very calm to all appearance, Bona-

parte bowed now and again : he was pleased. And,

to the noise of the salvos of artillery, amid the

hollow booming of the great bell of Notre-Dame,

the procession advanced slowly. In the narrow

parts of the Kue Saint Honore it was stopped at

every step. Then the police looked at each other

uneasily. They guessed that a triumph of this sort

must cause much exasperation ;
a bold stroke was to

be feared : so many plots were discovered every day.

At the corner of the Pont Neuf the horses of the

team reared a fresh delay ;
in front of the H6tel

Dieu it was worse still ; breaking the cordon of

troops, the crowd rushed towards the carriage. At

last the coach of the consuls stopped before the

porch of Notre-Dame. Inside the church there
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had been an hour of waiting, and scandalous dis-

turbances had just taken place.

Scarce eight years had elapsed since that memor-

able Decadi of Brumaire, year II, when, in Notre-

Dame, Citizeness Aubry, the opera dancer deified as

the Goddess Eeason, in a white tunic, azure peplum

and red cap, escorted by virgins, tricoloured like

herself and of similar virginity, had kindled the

' torch of Light
'

at the ' flame of Truth ' which

burned in the *

temple of Philosophy,' herself

perched upon the ' Mountain '

; the whole, be it said,

of painted cardboard. This sublime mummery had

lasted but a very short time as long as a few

guillotinings lasted then. But other masquerades

had succeeded it. Under the Directory, the Theo-

philanthropists the sect of the filous en troupes

(gangs of rascals) had occupied the cathedral.

There some entertaining persons with flowing curls

had chanted hymns to the God of Nature ; sung the

praises of Youth, Hymen and Fecundity, the

Family, Old Age and Peace Jean-Jacques, in short,

arranged by Mandar. Silly inoffensive people ;
but

Bonaparte had expelled them, brutally, for he

abominated the nonsense of their 'metaphysics.'
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The church, so long secularised, had fallen into a

pitiable state. The crowned statues decorating the

facade were headless ; the effigy of the tyrant

Valois was broken by the blows of Marseillais

sabres ; the images were mutilated ;
and the re-

liquary of St. Marcel, the cross, the silver candelabra,

gifts of an ancestress of Capet, were thrown into

the patriotic melting-pot. As for the treasure, its

chalices, monstrances and reliquaries Gobel, the

constitutional wearer of the mitre, had flung them

to the sovereign people. So that this official Easter

solemnity, the Mass and the Te Deum, were to be

a purification for Notre-Dame. Chaptal, Minister

of the Interior, had been charged with the organisa-

tion of the religious ceremony, and he had associated

with himself Abbe Bernier, appointed Bishop of

Orleans a week before. An altar had been con-

structed in haste, for its decoration a crucifix and

candlesticks were brought from the treasure of Arras,

the damaged pillars were masked by hangings, the

nave enclosed by high falling draperies, two orches-

tras were organised, one conducted by Mehul, the

other by Cherubini. The reserved seats were

separated by barriers : the ministers, the councillors

of State and the ambassadors facing the pulpit ;
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farther off, the senators, deputies and tribunes all

the legislative body ; functionaries and magistrates

were relegated to the side aisles.

From an early hour the church had overflowed

with people. It was a simple mass of glistening

fabrics embroidered uniforms or ' show costumes '

in startling colours. In the lofty galleries, between

the arches, heads of women in state toilettes were

strained forward in curiosity ; short waists, clinging

gowns with trains, white and blue muslins trimmed

with scarlet satin, head-dresses a VIphigenie,

spangled with gold and silver ; here and there some

Circassian turbans surmounted by the quivering

aigrette, in short, all the '

Supreme Good Tone,' the

fashion dictated by Citizenesses Bourgoin and

Grassini, Hamelin and Kecamier.

In front of the choir, one of the ambos l that

on the right had been reserved for the wife and

mother of the First Consul : a sentry guarded the

approach to it. But, a little before noon, two

women presented themselves at this entrance and

parleyed with the sentinel :

' No admittance !

1 This sort of rood-loft had been erected under Louis XIV. by

Cardinal de Noailles. It was taken down at the restoration of Notre-

Dame.
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I am the wife of General Moreau.' At this name

the soldier had drawn aside, giving way at once.

Two chairs had been provided in the tribune
; they

took possession of them both. They were stared at

from below ; the whole official world knew them

well : the one, Mme. Hulot, a citizeness of political

tastes, at the head of a little band of opposition,

hostile to Bonaparte, and taunting him unceasingly ;

the other, her daughter, the ethereal Alexandrine

Eugenie, married eighteen months ago to General

Moreau : a ' woman of feeling,' pupil of the singer

Elleviou, who knew how to coo the plaintive

romance, to touch the harp, and dance Gardel's

gavotte with the dainty grace of a Bigottini. . . .

Meanwhile, preceded by the prefects of the Palace,

the Bonaparte ladies, Mme. Letizia and her

daughter-in-law, had just arrived. At the sight of

the intruders, Josephine stopped in surprise. That

Penne Hulot ! She detested her and feared her
;
a

Creole like herself, like herself a ' merveilleuse
'

in

the days of the Directory ;
the friend of old times,

the enemy of to-day ; jealous, ill-tempered, slanderous,

what bitter tears Penne had cost her ! But by this

the prefect of the Palace, Didelot, was phrasing re-

monstrances. Feline amenities followed, bitter words
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and delicate impertinences. Mme. Hulot protested :

'An affront ! . . . Very well, she would complain to

her son-in-law and they would soon find out what

sort of a man her son-in-law was !

' Then came a

ridiculous attack of nerves : the sensitive Eugenie

feigned a swoon. Tired of the quarrel, Mme.

Letizia at last gave up her place, and the Generale

Moreau was allowed to keep her seat by the side of

the Generale Bonaparte : she too dominated the

assembly. This little comedy of vanity had been

much noticed ; but, during the colloquy, scandals of

quite another kind were breaking out in the church.

People were growing impatient. Two hours'

waiting already, and the Consul had not come yet !

Many of these high personages assembled in the

nave, the great men of Fortune, lacked education.

For the most part very Voltairian, they paraded

their irreverence, and treated this Christian panto-

mime as they lately did the national debauches.

They talked aloud, complimented the handsome

citizenesses, quizzed them playfully. Many of these

goddesses, divinities of the Groves of Tivoli,' had

brought a collation with them. They made a little

dinner ; shared, simpering, the cake from La Eose

or the pie from Corcelet : a chattering picnic, as in
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the grottos of Mousseaux, with Notre-Dame for

refectory. And down at the end of the choir the

Cardinal-Legate, the Archbishop of Paris, and

twenty-four bishops in rochet and hood, watched

the repugnant spectacle in consternation. But soon

the irksome waiting was enlivened : a troop of

generals had invaded the cathedral, and were making

an insolent commotion.

They were in a very bad humour : the Concordat

was not to their liking. Kisen, for the most part,

from the lower ranks of the people, these sons of

workmen or peasants had quickly become magnifi-

cent soldiers; but they still remained very rough

campaigners. The outrageous diatribes they once

had heard in the clubs, as national volunteers, were

engraved in their memory. For them religions were

nothing but ' mummeries '

; a priest was to be called

a calotin. Besides, many of these glorious tatter-

demalions of the year II still affected a fervent

Jacobinism. Political conscience and faith ? Yes,

perhaps, in some cases ; but jealousy, with nearly all.

The power of the First Consul was an offence to

their envy ; his strictness irritated their lack of

discipline : they had no love of their comrade. Left

without high commands since the treaty of Lun6-
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ville, these parvenus of the war looked back upon

the war with a bitter regret and now this Peace of

Amiens had taken away their last hope of fighting

and riches. At this moment they were numerous in

Paris, some affecting a surly air, others seeking

employment : Moreau, Massena, Macdonald, Auge-

reau, Bernadotte, Lecourbe, Delmas, Oudinot, all

men with a reputation as former commanders-in-

chief or generals of division. Two days before, a

letter from the War Minister, Berthier, had sum-

moned them to be present at the ceremony in Notre-

Dame : on duty, in uniform. This summons had

exasperated them. ' A military duty, this humbug ?

They were not going on fatigue !

' So they had

sent that hot-headed fellow Augereau to the Consul ;

but the Consul had sent the ambassador about his

business :

' A breach of discipline ! Since when had

they taken it into their heads to discuss his orders ?

They would obey.' And they had obeyed. . . . The

generals had met some sixty of them at nine in

the morning, in the Kue de Varenne, at the Ministry

of War. There they found a set collation on a most

lavish scale. They had breakfasted boisterously ;

then after champagne, coffee, and Amphoux liqueur,

they had separated. Some, using the few carriages
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of the minister, had accompanied him to the Tuil-

eries; the rest, less courtly, went direct to Notre -

Dame.

And now, much excited by a copious repast, these

Jacobins, these philosophers, entered the 'cave of

superstition.' But on their arrival there was amaze-

ment and wrath. No places were reserved for them :

Bishop Bernier had forgotten them. They stalked

up the nave in a rage, their plumed hats on their

heads, clattering their swords, jingling their spurs.

At the same time they cursed and swore : A fine

way to treat honour, glory, the very segis of the

country !

'

all in the figurative language of the

hussars who captured a fleet, of grenadiers charging
1 kaiserlicks.' Around the pulpit they caught sight

of some thirty sleek clerics, grouped in good

order
; monsignori in violet stockings, fat abbes in

ultramontane short cassocks the followers of the

Cardinal-Legate also many Gallican churchmen in

short cloak, bands and French dress. The ingenious

Bernier had marshalled them thus, to form an audi-

ence of discreet applauders for the critical moment

of the sermon. The sight of the generals in distress

amused these gentlemen ; they chuckled. Suddenly

Massena's fist comes down on one of the laughers :
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1 Up with you, abbe, I want your chair !

'

It was like

a signal of attack. The cocked hats fall upon the

cassocks, hustle them, put them to flight and seize

their places. There was applause in the church. . . .

And suddenly the doors of the cathedral are

thrown open ; a battalion of grenadiers, drums and

band at its head, makes a passage for itself and lines

the way. . . .
' The Consul !

'

. . . At once the

vergers, the choir-boy carrying the cross, the priests,

the archbishop, move towards the portals. The

confusion increases, with pushing and angry words,

and clambering upon benches : Notre-Dame is no

longer a church, it is a ' Frascati
'

of fisticuffs, a

second ' Hamlet of Chantilly.' From without came

a deafening din : the noise of cannon, trumpet-blasts,

drum-beats,
' Attention !

' and ' Present arms !

'

Priests' voices, liturgical chants blend with this war-

like clamour ; then a sudden and very short silence :

Bonaparte entered.

The new Archbishop of Paris, Jean Baptiste de

Belloy, had received him before the porch, with the

ceremonial used for kings : incense and holy water.

But, disdaining the ancient custom, Bonaparte did

not kneel on penetrating into the house of the God

whose altars he had restored. He was advancing

D
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now, preceded by a long string of priests, behind

the cross and the taper, under a canopy of purple

velvet decorated with white plumes. The organ

rolled, the drums beat the march, the cheers rose

quivering. And he marched in bis triumph, impas-

sive, simulating indifference an excellent tragedian.

In the choir, in front of the throne where the Pope's

Legate was waiting, a magnificent dais had been

constructed
j
a dome with a golden fringe supported

by the consular fasces. Bonaparte took his place

there with his two colleagues, and the service began :

a low Mass, said by the Cardinal, and hurried

through in the Italian fashion. After the gospel, a

procession of twenty-four bishops denied past,

coming to take the oath. Some interesting engrav-

ings have preserved for us the aspect of this cere-

mony. In the front rank the Archbishop of Paris

stands out, in his mitre ; the other prelates follow

him, but in cape and surplice ; Bonaparte stands at

the front of the platform, making the most of his

small stature, holding his head high, and stretching

out his forearm with the gesture of a Caesar haran-

guing his legions. He really has a grand air, planted

thus, the *
little Corsican

'

: Talma himself would not

have played Augustus better. . . .
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Then came the sermon: the Archbishop of

Tours, Eaymond de Boisgelin, ascended the pulpit,

and for the second time a disgraceful scandal broke

out. Scarcely had the preacher delivered his text,

when he stopped. Grouped beneath him, the

generals
'

gave him a serenade,' laughed at his Latin,

scoffed at his cassock. Thus put out, the old bishop

lost his head, became confused in his homily, and

could only mumble his praise of ! that Providence

which tramples upon obstacles to reach its ends
'

its
' ends

'

being Bonaparte. Before long he actually

had to leave the pulpit. From his place the Consul

noticed this disorder, and it irritated him. Now and

again he raised his eyes to the ambo which was

reserved for his wife and mother, noticed Mme.

Hulot insolently staring at him, and frowned again

in anger. The rest of the service was got through

without further disgraceful scenes. On the termina-

tion of the Mass, the Cardinal intoned the Te Deum,

which was executed noisily by the organs, the two

orchestras and the military bands; and finally

Bonaparte descended from his platform. Notre-

Dame was purified, the ' cult re-established, France

reconciled with herself.'

The departure was carried out with great pomp ;

d2
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the consuls stepped into their coach again, and the

procession started on its way to the Tuileries. On

the quays and in the streets the crowd had grown

still larger, and among these ' cits
'

there was an

increasing delirium of enthusiasm, again the same

silent disapproval among the soldiers. Evidently

the peace and this
*

victory of the tonsure
'

displeased

the army. Bonaparte, on his return, was able to

convince himself of it : when crossing the Place

du Tribunat he received an affront. Some young

officers, hussars, chasseurs and dragoons, were stand-

ing together there ; the Consul saluted them : they

all looked the other way. But what mattered the

insolence of '

shirks,' to whom he could give a lesson ?

After such a day's work the hero of the triumph

might feel himself satisfied. He had just crossed

Paris, more applauded by the people than a popular

tribune, and yet quite like a king. Not a single cry

for the Kepublic ! Before this man, the god of a

new age,
' the antique Goddess, daughter of Nature

'

seemed to vanish into space.

In the evening, at the Palais du Gouvernement,

the dinner was a lively one. From the windows of

the Tuileries the peace-bringing hero
'

saw Paris

illuminated, and could look upon the bourgeois of
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the Marais, the shopkeeper of the Filles-Saint-

Thomas, the workman of the Faubourg Antoine,

crowding about the Palace. Ceaseless shouts rose

into the night :
'

Long live Bonaparte !

'

Therefore

he was satisfied. Sometimes, however, a movement

of vexation contracted his face ; Chaptal reported

to him the incidents in Notre-Dame, and the Consul

insisted on details. The conduct of Citizeness

Hulot inflamed his anger; but the minister excul-

pated himself as he related the occurrence. Then,

in his figurative, emphatic and rather vulgar

language, Bonaparte lavished upon the lady his

usual amenities :

*

Very spiteful, that old Hulot !

She keeps her son-in-law tied to her apron-strings,

and leads him so well that he'll break his nose ! . . .

What a plague, those two women ! The mother,

a corporal ; the daughter, a nut-cracker !

' One

question kept recurring among his inquiries :
' And

Moreau?' Had he been seen during the Mass?

He had been summoned nevertheless, on duty ! . . .

But no one had recognised Moreau.

About ten o'clock the Consul passed into the

reception rooms. The ambassadors who had dined

with Talleyrand had just arrived, and already func-

tionaries, magistrates and generals were in attend-
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ance. Bonaparte addressed himself first to the

diplomatists. Enchanting, when he deigned to be

so, he showed himself an enchanter. They had

admired the fine appearance of his guards, chasseurs

and grenadiers, above all the picturesque air of his

mamelukes ; they complimented him, and forthwith

he began to talk of Egypt. ... Ah ! Egypt. How
he loved to evoke the phantom of the fabulous

campaign, of his dreams of such magnificent mad-

ness that progress that he had thought of accom-

plishing across Asia, by the banks of the Euphrates

and the Indus, even to the English Ganges, farther

than Alexander! 'No one in France has had

grand ideas, Marmont. We shall go far, very far,

farther yet !

'

Alas ! yes and as far as St. Helena.

... All at once, among the military men who

formed the 'circle/ he caught sight of Delmas.

This Delmas the Limousin, a glorious 'slasher'

of the armies of Holland and of the Khine, a

marvellous leader of dashing charges, was very

popular with the troopers. A sort of legend sur-

rounded his name : it was said that with cavalry he

had carried a citadel. But Bonaparte was by no

means fond of him : hot-headed, a brawler, a Jacobin,
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and he breakfasted too often with Moreau ! He
made straight for him :

1

Well, general, are you satisfied ? A fine cere-

mony, was it not ?
'

1 Better call it a fine piece of monkery ! Our

sword-knots are being turned into rosaries ! "We

missed at your fete the thousands who have fallen

to get rid of this tomfoolery and destroy supersti-

tion !

Next day the police learned that Moreau had not

been to Notre-Dame. He had been seen in the

garden of the Tuileries, walking under the windows

of the Palace. The general was in civilian dress, a

maroon frock-coat with metal buttons ; he seemed

even to wish to attract attention.

It was as though his rival, Moreau, had thrown

a challenge to Bonaparte.
2

1

[Compare Memoirs of Baron Thidbault, ii. 90 (English edition).]
2 Berthier's letter, summoning Moreau to the ceremony and

inviting him to the breakfast given by the Minister, still exists in

the War Office Archives.





PART I

I

THE EIGHTY-SECOND HALF-BBIGADE

Three weeks after this day of popular ovation the

conservative Senate extended the duration of Bona-

parte's power from ten to twenty years. Such a

vote, in the words of the senatorial decree, was an

evidence of gratitude and admiration for ' the supreme

magistrate, who, after so often leading the republican

legions to victory, after triumphing in Europe, Africa

and Asia, and filling the world with his fame, has

preserved France from the horrors of anarchy,

broken the scythe of revolution, . . . quenched civil

discords, . . . hastened the progress of enlighten-

ment, and consoled mankind !

' But a proof of

distrust was concealed under the amazing emphasis

of these servile dithyrambs. The '

pacificator of the
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continent and of the seas
'

had imagined that he

would obtain from the Senate a dictatorship for life ;

the cunning opposition of Lanjuinais and Garat had

been careful not to understand him: it had only

granted him a temporary authority. Bonaparte then

appealed to the nation certain that it would listen

to him. And on Monday, the 20th Floreal (May 10),

the Council of State, at a memorable sitting, drew

up the terms of this appeal :

1 The French people will be consulted on the

question : Shall Napoleon Bonaparte be Consul for

U/e t

'

Eegisters will be opened in every commune in

which the citizens will be asked to record their

votes. . . .'

The theory of the plebiscite, a right divine of the

Bonapartes, now made its appearance for the first

time in their history.

Time pressed. During the night of the 20th-21st

Floreal the ' Government
'

approved the draft sub-

mitted by its Council, and at two in the morning the

Secretary of State, Hugues B. Maret, communicated

the consular decree to the various ministers. He

recommended them at the same time clearly to

indicate to the officials
' not only the substance but
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the spirit of the document.' Without delay these

ministers went to work ; they composed hasty cir-

culars in very fine style, and had them ready by noon.

That of the Minister for War was distinguished

as much by the extravagant rhapsody of its pathos

as by the practical sense of its instructions. ' The

tranquillity of the State,' it said,
' is bound up with

the stability of its government ; this stability will

increase the confidence of the people, by giving to

genius the time necessary for the execution of the

projects it conceives.' But Berthier, while indulging

in these flourishes, made his orders clear. He

required the officers, non-commissioned officers and

men to give their votes in registers to be opened in

barracks or at the offices of the staff. In this way
the company would vote under the eye of its captain,

and the colonel was to vouch for the soundness of

his regiment.

The same evening special couriers carried these

instructions to the generals commanding the twenty-

six military divisions. Communication was slow at

that time, and the roads were not very safe : those

of Brittany and of Bas-Maine were considered

dangerous. Nevertheless, on the night of the

24th Floreal, Berthier's orders arrived without
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accident at Kennes, the headquarters of the Army of

the West.

Of all the military divisions distributed between

Coblentz and Bastia, the thirteenth (Ille-et-Vilaine,

C6tes-du-Nord, Morbihan and Finistere) was the

one which, in 1802, contained the largest number

of men. Its muster-roll for the month of Floreal,

year X, was made up as follows : nine half-brigades

of infantry of the line or light infantry ; two regiments

of cavalry, and two regiments of artillery without

counting the battalions of train, the companies of

pioneers, the dragoon-guides, and a half-brigade of

veterans. There was, therefore, a body of troops of

about 15,000 men collected in the four departments

of the old province of Brittany an important fraction

of that Army of the West which a little while before

had been hunting down Georges Cadoudal's Chouans

and the '

brigands
'

of Mercier-la-Vendue.

The Peace of Amiens had rendered further pursuit

needless, since the lads of the moor had thrown up

the game from the moment the English abandoned

them. Besides, for the last year their country had

been almost pacified. For these reasons, a consular

decree of the 23rd Germinal (April 13) had resolved

upon the suppression of this army. Its reduction to a
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peace footing was not to be carried out until Prairial
;

but its staff had dispersed very promptly. Bernadotte,
1

commander-in-chief, councillor of State,' was greatly

displeased with this measure, and had returned to

Paris, taking with him all his aides-de-camp. There

he lived sumptuously at his mansion in the Pare

Mousseaux quarter, Kue Cisalpine, cutting a figure

in society and holding
* assemblies.' His sudden

departure had led to a certain disorder. Many

regimental officers hastened to Paris without leave ;

there they resorted to their former chief, parading

their uniforms in the saloons where the general and

councillor of State held forth in his usual style of

braggadocio.

However, one of his dear friends had not accom-

panied Bernadotte : his ex-chief of the staff, Brigadier-

General fidouard Simon. An interesting personage

was this native of Champagne, the suppressor of the

Chouan risings in Brittany. His father, a certain

Simon (of Troyes), was one of the great men of that

time, a Hellenist, an archaeologist and a poet ; the

son, too, courted the Muses, but the general's pro-

duction was prose. Bernadotte greatly appreciated

this litUrateur in gold lace, whose orders of the day

had all the flavour of a '

carmagnole
'

in the Barrere
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style. He esteemed him no less for his Jacobinism.

Deeply in love with classical antiquity, a passionate

admirer of Greece and Kome, fidouard Simon passed

for a fervent republican. He was also a freemason,

and had his note-paper stamped with the symbols

of the two hands and the square. For the rest, he

was an officer of merit, who had seen constant service

on the Sambre and on the Khine, in Batavia and

in Brittany. Well acquainted with the spirit of his

regiments, he possessed the full confidence of the

colonels and of the men : he was as popular as

Bernadotte, if not more popular, with the Army of

the West.

The suppression of the staff had deprived him

of his employment ; but, in resignation, or it may
be through stoicism, Simon had solicited no other

command. He gave out that he was ill, tired out

by his campaigns, ravaged by fever, longing for rest.

Much too poor to live in Paris, he had taken a

modest cottage, La Moinerie, in the neighbourhood

of Kennes, where he lived as a hermit, waiting for

better days. The worthy man had brought thither

his young wife, whose maiden name was Sophie

Goulard, and their little girl, a delicate and sickly

child. There, shut out from the world, this philo-
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sophic optimist took to cultivating his garden. At

times, however, a few friends and brothers in arms

came to people his solitude : Colonel Pinoteau, Major

Miiller, and Quartermaster Bertrand another poet.

Among old comrades time passes quickly, and it had

often happened that one of these good friends had

to stay the night at the cottage. What could Simon

have to say at these interminable conversations?

Words of wisdom, no doubt. . . . And the whole

garrison of Kennes admired this ploughman-soldier,

this new Diocletian, or rather since Diocletian was

nothing but a base tyrant this modern Cincinnatus.

Thus deprived of its two principal chiefs, the

Army of the West was now no more than a mere

division. It was commanded by a general of good

military reputation, Henri Delaborde. But, being

newly come to Brittany and never having taken part

in its guerilla warfare, he did not share the savage

hatred felt by all these shooters of Chouans. He

was none the less a valiant soldier, a patriot of '92, one

of the glorious wearers of the legendary sabots, who,

under the command of Dugommier and afterwards

of Moreau, had done wonders against the ' Michels
'

and the ' kaiserlicks.' On the other hand, this Jaco-

bin who had rallied to the side of Bonaparte
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he had known him at the siege of Toulon was

still ignorant of his business as an administrator :

he was over-sensitive about his authority, suspicious,

a busybody, a mischief-maker, a man who gave the

prefects far too much trouble, and moreover, some-

thing of a sectarian. The son of a Dijon baker, this

Burgundian transplanted to Brittany had a holy

horror of the priest and of the imigri. Now the

department of Ille-et-Vilaine had just received as its

prefect a returned imigri : Citizen Joseph Mounier,

formerly president of the Constituent Assembly. An

Smigri ? The virtuous Delaborde was instantly on

his guard. . . . Moreover, in spite of his hatred of

1

superstitions,' he had not been able to win the heart

of his distrustful army.

Nevertheless a strong and heavy hand was

wanted to check the undisciplined spirit which was

raging in all the garrisons of the West. Insolent,

quarrelsome, and given to pillage, the chasseur, the

dragoon and the infantryman were dishonouring

their uniform. The abominations of the second

Chouan War, a guerilla consisting of traps, of

ambushes, of killing without quarter and of summary

executions, had rapidly transformed the soldiers into

an armed mob. In return for pitiless throat-cutting
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they massacred without mercy. Too many lying

legends are still current about the sublimities of this

ignoble war, which, cunning, ferocious and de-

moralising, was nothing but simple bandit's work

on both sides. Whites and blues of the year VIII,

brigands or patauds
l

they were one as bad as the

other in the ignominy of their exploits. If, many a

time, Georges Cadoudal's '

greys
'

amused themselves

by roasting and dismembering a patriot, Brune's or

Bernadotte's blues found it no less entertaining to

disembowel their prisoners during a halt. The

voluminous correspondence of the Army of the West

is full of these hideous details, the great deeds or

jests of civil war.

But, at the time our narrative begins, the

insurrection of the year VII seemed crushed for

ever. Georges and his comrades had fled to London ;

the Chouan surrendered his English carbine to the

gendarmes ;
the peasant, who had lain so long in the

dew of the woods, put a new handle to his scythe

and went back to his farm ; the columns of scouts

no longer scoured the moors, and the regiments were

1

[' Louts
' but it was also the Breton peasant's corruption of

patriotes, and so became the nickname of the republican soldiers

during the Chouan wars.]
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back in their garrison-towns. Thither they carried

with them a savage hatred of the Breton noble and

curS ; they brought back, too, their poverty and their

turbulence.

Too long quartered in the hamlets of the insur-

gent districts, often split up into squads amid the

muck of some cattle-shed, the soldiers came back

clad in filthy rags. They had hoped on arriving at

barracks to get a distribution of new clothing ; but

there was nothing ; the funds were exhausted, so

they could have neither cloaks nor boots. And the

sight of all these tatterdemalions going about, roam-

ing the streets of the towns, wan and emaciated,

everywhere provoked compassion or mockery. Very

soon my half-brigade will be clothed in rags,' wrote

the colonel of the 79th. 'My grenadiers have

nothing to wear. They ask me for shoes which I

cannot supply. Our funds are exhausted
; we have

not a sou left, and our brave fellows are going bare-

foot.' Eags, vermin and worse still, hunger ! The

allowance of meat, fixed at ten centimes a day per

man, was no longer distributed, and even the pay

remained in arrears. In March 1802 the private

had received no pay for three months; the State

owed the officers a quarter's pay and no less than a
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half-year's allowances. The contractors therefore,

the butchers and bakers, refused to give credit, and

the mess often went without its
'

ordinary.'
' Send

me funds,' Colonel Godard entreated,
* for it is im-

possible for me to feed my men. We have not a

centime to buy vegetables ; we are refused even

meat and bread for soup.' Indeed the distress of

this army was heart-rending. Infectious diseases,

brought on by exhaustion, insanitary surroundings

and privations, were raging in every regiment. But

they had very few army doctors, and in many of

these little Breton towns there was no hospital. In

the month of Floreal, year X, of a total of 15,000

men, the Army of the West had about 2,000 on the

sick-list.

But horse and foot alike looked to marauding to

supply them with the rations that were not forth-

coming from the State : they pillaged. The blue

cloaks and green dolmans had become the terror

of farm-houses. Frequently the old soldiers and

practised hands formed themselves into bands and

fell upon a solitary farm, emptying larder and hen-

house, and returning townwards with their spoil

spitted on sabre or sword-bayonet. Frequently too,

on arriving at the gates, the expedition closed with a

e 2
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fight. The octroi officials and gendarmes tried to

confiscate the booty and detain the plunderers ;
a

battle ensued in which the soldier enjoyed the luxury

of thrashing a '

copper
'

or a gauger. Amusements

of this kind set the mayors and prefects groaning,

without irritating Bernadotte very much. However,

he directed his friend Simon to issue an order of the

day, and at once the chief of the staff drew upon his

eloquence. He deplored 'the ambiguous silence

of the law,' blamed ' the excessive demands of the

collectors and the over-hastiness of the military,' and

finally recommended the warriors to observe ' the noble

practice of civil virtues. . . .' As to the officer, he

amused himself in another way : he looked about for

duels. Nor were the chances of a collision lacking.

Several 6??iigris, taking advantage of the first armi-

stices, were beginning to reappear in Brittany. Very

poor, looking with a melancholy eye upon their

manors which had become national property, obliged

sometimes to take a farm on their own estates, they

had brought back from their exile a large measure

of haughtiness and arrogant rage. It was for these

above all that the officer lay in wait. His delight

was to sit down to table in one of the middle-class

boarding-houses, where the ex-noble, insolent and
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poverty-stricken, breathed out his woes ; a quarrel

was sought, the ci-devant was provoked and forced

to fight, to teach him, at the sword's point, all the

beauties of the Kevolution.

Moreover, these pleasing pastimes of the Jacobins

were often interrupted by revolts in barracks. Fre-

quent sedition broke out in the military quarters,

when the soldier made bold to raise his hand against

his officer. At Vannes, the 52nd had lately mutinied,

demanding its arrears of pay.
'

Pay us first ; we

will obey afterwards !

' Then seizing the colours

the mutineers had barricaded themselves in a church,

with cries of ' Down with Bonaparte !

'

Their chief,

Colonel F6ry, a man of energy, had brought down

several of them with his pistol ; but he fell himself,

his body mangled by bayonets. The scene resembled

an orta of janissaries massacring their agha to get

food. 1

Through these sufferings and the demoralisation

they produced, the Army of the West was become a

rabble of turbulent bullies. Severe measures there-

fore became necessary in order to restore discipline,

and the First Consul was resolved upon harshness :

1 The 52nd half-brigade was sent to Italy ;
it behaved heroically

in the fight at Valeggio.
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he loved his soldiers, but detested a soldiery. For

another thing, Bonaparte had little appreciation of

these regiments and their exploits of civil war. All

the misery they had endured amid the silence of

moors which swarmed with ambuscades, among the

dung-hills and vermin of Breton hamlets, in the

biting sea breezes and under the downpour from an

ever-rainy sky, were rewarded by him with nothing

more than lofty indifference. The savage beauty,

the wild grandeur of these tattered blues, who also,

it must be remembered, had had their share in

saving the country, could not touch that heart,

which was without pity for suffering and only

valued victory. Indeed, Bonaparte always preferred

the desperate resistance of the La Kochejaqueleins

and the Charettes, champions of Koyalty, to the

sanguinary butcheries of a Santerre or of a Turreau,

even to the brilliant feats of arms of a Marceau or a

Hoche, soldiers of the Nation. The former he pro-

claimed to be great men; the day would come when

he would call them giants.' The old pupil of

Brienne, the schoolfellow of Dampierre, de Castries

and Comnimges, long bore the stamp of his masters,

the Minims.

So Bernadotte's Jacobin officers came in for
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very few rewards and no promotion. And they

returned Bonaparte's disdain by detestation, heaped

abuse upon him, and avenged injustice by insult.

For them the ' Corsican
' became a personal enemy

whom they must dishonour or destroy. In all public

places, tables-d'h6te, coffee-houses and smoking-

rooms, insults were poured upon his hated name :

1 A bastard ! He was the natural son of an ex-noble,

of Marbeuf and of Mother La Joie. ... A coward !

He took care to keep out of the way of bullets. . . .

A hypocrite ! At Cairo he had worshipped

Mahomet ; now he was kneeling to the Pope. . . .

A traitor ! Before deserting Egypt he had promised

the English to set the Bourbons on the throne. . . .

An assassin ! He had subsidised the Turk, the

murderer of K16ber. . . .' These silly calumnies,

moreover, were current throughout France, in the

thousand political taverns where the half-pay officer

breathed forth his futile resentment. And they were

repeated, with wrathful comments, in all the garrisons

occupied by the Army of the West.

All at once, instructions arrived from Paris which

terrified these ' brawlers
'

: they were to be em-

barked in a body for the Antilles. Each half-brigade

of the 13th division was to furnish or complete a
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battalion of 600 men
; two squadrons were to be

taken from the cavalry regiments. For some of

them the voyage would end in exile at Martinique

or Guadeloupe, but for the greater number it was

death, in San Domingo. . . . Bonaparte was weeding

out.

He meant to carry out this deadly expedition, his

San Domingo campaign, with a high hand. Dis-

counting victory, he had already divided the insur-

gent island, with its hills and plains, its forests

and marshes, into five French departments. At this

moment Leclerc, the general in command, a

comrade and brother-in-law, was being wafted

towards Port-au-Prince, accompanied by his wife,

Mme. Pauline, that dear ' little chick
' x who was

so fond of soundly rating Bonaparte. She was soon

to bring back the husband on whom she wasted so

little of her love but in a triple coffin, with, it was

said, all her merveilleuse's jewels sewed up in the

shroud. . . . Since the month of Frimaire then, a

squadron had borne 20,000 men to the land of

yellow fever and their inglorious graves. This was

1

[Poulette. Pauline Leclerc, Bonaparte's second sister, was

called ' Paulette '

by her family. She afterwards married Prince

Camillo Borghese.]
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only the first convoy, for a number of ships of the

line and frigates converted into transports were

waiting in the waters of the Penfeld for fresh

battalions.

At this news a quiver of wrath stirred every

barrack-roorn from Vannes to Saint Servan. Both

officers and men, from being very discontented,

became exasperated. One word ran from mouth to

mouth that word, alas ! so often repeated in the

history of our unhappy France: 'transportation.'

1 The Corsican is afraid of us, and he is transporting

us !

' There was nothing but to obey, however,

and to take the road for the arsenal of Brest. The

desertion was fearful
;

all along the roads squads

and platoons crumbled away: at the Kecouvrance

barracks more than a quarter of these condemned

men failed to answer to their names. But Bona-

parte had given orders for filling up the gaps : 1,500

more men to be taken from the Army of Brittany. . .

He continued weeding out.

One regiment, however, the 82nd half-brigade,

had remained intact in garrison at Eennes. The

Consul, it is true, had ordered its embarkation in the

first instance
; but Bernadotte had interposed imme-

diately :

' This corps, general, is not fit for effective
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service; it is in great need of being kept together

and under observation for a few months.' For a

few months ? very well ! And the 82nd had been

left in peace, at the Saint Cyr barracks.

This was, indeed, the worst disciplined as well as

the worst found of the nine half-brigades of infantry

quartered in Brittany. Formed in 1791 from the

old Saintonge the regiment of the white cross

quartered gules and sable, vert and or this 82nd

had quickly gained the glorious quarterings of

plebeian nobility : at the siege of Mainz it had

* deserved well of the country.' But prolonged

station in the Chouans' country had destroyed the

rare virtues of chivalry and self-denial in this valiant

corps. Hanging from the Channel to the Loire,

year after year, scouring heath and coppice, moor

and mountain, hunting down the royalist lads, the

lurkers in hovels and other night-wolves, the regi-

ment had become as ferocious as the cut-throats it

had to deal with. In contact with the brigand, the

men of Mainz were transformed into a rabble, and

they too took to pillage and massacre : this Chouan

1

[For a description of the Breton loges, the miserable cabins

which sheltered an outcast population, see the author's Le Capitaine

Sans-Fagon, c. i.]
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War infected all that touched it. In addition to this,

a detestable measure on the part of the Directory had

assisted the work of demoralisation. They had dis-

charged into the ranks of this half-brigade the

remnants of a regiment recruited in the West

Indies. It was partly composed of men of colour,

and these blacks behaved like genuine runaway

slaves. They were always ready to go off and ravage

the country, and the white men followed their

example : in 1801 the 82nd lost a hundred and fifty

deserters.

It was badly commanded. To keep such a hot-

headed lot in hand required an ' awkward customer,'

one of those glorious blockheads who know the ins

and outs of barrack life, all its fun, its tricks and

unwritten laws ;
in short, a soldier who understood

soldiers and could make them understand him. But

the colonel, Armand Pinoteau, knew nothing of all

that. A native of Charente, born at Kuffec, he was

a product of the staff, whose good manners he had

adopted, being a man of the middle class, the son of

a lawyer. Always in regimentals, clean-shaved at

reveille, with his look of a dandy in epaulettes, he

provoked the witticisms of the unkempt tatterde-

malions of the 82nd. They said he preferred having
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his hair dressed to going into battle. His excessive

scribbling was ill-fitted for the task of reorganising a

completely demoralised corps. His fondness for red

tape irritated the officers :

* He's a bureaucrat, this

citizen, a quill-driver, instead of an honest soldier !

'

And yet he was a brave man. His record of service

told of five campaigns and some wounds ; at thirty-

three he was a colonel. With his good education,

his literary talent (for he drew up his excellent

reports with an elegant pen), Pinoteau must have

done wonderfully well on the staff, in Belgium,

Holland and Germany. Having recently served as

adjutant-general to the Ajrmy of the Sambre-et-

Meuse, afterwards to that of the Ehine, he knew

their commanders Jourdan and Moreau and was

himself much appreciated by these great soldiers.

Liking them, he admired them, and believed that he

shared their political faith. He often sighed over

the wretchedness of the present, spoke sadly of the

vanished past, even ventured to regret the defunct

Directory. The France of Fructidor, the Kepublic,

liberty according to Barras what an ideal it was for

him ! But Pinoteau had also an eye for promotion

and did not give expression to his sorrows except

with careful reserve and infinite precautions. Had
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he not to get the rank of general? There was

nothing then about the prudent colonel which might

proclaim the sectarian, still less the candidate for

martyrdom and yet a strange chance was to choose

this simple-minded man for a tyrant's victim, a

confessor of the Jacobin religion.

But if the honest Pinoteau had not succeeded in

winning the hearts of his savage regiment, one of

his officers enjoyed the popularity he missed. By

stirring up the violent spirits, young Major Antoine

Couloumy could lead the regiment with his little

finger. A good soldier, undoubtedly. His record

made mention of honourable exploits ; but his rapid

advance owed much more to a barefaced nepotism

than to his campaigns. In less than five years the

lucky Limousin had seen his sergeant's stripes

turned into a heavy epaulette : at twenty-nine he

already commanded a battalion. Luck, in fact

that ' luck
'

of which military men so often talk

had given him the ' influential relative
'

; and what

a relative ! a man of the '

Mountain,' a regicide, a

former member of the Directory, Citizen Treilhard,

now president of the Paris Court of Appeal. For

the moment, it is true, uncle and nephew were not

on the best of terms : there was a question of pro-
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motion. A major before the 18th Brumaire, Couloumy

now thought it time to be colonel
;
but Bonaparte

had turned a deaf ear to the solicitations of his

relative: too much of a youngster, your nephew,

and not enough campaigns ! Then the dapper

Antoine had exclaimed against the injustice, proffered

complaints, muttered threats. To win the favour of

his Jacobin brother-officers he proclaimed himself

more of a Jacobin than any of them. At the Saint-

Cyr barracks, at the mess and in the taverns, he

freely insulted the name of the First Consul : A

rascal, a scoundrel ! His officials are thieves ! They

pocket the soldier's money. Let us all march on

Paris, bayonets to the front ! We'll burn everything

on our way, and overthrow the despot.' In short,

the words of a maniac. One day he had gone so

far as to exclaim in public :
' We want some good

patriot who will thrust a dagger into the breast of

this Corsican bandit !

' His comrades ought to have

silenced him
; but, impetuous as he, they approved

and chorused his words.

Assuredly they were a strange set of faces, these

rough hunters of Chouans, brutalised, harassed, worn

out by their incessant battues. An interesting note

of Pinoteau gives us their unflattering portraits.
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Some were completely illiterate and could not even

write ;
others frequented low taverns and behaved like

scandalous drunkards ; many, again, lieutenants and

captains of fifty, were getting too old. These grey

hairs and wrinkle-scored muzzles were threatened

with half-pay. Half-pay ! at that time the terror

of all the seniors aged by their campaigns, and of

all the juniors mutilated in battle. Moreover, this

arbitrary and underhand retirement struck at those

officers who were out of favour. The Directory had

used it freely ; Bonaparte abused it without scruple.

No more Jacobins in his armies ! And this 82nd

was Jacobin all through ! How it detested the

'dwarf,' the 'pigmy,' the 'bastard mannikin of

Corsica !

' But mixed with the obscene vulgarity of

their insults these rugged grumblers often uttered a

name, their hatred's hope : Moreau.

Many officers of the regiment, long garrisoned

at Kennes, had married there. Now Moreau was

popular in this town, and much beloved of its

Frondist, patriot and republican inhabitants. They

remembered with pleasure the noisy student, the

young magistrate, the *

parliamentary general,' who,

at the time of the riots of 1789, had administered

such a beating to the ' dummies with handles to
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their names.' They remembered too the commander

of volunteers, leading an ardent band of youths to the

frontier and to victory. Oh, he was not a foreigner

like ' the other,' but a real Frenchman of France ;

better still, a native of Morlaix, a Breton of the

Bretons ! Kejoicing in such popularity, Moreau

took pains to cultivate it. For ten years (as is

proved by his correspondence) he had made himself

the protector, the patron and the banker of the

Breiz' and the Gallos of his dear Armorica. 1 Neither

his door nor his purse was ever shut to them.

Always very open-hearted with those beneath him,

the general treated as comrades all who hailed from

his native province. He had trained his wife and

his mother-in-law to receive them well, and these

two sour-tempered Creoles used to put on all their

coquetry for the benefit of a visitor from Morlaix,

Leon, Kennes or St. Malo. They were invited to

receptions at which Elleviou sang the tenor was

another '

fellow-countryman
'

; they were asked to

shoot deer in the preserves of Grosbois. On certain

days, too, there was a Breton repast : Moreau went

to dine at Chaillot with Citizen Euperou, judge of

the Court of Cassation, a ' Minos
'

from the Cotes-

1

[As we might say,
' the Pens and Tres of Lyonesse.']
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du-Nord. There he met the Gandons and the

Ginguenes, the Lanjuinais and the Kervelegans.

They drank cider, ate pork, and talked their patois,

with its Celtic and Breton words : talked politics

too. A thousand anecdotes in praise of the ' famous

captain's
'

good humour his freedom from conceit,

his familiar or broad jocularity, the plainness of his

manners and of his dress, his modest brown coat,

his liking for his pipe and beer, the camp-bed on

which he preferred to sleep were told with effect

in Brittany, and, after being expatiated on among

the townsmen, awoke a formidable echo in barracks.

. . .

'

Ah, if Moreau would do it !

'

Yes,
'
if Moreau would do it !

- a wish big with

threats, which was muttered in many regiments.

It is a strange thing : the Napoleon Bonaparte who

appears to us, in the mirage of the past, as the

devotee of incessant battles, the man of wars with-

out respite and without end, was looked upon in

1802 as a peaceful being, preferring repose to action,

the official to the officer. Both the generals and

the rank and file reproached him with having

deceived them, in giving them only bureaucrats

in place of the '

lawyers
'

of the Directory. This

new system of fussy clerks and scribblers in high
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places disgusted them : they had hoped for a govern-

ment of the sword, without administrative check.

The political work of the First Consul, his moral

resuscitation of the nation, his peace,
*
social and

religious, continental and maritime,' found them

indifferent ; they did not understand it. No ! for

them it was '

peace,' a word abominable to their

cheated ambition, their unsated avidity. They said

to themselves that under this rigorist, this stickler

for red tape, this sifter of accounts, this trumpeter

of integrity, promotion would be difficult and the

trade of arms a bad one. They regretted the old

days of rapid and astonishing promotion : captain in

Niv6se, general in Fructidor ! They regretted too

those plundering raids, war enriching war, lucrative

conquest and devastation. What splendid years they

had been, those of the Convention, above all those

of the Directory, for him who would be bold, who

knew how to act ! A man left his village, a bump-

kin in stable clothes, and eighteen months later, as

a Scipio in gold lace, he was buying from the

Kepublic the spoils of the wretched imigrS. Then

there was a chance of acquiring town and country

houses, and of filling them with Batavian plate,

' kaiserlick
'

furniture, Cisalpine pictures. For,

during this period,
' the helot peoples

' had been set
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free, and slaves had been restored to Nature and

Liberty. Thus had they deserved well of the

country the Vandammes and the Brunes, the

Massenas and the Augereaus. Moreau, too, Moreau

the upright and pure, had often ' raided
'

without

scruple : for his virtue was that of a Danton, rather

than that of a Kobespierre. With a patrimony of

no more than 800 francs a year, he now possessed a

mansion in Paris, a country-seat at Grosbois and

an income of some hundred thousand francs : spolia

opima, won by destroying tyrants. But no one,

except the ungrateful Consul, grudged this '
last of

the Komans '

his gains, and some saw in him the

perfect model of a hero. For there was a great

number of officers to whom this man appeared the

incarnation of the military science and genius, the

honour and glory of the nation. In their infatua-

tion they compared him unfairly with Bonaparte;

the latter was rash, the author of hazardous enter-

prises, victorious only by good luck, he sacrificed his

1 food for powder
'

without pity and was the execu-

tioner of his armies ; Moreau, on the other hand,

was deliberate, used scientific methods, conquered

by means of his calculations, was careful of human

life and a real ' father of his men.'

M
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*

Ah, if Moreau would do it !

' A simple word

from him would suffice, as his admirers asserted,

to make every regiment rise. Thus the consular

usurpation would be destroyed ; the despot shot or

deported ;
Moreau would be proclaimed dictator,

and Moreau, that soul of antiquity, would re-estab-

lish the Convention. The Convention ! How start-

ling it is to see this desire expressed in the docu-

ments of the period ! And yet the Convention was

really the dream of men like Argout, Sabathier,

Sandoz-Laroche and other generals on half-pay, as

they sat in their tobacco-parliaments, clad in the

frock-coat of the bourgeois, with the starred hat on

their heads. And the Convention was in the minds

of the transported Army of the West, of the fault-

finders and schemers of the 82nd : the Convention

re-established by Moreau !

Ah, if Moreau would do it !

'

However, he was

known to be prudent to the point of indecision,

wanting in will even in the field a general of

retreats rather than attacks
;
and he led his life

as he directed his campaigns, with a distaste for

adventures, for action and for boldness. At present

his jealous and sensitive vanity was thought to be

suffering much more than his pride and ambition.

But at the same time he was known to be ex-
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asperated by hatred, inclined, like all weak men, to

desperate acts of impulse, and great of heart, if

not in character absolutely incapable of cowardly

baseness. This feeble courage might therefore be

worked upon, and the waverer compromised in spite

of himself, thrown into an enterprise in which he

would have to struggle, and compelled to fight in

his own defence. . . .

' Ah, if Moreau would do it !

'

Very well then, he must be forced into it.

Suddenly a great piece of news threw the 82nd

into a flutter : Colonel Pinoteau had left hurriedly

for Paris. He had gone, it was said, to lay the

distress of his half-brigade before Bonaparte, and

his return was awaited with uneasiness.

He was not absent for long ; about the middle

of Flor6al he resumed his duty at the Saint Cyr

barracks. Strange rumours had been current in the

regiment, and the officers questioned their colonel :

1 Had he spoken to the Consul ? Would they be

transported ? Would they receive at any rate their

arrears of pay ?
' For his part he was furious, and

muttered wrathful answers :

' No, he had not been

able to see the Consul : that young fellow took care

to keep off importunate callers ! . . . You want your

arrears of pay, do you? You won't get them.

Twenty times I have been to the War Office : they
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have always put me off till Doomsday. Besides,

what money could they pay you with ? The treasury

is empty ; thieving and robbery are going on ; the

next thing will be bankruptcy !

'

Then, putting on

an air of mysterious importance, as one who holds

formidable secrets, he added :

' But patience ! All

this cannot go on very long. Grave events are

preparing. A revolution is in the air. Before the

end of the year this government of theirs must be

destroyed !

' Who could thus have transformed this

timid and platonic republican into a militant ' anar-

chist,' this too good-natured dog into a raging wolf ?

They knew that Pinoteau had seen much of Berna-

dotte in Paris; they were aware of his relations

with Moreau : the riddle of his words was talked

about ; everyone made his own comments. And

the agitation increased in the regiment ; insulting

speeches became charged with threats :

*

They

would make an end of the Corsican ! Moreau was

going to draw the sword !

'

This was the moment at which the ministerial

couriers arrived at Eennes with the question put to

the French people :

'Shall Napoleon Bonaparte be Consul for life f
'
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II

A POOR WRETCH

In 1802 the spacious and solemn Place du Palais

at Kennes did not offer the same stately symmetry

that it presents to the eye to-day. The majestic

display of stone, designed by Jacques Gabriel, with

its groined arches, its florid pilasters and its graceful

mansards, was still far from completion. On the

eastern side from the Kuelle Saint Francois to the

Eue Saint Georges rose a line of sombre, dull and

sordid-looking buildings which had escaped the fire

of 1720 by a miracle : these were the ancient Con-

vent of the Cordeliers with its chapel ; beyond them

were some walls surrounding gardens. In contrast

with its former animation, with the chairs or coaches

of the Lords of the Parliament ceaselessly passing to

and fro, this Place ^galite so the wags of '93 had

renamed it was become, by the year X, a mournful

and depressing desert. The Parliament no longer

existed; therefore there was now neither Gilded

Chamber, nor Tournelle, nor Court of Bequests,
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where, beneath Jouvenet's and Coypel's paintings,

the mighty men of the robe, presidents, councillors,

and law officers of the Crown, displayed their purple

togas, their mortar-board caps, their hoods and legal

wigs. All was destroyed, gone abroad, or * shortened
'

by a head ! Now a simple Tribunal of Appeal took

the place of the Sovereign Court ; but its thirty-

two Catos in black coats and plumed hats could

not make up for the Lords in ermine. Thus the old

Palace quarter, which formerly was filled with the

bustle of a whole tribe of advocates, attorneys,

ushers with their rods and clerks carrying bags, was

become almost deserted ; houses and lodgings were

difficult to let ; and in the Place Egalite grass grew

unhindered around the pedestal from which patriot

hands had hurled the tyrant Louis XIV. More-

over, this abomination of desolation weighed upon

the whole city ;
ruin was everywhere, everywhere

poverty : the One and Indivisible, with its generals,

its proconsuls, and its guillotine, had passed that

way. Having long lived the life of its Lords, the

' illustrious town and viscounty of Kennes ' was

dying by their death : at the census of the year IX

it had scarcely 26,000 inhabitants.

Now at No. 5 in the Place du Palais the
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following signboard was to be read in 1802, beneath

the arch of the entry : Journal of the North-West of

the French Republic. Chausseblanche, Printer.

He was a very worthy man, Citizen Michel

Chausseblanche, much esteemed at Kennes for his

domestic virtues, well spoken of too for his

integrity in business. He had been proprietor of a

printing-office since the year II, and claimed to be

descended from a very old middle-class family, whose

name, indeed, with its romantic style, bore witness

to its antiquity. Not long before, in the time of the

Convention, Chausseblanche had known days of

glory, if not of prosperity. At that time he occupied,

with his presses, the Hotel de Caradeuc, the confis-

cated house of a lawyer : national property, the use

of which was allowed him by the district. Besides

editing a patriot journal, he was the official printer

of the departmental Administration. But the prose

scattered broadcast by the Directory of Ille-et-Vilaine

had done little to enrich the poor man ; he worked

on credit and had always received more promises

than assignats :
' The Kepublic is poor, citizen ;

some day she will be rich : have patience and

civism !

' And he had shown his '

civism,' so much

so that in Germinal, year VIII, the Treasury owed
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him the trifle of 200,000 francs. In return, his

fortune was gone, his signature had lost its value,

and his establishment was overwhelmed by debts.

To crown his misfortunes, he had ceased to be

official printer : the consular prefect had appointed a

more orthodox citizen in the place of this Jacobin.

Perhaps this was an injustice ; certainly it meant

ruin. 1

But in default of cash the unfortunate Chausse-

blanche had acquired an alarming police record.

At the offices of the prefecture he was regarded as a

dangerous personage, a friend of anarchists, fanatics,

and other '

tigers thirsting for blood.' AJas ! the

friend of these tigers was himself but a poor beast,

foundered and brought to bay. At fifty years of

age, crippled by rheumatism and tormented by gout,

he had to provide for a numerous family: his

mother, a good old octogenarian, and five children

of tender years. Moreover, Citizeness Chausse-

blanche, his wife, was persistent in aiding the popu-

lation of the Kepublic : in 1802, in the midst of this

1 The accounts presented by Chausseblanche to the Administra-

tion of Ille-et-Vilaine offer a curious example of the depreciation of

the assignat at the end of the Directory. For a sum of 192,000

Hvres due to the printer, the consular prefect proposes 3,800 francs

to be paid in cash. And the unhappy Chausseblanche accepts !
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famishing household, she was about to bring a sixth

nursling into the world. The printing-office, once

prosperous, tottered to its fall ; its owner had been

obliged to transfer it to the deserted Place du

Palais : two workmen were all its staff, and the

master had to do the composing himself. In short,

creditors were intractable, a pack of sheriff's officers

hung round the bell ; protests, judgment-summonses,

the prospect, nay, the certainty of failure. . . . Poor

wretch !

Nevertheless he still had his paper, his Journal

du Nord-Ouest de la Ripublique Frangaise : he

combined in his own person the posts of manager,

secretary and editorial staff. It was a wretched

duodecimo sheet, of the kind then produced in the

provinces, with market-reports, announcements of

fair-days, odds and ends and political commonplaces

borrowed from the Paris papers. But Chausse-

blanche gave himself literary airs and considered

himself a philosopher. He would censure men and

things, and inserted satirical Moralities, which were

sometimes the creation of his own Muse, more often

taken from others; he compiled, selected, made

cuttings :

' On Praise and Flattery. . . . Since the

announcement of peace, praise has been the order of
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the day. In consequence, diplomacy, the law and

religion, all join the chorus of praise. . . . But one

can have too much of a good thing. Such flattery

should be insufferable to him who is its object. It

will ruin him, as it has ruined so many others !

'

Such pin-pricks, the outcome of effete and

ingenuous spite, were harmless enough. But the

paper and its editor were in bad odour at the

prefecture. A new magistrate, Joseph Mounier,

formerly member of the Constituent Assembly, had

just arrived there, and no sooner was he established

at the old Residency than he was talked over. His

secretary-general, Citizen Routhier, an excellent

young man with a love of police work, had drawn

his attention to the dangerous Chausseblanche. So

the prefect had summoned this incendiary before

him :
' Look here, Monsieur le journaliste, it is time

you left off your pen-and-ink warfare ! The day of

pamphleteers is over.' At these eloquent rebukes

the discomfited scribbler had promised to behave

himself in future. Idle words, the pledge of a

partisan, the oath of a Jacobin ! He kept his

promise very ill for, at the time our story com-

mences, the surly fellow was attacking the Legion

of Honour. Incorrigible !
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On that day then Thursday, the 30th Floreal

stretched on a lounge, with his gouty legs swathed

in flannel, he was clipping from the Gitoyen Frangais

some gibes aimed at human folly and the taste

for playthings, ribbons and liveries. But now and

again a look of trouble distorted his face. Some

days before a bill of four hundred francs had fallen

due and alas ! his till was empty. He saw himself,

as in a bad dream, served with a writ, made bank-

rupt, dishonoured. . . . Ah ! poor wretch, how hard

life seemed to him !

A light knock at the door of his room made him

raise his head : a man entered, a young fellow in a

blouse. He had a letter in his hand, and a bag hung

from his shoulder. Chausseblanche took the letter

and cast his eye over it :

1

Very well ! Have you got any money for

me?'

The other made a vague gesture : he had nothing.

1 Follow me,' sighed the printer, and he hobbled

up the staircase. In the composing-room, on the

second floor, one man was at work ; he threw a

suspicious glance at the stranger with the satchel.

They reached the attic. There some recently printed

placards were hanging on lines to dry. Chausse-
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blanche took a bundle of them, stuffed them into

the bag and sealed it carefully.

* Take this to your master. Tell him that in a

few days I will send him some more. But, for God's

sake, let him give me something on account ! I am

in such need of money !

'

The lad went off, and Chausseblanche returned

to his periods. He had become very pale, very

agitated, the picture of misery. It may be that he

scented from afar the stench of the Rennes prison

and all the mouldiness of a dungeon in the Temple.
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III

CITIZEN JOUBDEUIL 1

Meanwhile the bearer of the placards had crossed

the Place du Palais with his load. Then, turning to

the right, he entered the Kue de l'Horloge.

This street, now so frequented, formed at that

time a sort of cul-de-sac which buried itself in a

miserable quarter. On the north it ended in the

winding curve of the Champ-Jacquet ; on the south,

crossing the Kue Volvire, it was blocked by a fish-

market and some tanneries bordering the Vilaine.

Beyond these skinners' shops and within range of

their smell was a regular labyrinth of slums, turning

and twisting past the old ramparts and mossy bas-

tions. These low quarters are no longer in existence
;

1 Jourdeuil's interrogatories and statements. I have made a

point of reproducing Jourdeuil's expressions :
' I saw that ... He

told me that. ... I answered him that. . . .' &c. I consider this

method permissible, if not necessary, having regard to the essential

art of narrative, when based upon documents ; I have thought it

best to make frequent use of it,
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granite quays, squares, statues of unknown great

men, and brand-new boulevards have replaced the

fetid but picturesque alleys ;
the Kue de l'Horloge,

prolonged by a bridge, with its traffic going and

coming, gives an illusion of life in the heart of the

ever sullen and mournful city.

Arrived at No. 6 in this sort of blind alley, the

young man entered one of the grey buildings which

stood in the shadow of the old Presidial Court. A

notice announced that furnished rooms were to be

had there. There was, however, neither porter nor

office, but a passage open to the street, and at the

end of it a steep and dusty staircase. The man

with the bag went up, and stopped at last on the

second-floor landing. A door stood ajar, and he

entered.

He was now in a garret, furnished with lodging-

house odds and ends, the mahogany bedstead with

yellow curtains, the easy chair in Utrecht velvet

with swans' heads, the horse-hair chairs with Grecian

backs all the horrors of debased and tawdry

Directory style. A press, closed at present, filled

one wall, and on the opposite panel hung a trophy

of various weapons, swords, sabres and pistols, besides

a rack full of pipes. In spite of the spring-like
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mildness of the weather, a fire was burning in the

grate, where some papers and letters had lately been

reduced to ashes.

A man in military uniform was seated in the arm-

chair. An odd and entertaining personage ! Tall

and powerfully built, with square shoulders, a face

at once vulgar, energetic and jovial, the nose too

short, the mouth too large, the complexion florid and

pimpled, the forehead bulging and bald, there was

nothing of the garrison Adonis or the dandy officer

about him. His manner was that of a drum-major,

his visage that of a veteran, burnt by the sun of the

high road, fired too by the '

pegs
'

of the canteen.

No hussar moustache, but whiskers, superb
' swim-

mers '

cleaving his cheekbones ;
in short, the face of

a private soldier trimmed to regulations. He was

arrayed in the undress uniform of an infantry officer,

a blue cloak and forage cap, and his single epaulette,

on the right shoulder, showed him a simple sub-

lieutenant. Nevertheless the man was no longer

young, for the grey streaks in his already thin chest-

nut hair announced the approach of fifty. He was,

no doubt, one of those ' awkward customers,' those

'

rankers,' who, having grown old without promotion,

were grumbling and railing in the 82nd half-brigade.
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He rose on the lad's entrance. The latter put

down his satchel and began to relate his visit to

Chausseblanche :

' The printer would send more

papers soon, but he wanted some money.' The

messenger was tall and stout, very brown, with a

tawny face, dark eyes blinking with sly stupidity,

whiskers, and hair dressed ' a la Titus
'

he was no

Breton. He talked in a drawling, singsong way,

like a man from Champagne, a native of Bassigny.

But his gabble was familiar, and his pleasantry that

of the faubourgs : the rogue must have lived in Paris.

The officer opened the bag, examined its contents,

lit a candle and sealed the mouth of the satchel :

1 Now, my good fellow, you are to take up your

bundle again and go down to the street. You will

find a cart before the door; you will put this

parcel into it, and then you can go where you like.

I give you leave until Monday.'

The other looked at him in astonishment.

1

Yes, I shall be away for four days : I am going

into the country. ... So don't come here during that

time; you would find nobody. But on Monday

morning you are to call me at daybreak, before

reveille : I shall want you.'

The soldier-servant listened in astonishment :
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never before had his officer been absent for so long.

1 Some mystery here !

' He took up his load and

regained the street. A cart was waiting : he threw

the satchel into it and took a good look at the carman.

This man wore a grey cloak with a big collar the

uniform of the army transport ;
he had a moustache

and looked like a sapper. The inquisitive lad noted

these important details.

Very early on Monday morning the servant came

to call his master, in obedience to orders. The first

pale light of dawn was scarcely diffused, and the

officer was still dozing between the blankets : he

dressed quickly. But in the middle of his polishing,

rubbing and furbishing the valet was lost in amaze-

ment. This room, which he had left so tidy on

Thursday evening, was to-day in utter disorder.

Along the walls a number of hampers were piled

on the floor of the apartment. They were already

covered over with straw, tied up, sealed and labelled

for sending away. In the press, too, which was left

open, the servant saw a dozen large boxes. They

contained odd-looking letters, in red or blue envelopes,

such as a gallant might send to his lady-love. . . .

Well, well, what was all this ? Love-letters ? Sly

dog of a lieutenant ! . . . No, it must be poetry,

o 2
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songs that the author was sending to his comrades.

For he perpetrated libertine songs, this grey-haired

lieutenant, couplets aimed at the priests, broad

madrigals which were the joy of the 82nd : even our

friend from Champagne knew the rankest of these

buffooneries by heart. And, while he was brushing

coats and cloaks, the sly fellow delicately tried the

pockets : he was as his police record tells us a

sort of simpleton, but crafty, lying, very facetious,

and up to all the dodges of an arrant knave.

Suddenly he felt the coveted object between his

fingers, one of those papers in the colours of spring :

' All right !

'

Presently, when the governor was out

of sight, he would abstract the squib, make a copy of

it and amuse himself by humming it over.

1 Take that basket,' ordered his master,
' and carry

it, to the coach-office. Be quick : it must go this

morning. I have put the address on it :

"
Captain

Auguste Eapatel, Rue de la Michodiere No. 9, Paris.

Contents, clothes and linen." By the bye, if the

people ask you for the sender's name, you are to give

your own: Jourdeuil,
" Citizen Jourdeuil." Do you

understand ? Yes. You must get a receipt.'

Jourdeuil raised the basket, looked at the label

and smiled. He knew his master's writing well: a
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superb French copperplate style, firm and upright.

Now Captain Kapatel's address had been traced by

another hand, the hand of a woman. ... * Some

little game !

'

Half an hour later the young fellow was back.

In the room the press had been shut up again, and

the maker of rhymes was walking up and down in

agitation.

'

Ah, sir ! what a bustle there is at these coaches I

The public is impatient and the officials bewildered.

. . . Here is the receipt at last.'

The officer took it and looked at it closely : it

bore the name of ' Citizen Jourdeuil.'

1 That's right ! . . . Are you known in these

parts ?
'

*

Very little : I have no acquaintances. Besides,

you know I am leaving in twelve days.'

The sub-lieutenant, lately so unnerved, seemed

to calm down, and rewarding the young rascal with

a crown, he continued :

'Now listen to what I tell you. I shall often

have to send you to the coach-office. Don't mention

my name there. The day after to-morrow, if they

question you, you are to call yourself
" Citizen

Thomas."
'
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1 Thomas ? The army doctor ?
'

'

Any Thomas, it doesn't matter which !

'

It mattered a good deal, however, for the un-

offending Thomas was to run the risk of being shut

up in PeUagie.
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IV

A FAMILY OF SOLDIEBS

The coach running between Kennes and Paris made

only five journeys in ten days, leaving on the ' even
'

days of each month. As a rule there was an amusing

scramble at the office on those mornings, angry

passengers insisting on the best places, belated senders

mploring attention, and worn-out clerks driven to

impertinence. The sub-lieutenant, with his secret

consignments, had naturally supposed that in all this

confusion his servant would pass unnoticed. And

indeed he argued well, none of the officials had paid

any attention to Jourdeuil.

To reach Paris the coach had to follow No. 31

National Koad, a long highway beginning at Brest,

which stretched as far as Passy, frequently broken

by hills and steep ascents. It passed through Vitr6,

Laval, Alencon, Dreux and Versailles twenty-six

changes took ninety-six hours to accomplish less
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than a hundred leagues, and only arrived at its

destination on the * odd days
'

at nightfall, a sober

slowness, with long delays at the inns. Never-

theless the managers of the company pompously

extolled the speed, comfort and elegance of their

vehicles. Comfort ! We may get an idea from

curious prints of the graceful appearance of these

unwieldy machines : first, the cabriolet in the shape

of a prow, a sort of coup6 without windows, in which

the passenger's face was lashed, scorched or petrified

by wind or rain, sun or frost ; then the body of the

coach, perched upon four wheels, spread out like a

pumpkin, bellied like a barrel, in which six patients

were packed together, side by side, elbow against

elbow, knee against knee, without the possibility of

stretching themselves or even of moving ;
behind the

coach and nailed to the back of it was an enormous

boot for the baggage. And this was not all; the

monumental edifice was crowned by a platform which

bent, groaned and creaked under the accumulated

weight of other citizens, who sprawled among
trunks and parcels. Sometimes, often in fact, on

leaving a town a number of ' deadheads
'

clambered

up and made an additional drag on the progress of

the ramshackle affair. Four horses in relays drew the
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lumbering conveyance with difficulty : an important

gentleman was in command, wearing a military hat

Mars and Bellona were everywhere in those

days ! this was the guard.

On Monday, the 4th Prairial, then, at 6 o'clock in

the morning, the company's coach started on its way.

Its guard was a man named Desmazures, an old

Chouan who had repented, but on whom the distrust-

ful police kept a watchful eye. The poor devil had

no idea that up there, on the roof of his coach, a

certain basket well wrapt in straw was destined to

earn him some months' imprisonment as a suspect.

Four gendarmes, with drawn swords and loaded car-

bines, formed the escort. The road was yet far from

safe, public carriages being often stopped ; in fact, a

few months before, in a coppice of La Perche, the

travellers had been plundered by a party of '

brigands
'

young gentlemen of good family who were work-

ing for the '

King.' This time, however, the coach

arrived at Paris without accident. On Thursday,

the 7th Prairial Ascension Day at 6 in the even-

ing, it went through the Bons-Hommes barrier, past

Tallien's Cottage, followed the Allee des Veuves, the

Champs ^lysees, the Bues de la Concorde, Saint

Honored Croix-des-Petits-Champs, and Notre-Dame-
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des-Victoires, finally halting near the Eue Joquelet, in

the Filles-Saint-Thomas quarter.

On the morning of the next day, the 8th, one of

the company's porters delivered to Citizen Bapatel,

9, Eue de la Michodiere, the hamper sent him by the

gay sub-lieutenant. The captain had already gone

out ; but his doorkeeper signed the book, gave the

receipt and took in the '

consignment of Citizen

Jourdeuil.' Shortly afterwards Auguste Kapatel

returned.

This name of Kapatel fills so large a place in the

stormy existence of Moreau, and acquired so much

notoriety during the agony of the Great Empire, that

it too belongs to history. We may therefore be per-

mitted here to intrude upon private life and to reveal

some facts hitherto unknown. After all, a century

has passed since 1802
; the men who then played

their part in the tragi-comedy of human life have

restored their bones to earth, and the historian need

have no fear of being indiscreet. On the other hand,

it is his duty to sift the facts to the bottom, to get

to know the inmost soul of the persons he brings

upon the stage, and to explain the riddle of the drama

through the psychology of its actors. Like the

novelist, he must possess the gift of divining con-
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sciences, and must feel that life in its reality is of all

romances the most romantic.

Citizen Marie Augustin Kapatel was twenty-seven

in 1802. He was a pleasant fellow, gifted with

natural wit, well bred and well educated, good-looking

enough, and his figure was set off to advantage by

the green dolman of the mounted Chasseurs. They

said he was born under a lucky star : few campaigns,

no wounds, and three years a captain ! His record

of service, though no doubt very honourable, con-

tained as yet nothing brilliant. He became sergeant

in 1792, officer not before 1796, and had remained a

hospital attendant while his comrades were plying

the sabre on the plains of Batavia. However, he was

a youngster at this time, a child almost, and one is

much surprised, on examining his record, to find him,

as a lad of seventeen, with the title of ' assistant-

surgeon.' Strange JEsculapians they were, these army

doctors of '93 ! . . . Later, having joined the expedi-

tion to Ireland, the ex-sawbones, now a lieutenant,

had the misfortune to be captured by the English.

But when, in an exchange of prisoners, perfidious

Albion restored him to the Kepublic, his 'luck'

smiled once more upon Kapatel ;
in the year VIII

General Simon chose him for captain and aide-de-
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camp. 'I know your devotion and your talent,

citizen, and I appreciate them.' Assuredly there was

glory in such appreciation, though it gave rise to

envy and vexation : so many officers thought they had

deserved better of the country ! But Simon laughed

at such manifestations of ill-will ; he was only too

glad to have a young proteg6 of Moreau at his table.

Always helpful to Bretons, Moreau was a provi-

dence to the Kapatels : he treated them as his dear

fellow-countrymen, his good friends, almost as his

relatives. When in May 1799 the general, while in

Piedmont, had had to make a division of his family

property
' 811 fr. 80 c. a year, amount of his own

share
'

a Kapatel had represented him at Morlaix.

Another Kapatel, Colonel Francois Marie, had long

served on his staff, and it was a Kapatel again, Major

Jean Baptiste, whom he wished to make his aide-de-

camp. But the unaccommodating Bonaparte had

just sent Jean Baptiste to San Domingo.

The family to which these officers belonged was

much esteemed, influential even, at Kennes. Their

father, a capable physician of the Saint Sauveur

quarter, had once worn the gown as * master in

surgery, professor and demonstrator at the Schools
'

;

he was now dead, and the management of the family
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affairs devolved upon his widow, Citizeness Jeanne

Francoise, whose maiden name had been Beauvais.

She was a worthy old lady, already approaching

seventy, rather dry, somewhat crabbed, economical,

not to say parsimonious, but of energetic character.

One can easily picture her in her lodging in the

Eue de la Eaison, leading the life that they lived in

those days, dressed in black with powdered hair,

taken up with the cares of her household and giving

her servants no peace, with her ' Yvonne here, Coren-

tine there
'

; splitting farthings in four, hoarding for

her family, always thinking of her scattered children

and sending them by coach some Breton dainty,

such as Janze chickens or butter from La Prevalaye.

She had ten boys (in those far-off days the French

middle class was prolific) and they all had worn or

now wore epaulettes. The good lady was proud of

her race of heroes ; she used to boast of her sons,

and both Jacobins and Koyalists respected this

modern Cornelia. But, though parted from her

numerous boys, her life was not a lonely one. The

eldest of her family, an engineer at Nantes, used

frequently to visit her ; Auguste, the captain, was in

garrison at Eennes, and a young daughter, Mile.

Marie Anne, whom her brothers called familiarly
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1

Minon,' lived with her. She was a graceful little

person, was Citizeness Minon. Her letters (they

were seized by the police and never restored) show

us a candid, delicate, sentimental and rather romantic

heart. Their style is charming in its affected form

and in spite of its spelling ; but, when one comes to

think of it, what woman in France, of the year X, was

really mistress of orthography? Auguste Eapatel

was the girl's favourite brother. Now he was stay-

ing in Paris for the time, and ' his Minon '

wrote

to him constantly. Mentor could not have given

Telemachus better advice. She lectured him freely,

was never tired of preaching good behaviour, and

took the trouble to caution the cavalry officer against

the seductions of Paris. Alas ! the poor girl little

thought that the brother she doted on was even then

the thrall of a fascination such as too often makes

a man lose his head and endangers his honour.

It was some months, in fact, since General

Simon's aide-de-camp had quitted the town of

Kennes. Two motives kept him in Paris : first, a

family matter, but more particularly a love-affair.

Of this love-affair he had not breathed a word to his

mother, who was in great trouble over a very dis-

agreeable business.
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Misfortune had fallen heavily of late upon these

most worthy people: one of the young Eapatels,

Francois, the staff officer, was dying. The wear and

tear of many campaigns and an imperfectly healed

wound had brought on an incurable consumption ;

the doctors had given up hope, and the poor anaemic

soldier was going out at twenty-nine. A woman

had taken her place at his bedside. Oh ! not one of

those fair ones whom Mme. de Stael has described

as '

inexplicable
'

;
indeed the impertinent Chamfort

would have allowed her * an extra cell in the brain,'

but ' a fibre missing
'

in the heart. Francois had

come across her amid the shoals of Parisian fast life

a demoiselle de X
,
the daughter of emigres, or

so she said and the too credulous soldier had soon

made her ' his friend
'

in the modest euphemism of

those days. He lived with her, even had the inten-

tion of marrying her. This marriage a la Diderot

was scarcely to the liking of his family ; Mme.

Kapatel was in despair ;
in each of her letters she

exclaimed against the '

hussy,' and the gentle Minon

spoke with terror of ' the bad woman.' But whether

bad woman or, more crudely, hussy, the fond friend

held fast her prey ; she made the sick man her pro-

perty, and carried him off ' to the bosom of Nature/
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in other words, to the outskirts of Paris, to a dairy-

man's at Fontenay-aux-Koses. There she kept the

dying man in seclusion and dictated his will. At

the mention of a will, Auguste Kapatel at once got

leave and appeared on the scene.

The will, however, and the misdeeds of the

'

hussy
'

were nothing more than the officer's pretext

for a change. He too as we shall see presently

had his '

shepherdess
'

in Paris ; a young person who

lived her life of nervous agitation in the He Saint

Louis. The amorous intrigue had begun at Rennes,

beneath the unsuspecting eye of Mme. Rapatel,

and, like Francois, the gallant Auguste, who was
* born tender-hearted

'

but very faithful, was anxious

to hasten on a marriage which had become necessary.

However, as far as Fontenay was concerned, the

journey was wasted. The captain had always found

the door shut and no one at home : the ' bad woman '

denied all approach to her dying lover. It was not

to be borne ! and, weary of the struggle, he turned

to the protector of his family, General Moreau.

Moreau at that time had many other things

to occupy him besides a ridiculous story of undue

influence. His life of idleness, his innocence too,

were beginning to weigh on him. Every day his
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cross-grained mother-in-law pestered him with am-

bitious reproaches, and his wife, the sentimental

Eugenie, wearied him with perpetual sighing. Worn

down by the fury of one woman and the tears of the

other, and prompted by his own jealousy and detes-

tation of Bonaparte, the unhappy man had taken it

into his head to conspire. Under pretext of business

he had just opened an ambiguous and dangerous

correspondence with Barras, then under surveillance

at Brussels. The ex-Director had recently sold him

the chateau of Grosbois, and the purchase-money

was only paid in part. So letters were exchanged in

great number between debtor and creditor: not a

bad opportunity for trying some little game ! Barras,

however, was a man who had fallen into public con-

tempt ;
but the artless Moreau attributed some

remains of influence to this vain, indolent and venal

personage. Citizeness de Montpezat, a cousin of the

regicide viscount and a merveilleuse of the year V,

was their chief intermediary. Once this woman had

reigned supreme in the drawing-rooms of the Luxem-

bourg, where her daughters had played the parts of

princesses ; but now, reduced to keeping an agency

of
*

radiation,' she was rabid against Bonaparte.

Plotting and scheming went on at her rooms in the

H
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Eue de la Ville-l']v6que. A great friend of Berna-

dotte, Citizen Bousselin-Corbeau, a man of intelli-

gence and tact, was a very frequent visitor and used

to go on from there to the Kue d'Anjou, to Moreau's

house. The Limousin David, too a shifty go-

between, jack of all trades, by turns priest, bread-

and-beef man,
1

publicist, policeman, diplomatist,

secretary to a prefect, and now an abb6 again had

got round the too simple Breton. This dangerous

marplot and broker of political intrigues used often

to breakfast at Grosbois, and ' the famous captain,'

charmed by his adulation, lent him a willing ear. . . .

But there was worse still. At this moment an Eng-

lish emissary, the rascally Fauche-Borel, was strapping

his portmanteau in London, preparatory to leaving

for Paris. This notable scoundrel was bringing over

secret instructions : he was to get the ear of Moreau,

to make him alluring promises and to contrive an

affair from which, perhaps, a revolution might spring.

In spite of the Peace of Amiens, the Addington

ministry was plotting against Bonaparte ; the web of

George's conspiracy was soon to be woven, a tissue of

many threads which the guillotine would cut.

The official police were well aware of all these

1

[Riz-pain-sel : commissariat.]
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schemes, but made a pretence of knowing nothing.

Fouche, the minister, had been posing for months as

a malcontent, and adopted the tone of a victim. He

declared himself disgusted with Bonaparte, tired out

by his caprices, weary of hearing himself treated

every morning as a lackey : the cunning fox scented

disgrace in the near future. Therefore, to render

himself necessary, he cleverly allowed events to take

their course, would neither see nor hear anything,

and even employed questionable expedients and sharp

practice. He was too prudent and circumspect to

venture his pale face inside the house in the Eue

d'Anjou ; but he used often to receive, by his secret

door, Citizen Fresnieres another Breton ! the

general's secretary, confidant, and tool. An expert

in treachery on a small scale, the redoubtable Fouche

was meditating some big treason.

On the other hand, the First Consul's police (and

they were innumerable) showed less reserve. They

surrounded Moreau with the meshes of a never-

ceasing espionage : valets, visitors, acquaintances,

guests even, all undertook the task of watching him.

Thus, seeing that the walls of his country house

and the doors of his town house had eyes and ears,

Moreau now used his mother-in-law's boudoir for

H 2
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his private business. But observers
' swarmed

even there, at the house in the Petite Eue Saint

Pierre. Madame Hulot's dearest friends were in

the pay of the consular police, and among them the

vivacious Citizeness Hamelin, the Creole Egeria, the

beloved adviser of Savary, that not over-scrupulous

colonel of picked gendarmes. ... As a result of

this shadowing the affable and kindly Moreau had

become suspicious and disagreeable. His correspon-

dence at the time is full of notes brutally refusing

audience to applicants and solicitors. In order to

reach the master they had to pass an examination

by the secretary, and the wary Fresnieres, quite as

cunning as a police sleuthhound, knew how to strip

a conscience.

Moreau nevertheless gave young Auguste Kapatel

a welcome and a promise of his assistance. He had

a great opinion of his dear Kennes friends they

were such good people, and the adventure of the

'

hussy
' had pained him. He himself had a grudge

against all hussies, since the day when that impudent

Ida, his mistress, had cruelly taken him in with a

fine story of an imaginary expected child. Besides,

he had a great esteem for Colonel KapatePs courage

and military talent ; Francois always had his place
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'

'

ItJjJ

laid at the general's table ; he came and went like a

member of the family, more of a comrade than a

subordinate. So, taking pity on the credulous lover,

no doubt with some recollection of his own simplicity,

the repentant adorer of the Saint-Elme ' showed real

kindness. Poor Francois Marie was threatened by

a great danger : that of being retired as a useless

invalid. Moreau agreed to write to Berthier, his

personal enemy : a step which must have cost his

pride dearly. He begged him to let the dying man

remain on the active list, on full pay. His request

was pressing, earnest, and a trifle haughty.
' This

officer deserves an exception in his favour, . . . the

country cannot show itself ungrateful !

' Less

punctilious than his wont, the minister graciously

granted the petition.

The protector of the Eapatels did not know to

what an extraordinary danger he was exposing

himself. At that moment 'the consignment of

Citizen Jourdeuil
'

arrived in Paris.

1

[Ida de Saint-Elme (as she called herself) was born at Vallom-

brosa, near Florence, in 1778. She is chiefly remembered as the

reputed author of the Mtmoires d'une Contemporaine (1827), a

chronicle more scandalous than veracious.]
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V

CITIZEN JOUBDEVIUS CONSIGNMENT

About half way down the Eue de la Michodiere, on

the right-hand side as one goes towards the Kue

Gaillon, stands a house in the Directory style, with

windows decorated with pilasters, in the sober though

pretentious Neo-Greek school of ornament. In 1802

this house was No. 9, used as an hotel by numbers

of provincials visiting Paris.

Colonel Francois Kapatel had made it his home for

some time. No doubt his choice was determined by

the gay and noisy life of the boulevards, the theatres

and Frascati, but more than all by a fortunate

circumstance. At a few steps from the lodging-

house, in the newly opened Kue de Hanovre, lived

the Breton Fresnieres, the young man whose wits

were in Moreau's service. This proximity was both

convenient and agreeable, for at Fresnieres' a good

deal of politics and plenty of fun were to be had.
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The secretary enjoyed a by no means prudish repu-

tation, and was fond of getting together a lively

company in his entresol: Elleviou the singer, a

few frolicsome actresses, sylphs and zephyrs from

the Opera, and it is not unlikely that the imprudent

Francois met his terrible mistress at one of these

jollifications.

Auguste Kapatel had taken his brother's rooms.

But, in contrast with the elder, he led a quiet life,

altogether exemplary in the eyes of his landlord and

of his porter. However, he too received visits from

a mistress : a young woman of modest appearance,

quietly dressed nothing of the nymph from Tivoli

about her but pastoral innocence, the amiable

virtue of a tender citizeness. They knew her very

well in the house, where she was perfectly at home.

If the captain happened to be out, the key of his

room was confided to this artless young person ; she

sat there waiting for him and brought up his letters.

Often too the porter of the hotel went round to the

lady's home on the Quai de la Liberte, He Saint

Louis, with some of the Breton dainties that

Mme. Kapatel sent to her son : pots of honey or

butter from La Prevalaye. In short, she was the

well-beloved,
' the flower, adorning life's desert,' to
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use the gallant but audacious image of a poet then

fashionable.

Now it happened, on the morning of the 8th

Prairial, that this charming idyl had to undergo a

very cruel trial.

On that day Captain Eapatel had gone out very

early and had only come back to change his clothes.

The morning was already far advanced ; it had just

struck ten by the chiming clock of the Chinese

Baths on the boulevard : nearly time for breakfast.

On going up to his room, then, the officer noticed the

hamper, corded, sealed and wrapt in straw, which

the coach company had delivered in his absence.

What could it be ? ... ' Clothes and linen : sent by

Citizen Jourdeuil.' . . . Evidently a mistake ! Kapatel

was not expecting anything of the sort, and the name

of the sender was quite unknown to him. . . . How-

ever, he opened it. The basket was two-thirds full

of hay, but after exploring the litter he discovered at

length what it was that this Jourdeuil had sent him.

To begin with, it was a card on which were

written several words strange words of obscure

meaning :

To be posted, without delay, and in different

places. Caution. Haste. Communication.
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There were nine letters, tied together in a packet :

letters in large red or blue envelopes. They were

closed with wax, but without any tell-tale seal, were

very heavy, and seemed to contain business circulars.

The addresses were already written all names of

officers at Kennes or Saint Brieuc :

Lemaire, general of brigade ;

Mignotte, colonel of gendarmerie (4th legion) ;

Senarmont, commanding the 6th half-brigade

of foot artillery, and Faucher, commanding the 6th

horse artillery ;

Pinoteau and the field officers of the 82nd in-

fantry ;

Mayeux, commandant of Eennes ;

Gautier, captain of gendarmerie at Saint Brieuc ;

and

General Simon.

Sent off from Eennes, to be returned thither?

Very strange indeed ! . . Auguste Kapatel, how-

ever, showed no surprise : evidently he expected this

parcel. He noticed further, at the bottom of the

hamper, a mass of placards and pamphlets. Taking

up one of the latter he began to turn over its leaves.
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Its title struck him as racy, and its contents seemed

to tempt him :

From the Monks of the Orders of St. Francis to

First Consul Bonaparte.

A nice piece of monkery ! The young man was

amused by his reading ; his little Voltairian soul

chuckled. There was wit in this petition
'

; imagi-

nation and irreverence. How it chaffed the monk

and the cure, cowl and cassock together ! To-

morrow he would show the spicy satire to Moreau :

Fresnieres would add a facetious commentary and

the general would be delighted.

Then, putting down his pamphlet, the lover of

jokes picked up one of the folded placards from the

bottom of the hamper and at once he gave a start.

. . .
' Oh ! but this is getting serious !

'

And in fact it was very serious nothing less

than a bold bid for sedition, a ringing appeal to

revolt ! Under the guise of a proclamation the

author of this notice addressed the army. He

reproached the generals with criminal inertness,

denounced Bonaparte to them as a malefactor,

incited them to overthrow a tyrant, and at last

deliver the Eepublic, the only
' Fatherland

'

that a

Frenchman should wish for :
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Appeal to the Aemies of France by their

Comrades.

' Soldiers of the Fatherland ! Is the

measure of ignominy that has been poured out upon

you for two years full at last? Have you drunk

your fill of vexation and bitterness ? How long will

you suffer a tyrant to make slaves of you ? Will

you allow the irons with which you are chained to

be riveted fast ? What is become of your glory, and

of what avail are your triumphs ? ... Is it to sub-

mit once more to the yoke of Eoyalty that, during

ten years of most bloody war, you have toiled and

watched unsparingly ;
is it for this that you have

seen more than a million of your comrades perish at

your sides? . . . Soldiers, you have no longer a

Fatherland : the Kepublic is no more ! . . .

'A tyrant has usurped authority, and who is

this tyrant ? Bonaparte.

1 A cowardly defender of our flag, an infamous

assassin of our companions in arms, every crime is

familiar to him ! Ask your brothers of Egypt and

they will tell you to what horrible sufferings he

exposed them by his abandonment ; they will tell

you that his murderous hand guided the dagger that
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deprived them of K16ber, their most virtuous and

most worthy commander ; they will tell you finally

that the savage tyrant, fearful of his crimes being

disclosed, has poisoned the very veins of those whom

the enemy's steel had disabled. . . .

'What was our object in fighting for the Ee-

public ? To annihilate every caste of nobility or

priesthood, to establish the most perfect equality.

. . . Our work exists no longer ! The Emigre's are

back again everywhere : hypocritical priests are in

the pay of the tyrant. You have conquered in vain !

. . . Will you wait till those who have shared your

toil and your glory, who have led you constantly in

the path of honour, are decimated, expelled, exiled,

deported and plunged into misery, before your eyes

are opened ? . . . Will you wait till fanatical priests

have brought superstition, confusion and horror into

the bosom of your families, till they have alienated

the minds of your relatives and despoiled you of your

inheritance? . . . Soldiebs, you have not a

moment to lose, if you wish to preserve your liberty,

your existence and your honour.

And you, General officers, who have covered

yourselves with laurels, what is become of your

energy ? What is become of that sublime patriotic
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impulse which made you brave so many dangers?

Are you become the tyrant's friends ? No, we will

not believe it. . . . Why then do you allow your

work to be undone, your children to be proscribed,

and your enemies to triumph? Is your courage

prostrated by rest, riches and rivalry ? Great gods !

can it be possible that they who have done so much to

conquer liberty should become base enough to wallow

in slavery ? . . . Must we recount the ills to which

your weakness exposes us, in order to revive your

strength and your energy ? . . . Many of our friends

are already proscribed, for having dared to raise

their voices. And now we are threatened with the

same lot, sooner or later ! If we are still treated

fairly, it is because we are feared ; but our danger is

the same, and you are all proscribed. If you delay

longer, shame and infamy will be your portion ; your

names will no longer recall the glorious days of

our triumphs; they will only be synonymous with

cowabds and slaves !

'

No signature: the philippic was anonymous.

Neither virulent, invective, nor atrocious calumny,

nor even eloquence was wanting to this work of a

madman. In spite of its declamatory style the form
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was literary and showed the hand of an assiduous

reader of Kousseau, one too who was accustomed

to handle the pen. But this frantic proclamation

was even surpassed in violence by another paper;

a second placard which took up the cue of the first.

This was addressed in particular to the soldiers,

demanding the death of Bonaparte, and inciting to

his assassination.

Address to the Armies, to the Various Corps,

and to Officers on Half-Pay scattered

FAR AND WIDE OVER THE EePUBLIC.

'Brave Brothers in Arms! . . . Shudder as

we do, you who have fought for liberty ! By the

duplicity of a traitor, by the perfidy of Bonaparte,

our cruellest enemies have succeeded in bringing

France to the brink of ruin. He has brought back

the emigres ; he is re-establishing the clergy ! . . .

The Kepublic, the work of your exertions, your

courage, your constancy, is now but an empty word !

Soon a Bourbon will be on the throne, unless

Bonaparte gets himself proclaimed emperor or king.

' Could there be anything more contemptible

or hypocritical than his conduct at the church of
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Notre-Dame, whither he made all the generals and

all the troops of Paris accompany him, to be present

at the Mass of the Pope's legate ? Inwardly he

despises this man and all the tedious grimaces

which he inflicted on him during the performance

of his mystical show ; but he required him in order

to consolidate his power. The air of bigotry was

assumed to make his conduct seem weighty in the

eyes of the vulgar, since he has nothing in view but

his ambition ! ... In Egypt he made himself out

a cousin of Mahomet ;
in Paris, if he is not Jesus

Christ's nephew, he ought at least to be the father

of Pius VII, a pope after his own heart. ... He

has prostrated himself before the idol, he has kissed

the paten ; but we, more religious than he, will

never humble ourselves before imposture : the

Divinity alone shall receive our homage. . . .

* A petty tyrant dictates his laws to us
; his family

alone is powerful ;
his brothers-in-law the generals

the juniors, by a long way, of Moreau, Bernadotte,

Jourdan, Massena, Macdonald, Eichepanse, Brune

and Lecourbe forget that they have a country. . . .

It would seem now that the generals and the

armies which have been victorious in Italy, in

Helvetia and at Hohenlinden have disappeared and
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been dispersed like smoke. The First Consul,

Luneville and Amiens ; Amiens, Luneville and the

First Consul that is what constitutes the whole

glory of the French nation !

1 Alas for the weakness of the human mind, the

shame and humiliation of reason and philosophy !

What ! in the nineteenth century, after twelve years

of revolution and experience, is the hypocrisy of one

man powerful enough to overawe energy, justice and

virtue? And by what right does Bonaparte take

advantage of the weakness of Frenchmen ? By
what right does this bastard mannikin of Corsica,

this republican pygmy try to make himself a Lycurgus

and a Solon ? An impudent and ambitious partisan,

he wishes only to tarnish the glory of the heroes

who have founded the Eepublic. By what right

has this cowardly apostate from the sacred cult

of liberty tried to make a reasonable being of his

constitution ? . . . Does he think we have forgotten

his base desertion of the army in Egypt? . . .

Soldiers, you know that every deserter in the face

of the enemy is punished by death and yet

Bonaparte still lives.

* There is no time to be lost ! Some of us will

be arrested without delay. Already many have been
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proscribed, and some individuals have been brought

to the scaffold ; republican soldiers will certainly be

made a target for the perfidy and villainy of the

false Knight of St. Cloud ! . . . Let us then form

a military federation ! Let us tell our chiefs that

we will protect them with a rampart of our bodies !

Let our generals stand forth and compel respect for

their glory and that of the army ! Our bayonets are

ready for the work of vengeance. . . . Let them say

the word, and the Kepublic is saved ! . . .'

Such were some of the amenities displayed

in the second placard. It was full of threats and

insults, more odious even than the first proclama-

tion. But the diffuse, incorrect and brutal wording

of this second document was less remarkable for style

than for excess : its coarseness sometimes savoured

of the guard-room.

Before such frantic insults Kapatel was stupefied.

A few songs and a monkish parody or so that was

all very well ! He would have distributed them with

pleasure : so many things of the sort were handed

about, carried under cloaks ! But the audacity of

the two proclamations dumfounded him. ' Criminal

intrigues against the safety of the State ! 'that was

I
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what the police would call it. So Moreau's young

protege hesitated ; he was afraid.

'To be posted without delay and in different

places,' the sham Jourdeuil ordered him. What

a disagreeable, dirty task, unworthy of an officer,

and so pregnant with danger ! ... To be sure, he

knew them well enough, these vivid envelopes ; the

handwriting too, different for the various addresses

some large, straight and firm
; others more delicate,

traced by a woman's hand. Yes, he knew them,

as he looked at them in consternation. ' I did

not expect anything of the sort,' he declared later.

1 1 was dumfounded ; however, I thought I had

to obey.'

Kapatel got up abruptly, slipped the nine letters

and a few placards into his pocket, left his room

and reached the boulevards. . . . He was going to

'

obey.'

Caution and haste ! . . . The Eennes coach left

on ' odd days
'

; now this Friday, the 8th Prairial, was

an Octidi : the blue and red notes could leave Paris the

next morning. But he would have to be quick, for

it was the rule that a letter for the provinces must

be in the box before a quarter past twelve. Besides,

according to his instructions, the captain was to
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scatter his missives
; he must therefore go from the

E quarter to the B quarter, from the Hotel Sainte-

Foix to the Jardins Beaumarchais : the whole length

of the boulevards. And what a number of turns to

be made on the way ! Letter-boxes were few and

far between at this time there were scarcely two

hundred for twelve districts, so that the honest fellow

would have to stretch his legs. Of course a carriage

was out of the question for such a dangerous mission.

The driver who sat in the cabriolet by the side of

his fare was often a police spy. One can easily

imagine the agitation of the prentice hand at con-

spiracy in the course of this spring morning. He

is only twenty-seven, and he looks the dandy, the

exquisite, the beau ;
he wears, in the fashion of the

day,
' the careless undress of a young man '

: top-

boots, pearl-grey breeches, blue coat with gilt buttons,

nankeen waistcoat, gauffered frill, muslin cravat, and

cocked hat perched on his ear, the head-dress of a

' son of Mars,' of the French officer. His hair cut

1 a la Titus,' his face newly shaved, with moustache

and *

swimmers,' our dandy observed the ordinances

laid down by the '

Supreme Good Tone.' From the

slits of his waistcoat hang the two fob-chains,

indicating two watches; he swings his cane and

i 2
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strokes his calf with it. However, this exquisite

does not swagger as he walks ; he does not carry his

left hand under his coat-tails, as was the custom;

no, he is in too great a hurry ; he runs, turns, zig-

zags about these streets with no sidewalk, continually

jumping the fetid gutters. At eleven o'clock he may
be seen in the Kue du Mont Blanc, by letter-box

No. 108 fifty minutes later he is in the Kue Saint

Antoine, at No. 43 ; the illustrious Lepinard himself,

the untirable 'Paris trotter,' never showed more

agility. But what an extraordinary occupation for

a mounted chasseur !

At last his ' obedience
' was accomplished : en-

velopes, placards, satires, all were now confided to

the delicacy of the post-office. Half-past twelve

struck the dinner-hour and Kapatel had his usual

appointment, an amorous tete-a-tete. He therefore

directed his steps towards the He Saint Louis and

No. 12 Quai de la Liberte. 1 It was there that his

f friend
'

lived, his '

beauty,' his shepherdess, the

charming Citizeness Felicie .

The lover brought several copies of the libels in

his pocket.

1 The Quai de la Liberte, formerly du Dauphin, is now the Quai
de Bethune.
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Citizeness Felicie , or rather Mademoiselle, for

many of the designations current under the ' ancient

slavery' were coming into fashion again, was a

young woman of twenty-six. The police have left

us a somewhat unflattering portrait of her. But

who is going to judge the charm of a face from the

pen of a policeman? These gentry havb always

lacked delicacy of style, and one does not look for

gallantry in their brutal caricatures. Certainly the

official description of a Madonna of Thermidor would

be amusing to read, and the goddess Ke'camier, who

looks so Olympian on her Grecian couch, would gain

but little prestige by being
' measured.' At any rate,

what does it matter whether Mile. looked pretty

or not, if she was passionately loved ? ' A woman

without beauty,' Saint-Simon asserts,
'
is often more

beautiful than the Loves.'

She came from Brittany, and her family, an
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industrious line of master-printers, had once held

an honourable position in the upper middle-class of

Kennes. But their prosperity had had its day ; bad

times had come too soon, and in 1802 the printing-

house had lost much of its former splendour. A

girl was at its head. Intelligent, well educated and

very industrious, she also looked after the education

of her brothers, orphans like herself, and she had

become a second mother to these penniless children.

The correspondence of the Kapatel family is full of

the praises of this young woman's energy, devotion

and moral qualities : Goethe, the poet-novelist of

middle-class virtue, might have chosen her for his

heroine.

Alas ! no ; for this second Charlotte had come

across a dangerous sort of Werther no melancholy

man of sighs, cruelly respectful, loving only from

the need of loving, and with more taste for suicide

than for possession, but a cavalry officer, a mounted

chasseur, gay and fond of pleasure, with but small

appreciation of platonism, and more inclined to * rush
'

his conquests in hussar style : Captain Auguste

Kapatel. The two families had known each other a

long while and used often to meet. Mile.
, finding

her lonely home too dull, came frequently to visit
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the Kapatels in the Kue de la Kaison. They dined

together in the afternoon ;
in the evening there was

loto or cards, and thus, by daylight and lamplight, the

handsome Auguste was not long in falling despe-

rately in love. But the officer's family regarded this

romantic passion with little favour ;
his big brother,

the engineer, frowned upon it, and Mme. Eapatel

wanted a daughter-in-law with a little less of the

gilding off. The pretty Minon was the only one

who encouraged the lovers. She herself had just

become engaged, and, full of her own happiness, she

wished to see others happy. The sentimental little

person doted on her sweet F&icie, a heart among
a thousand, a woman of *

feeling.' . . . Yes, as-

suredly, of much feeling. . . .

One fine day she disappeared : the girl had

suddenly left Eennes. Spiteful rumours got abroad

about her, and the tongues of scandal were wagging.

Some good souls, however, took the part of the

fugitive and gave out that they knew the clue to the

mystery : she had gone to Paris to entreat the police

on behalf of one of her relatives.

This relative, a very distant cousin, bearing, too,

a different name Citizen Francois Kene Vatar-

Dubignon had long been a man of some importance.
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This personage, with his austere Jacobin aspect, his

savage and energetic face, would deserve more than

a passing mention. His painful story, if narrated at

greater length, would throw full light on the dark

soul of Fouche : it forms an episode which adds

infamy to the infamous life of that shameless

minister. But as it is foreign to the 'Plot of the

Placards,' such a study would take our narrative too

far out of the road. Let us nevertheless describe

in passing the crime
'

of an unfortunate man whom

our Jacobins are right in reverencing as a martyr.

For nearly ten months Ken6 Vatar had been

lodged in the prison of Pelagie. Condemned without

a trial to transportation, he was about to be sent to

Cayenne. His fault was apparently that of formerly

having edited a paper of 'Mountain' and even

Babouvist tendencies 1 the famous Free Men

(Hommes Libres), which some jocularly called

1 Human Tigers
'

(Hommes Tigres). Bonaparte

abominated '

newspaper men '

of this kind, and

seemed to delight in persecuting them. In addition,

the police accused this Jacobin of working political

1

[The Babouvists (named after Babeuf) were an extreme section

of the 'Mountain' party in the Convention. They advocated

communism pure and simple.]
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intrigues and engineering plots. But the ' observers
'

were lying : this atrocious step was chiefly due to a

horrible manoeuvre of Fouche. The two Bretons

had lately been on friendly terms ; Vatar (of Kennes)

and Fouche (of Nantes) had long been intimates,

and in the year VIII the good Kene had sold

the proprietorship of his paper to the excellent

Joseph. But the purchase-money had never been

paid in full : and so Guiana was to clear the debt !

It was Fouch6 himself who, after the attempt of

Nivose, had written his friend's name on the lists

for transportation.

Caged at Pelagie, the wretched 'human tiger'

was in despair. He wrote letter after letter to his

ungrateful colleague now furious, now tearful, at

once touching and laughable. . . .
'

Yes, I apply to

you, and I think I cannot do better than apply to

you ! I cannot conceive that you have forgotten me

altogether ! I implore you therefore as one begs in

misfortune. . . . What ! it is you who treat me thus,

you to whom I was and perhaps am now more than

attached ! Yet you know that my position is a

mistake ! And you know even better the real, the

true motive of my arrest, and of my being chosen,

as though at haphazard !

'

Poor simple man ! . . .
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Tired of all these lamentations, Fouch6 hurried on

his dear friend's embarkation : a little while longer

and Bene" Vatar would be on his way to Oleron, the

frigate Cybble and the mangrove-swamps of Guiana.

He was to die there.

These harrowing misfortunes touched the heart

of Mile. . Besides, her struggling business was

threatened with ruin from this abominable proscrip-

tion. Vatar, once a printer at Kennes, had some

money in the firm which the girl managed, so that a

settlement of accounts would become necessary.

She had hastened to Paris, where her friend the

captain had joined her. But, as Vatar-Dubignon's

papers had been seized by the police, the auditing

of his affairs was no easy matter. So Mile.

spent whole days at the office of Citizen Desmarets,

chief of the secret division, a very mild-mannered

man, with a smiling face and the demure air of

a hypocrite a priest who had thrown off the

cassock and Rapatel used often to accompany his

beloved. The two young people passed long hours

of waiting in the dreaded ante-rooms of the Bue des

Saints Peres, where hangers-on and spies of widely

different origin went to and fro, eyeing each other :

the former terrorist and the ci-devant aristocrat, a
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Barrere, for instance, and a Duke of Montmorency-

Luxembourg. Unfortunately there was too much

gossip among Desmarets' subordinates; his clerks

retailed the most secret stories outside ; some of

them even divulged private matters unblushingly.

These frequent visits soon became known at Kennes,

and Eapatel was sharply called to order. His

general, Simon the freemason was a man with a

stern sense of propriety objected to his compro-

mising the uniform :

' You will get nothing out of

the Minister of Police. I know the man ! It is

of no use your going to see him any more ! !

The young woman, however, did not confine her

attention to the people of the Kue des Saints Peres ;

she was also to be met with in ' tortuous Jerusalem,'

or little Judaea
'

at the Prefecture of Police. The

prefect, Dubois, a personal enemy of Fouche, had

lately tried to befriend Vatar, and showed some

interest for his cousin. At his office in the Cour

Neuve Mile. may therefore have had a glimpse

of certain faces which she was one day to know

more closely: Piis, the secretary-general, a gay

vaudevillist, the song-writer of the 'Modern Cellar,'

and especially the dreadful and dreaded Bertrand,

the man of thumbscrews.
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But all these applications and audiences were

only a pretext; Mile. was kept away from

Kennes by cares of a more acute order : the unhappy

girl was about to become a mother. As always

happens, the seducer showed annoyance. The idyl

was turning too quickly into a vulgar comedy, the

nest of love was saddened by scenes, and the sweet

friend was becoming sour-tempered. Not only did

she demand to be married at once, but she insisted

on impossibilities. . .
'

No, she would not go the

round of garrisons : Turin to-day and Bergen-op-

Zoom to-morrow ! Her husband should throw up

his commission, and exchange the plume for the

composing-stick : the firm of Kapatel !

' Dreams of

the future no doubt, an ideal of provincial happiness.

But the young officer sulked and swore : this

captain of twenty-seven was bent on keeping his

sword-knot. At last, however, his passion aiding

her arguments, he yielded. And the love-struck

chasseur wrote a somewhat piteous letter to his

eldest brother, letting the cat out of the bag. The

answer was not long in coming. Its ironical growls

may be summed up in a few words :

'

Clumsy idiot,

marry at once, since you must
; but don't throw up

your commission : you were not made for business.'
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Such were the agonizing sorrows of Mile.
,

when, on the 8th Prairial, the dapper Auguste at

last made his appearance. It was long after one,

and the nervous woman must have been waiting

impatiently.

Then, in the cramped lodging of the Quai de la

Liberte, amid the sleepy solitude of the He Saint

Louis and the death-like silence surrounding its

mansions, the lovers exchanged their thoughts. We
know their characters, the morbid and agitated state

of their minds ; the ensuing drama would be easy to

reconstruct.

In every age every human passion has reasoned,

willed and acted in a way that may be reduced to

terms of logic. We find it always the same, in

spite of the diversity of men, places or times the

same too in the accidents or catastrophes it deter-

mines. The historian's first care, then, should be

the intimate study of his personages. The know-

ledge of a state of mind, normal or transitory, will

often make up for the want of documents : it will

help him to understand, and thus to be certain.

During the meal Auguste Eapatel, we may be sure,

told the story of his morning's adventure : the

arrival of Jourdeuil's hamper, the discovery of
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the placards, and his amusement ; then his terror, his

hesitation as to obeying, the posting of the letters,

and his race across Paris. That was, of course, his

excuse for being so late. He had brought some of

the placards and read them out. Perhaps the lover

hoped to enliven his mistress in this way ;
if so

he was mistaken. The melancholy scene of comedy

which followed between them is easy to imagine. . . .

At first the girl listened in silence ; then she

suddenly broke out into reproaches :

' What was

this ! was he mad ? so now he had taken it into

his head to conspire ! And what became of her

marriage now made urgent by the knowledge of

her condition ?
' Then came unjust indignation,

the exaltation of a woman in her condition, all the

hysterics of anticipated maternity.
* Before a week

was out this insane plot would be discovered. The

conspirators would be under lock and key ; Auguste

would be put in the Temple and perhaps transported,

like Vatar. . . . Then what is to become of unhappy

me ? . . .' Assuredly a novelist or a psychologist

could reconstruct the painful scene and repeat the

words of supplication interrupted by tears, bursts

of laughter, sighs and sobs. Describing a normal

pathological case, the hypothesis created by his
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power of divination would become truth. But history,

inferior on this point to romance, cannot allow herself

such happy license : she can give no more than a

bare outline of the situation.

One fact is only too certain : the police knew

of the existence of the plot by about four o'clock

in the afternoon of the 8th Prairial and their in-

formant was Mile. Felicie . The young woman,

the young mother, had insisted on her lover giving

her the placards.

Auguste Kapatel must have long resisted, while

his conscience cried out in revolt. But as is proved

by the record of his case he was, at the time, a

weak, tender-hearted man. Brave in the face of

death, he was not proof against tears : he was

in love.

The lover's weakness was, on that day, at hand-

grips with the adored one's despotism ; honour, no

doubt, tried to argue with love ; but love, the

exclusive passion, will listen to none but itself. The

struggle was too unequal ; the woman was the

stronger, and once more honour succumbed.

The afternoon was already far advanced when

Mile. entered the offices of the Prefecture of

Police.
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VII

BUTTEB FROM LA PR&VALAYE*

The Citizen Prefect of Police occupied the mansion

near the Pont Neuf which the Chief Justices,

President d'Aligre or Messire Lefevre d'Orruesson,

had filled with their ermines. This pompous edifice,

built by Achille de Harlay, had an entrance on the

Cour Neuve, behind the Place de Thionville, and

the verdant carpet of its bowling-green stretched

away towards the Seine. You came into the Cour

Neuve by a narrow passage, a porch the gates of

which were closed at evening ; there was also a way
to the Prefecture by the garden opening on to the

Quai des Orfevres. Backing on to the mansion

were the offices, forming a square ; other offices lined

the Eue de Jerusalem.

This same Eue de Jerusalem was an alley famous

in the annals of the town. Once, in the days of holy

1

[A hamlet in the neighbourhood of Rennes, with a farm long
noted for its butter.]
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enthusiasm, pilgrims from Palestine had found a

refuge there; but now it was only frequented by

the highwayman, the woman of the town, the police

clerk or the *

observing
'

detective. Choked between

high buildings, winding under the shadow of the old

Court of Accompts and breaking off at the end to

become the Eue de Nazareth, this blind alley was

already the Parisian's terror. Moreover, all the

horrors of Justice were close at hand : the Criminal

Court and the Conciergerie. A religious silence

weighed upon this mournful quarter, where the vast

hum of Paris sounded far distant : a dreaded sanc-

tuary, the holy of holies of '
little Judaea,' as it was

jestingly called in the slang of the populace. It was

here, in these precincts, near the temple of the *

Big

Shop
'

the Palace of Justice that Citizen Louis

Nicolas Dubois lived, at present the successor of the

Argensons and the Sartines.

Mile. would have wished to see Dubois ; for

in her distressed state of mind an interview with the

minister Fouch6 frightened her. The prefect had

shown himself very well disposed towards her, and

the sensitive Felicie hoped to find in him gentleness

and protection. But on that day Dubois was absent.

K
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He had recently been appointed Councillor of State

and at that moment was sitting at the Tuileries,

with all the keenness of a new hand. That was the

unhappy woman's first disappointment. The usher

on duty some petty tyrant already no doubt

wanted to show her out again: 'The prefect only

receives once a week, on Mondays, from twelve to

two. Besides, the citizeness will require a letter of

audience.' But the citizeness insisted, becoming

nervous and indignant; to be rid of her she

was shown into the room of Bertrand, divisional

chief.

For two years and four months Citizen Bertrand

had exercised arbitrary and awe-inspiring functions

at the Prefecture. The National Almanac, that

peerage of our administrative magnates, gives us

plenty of information about the greatness of this

personage and the importance of his post :

Fiest Division : C. Beeteand, chief. Urgent

affairs; secret affairs; the Emigres; assemblages,

disorderly meetings threatening the public peace,

workmen's combinations, . . . the ratification of

agreements, goods prohibited by law, . . . forgeries,

. . . summonses to appear , the house of arrest, and
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the police-station near the Prefecture . . .
, in

short, the whole discretionary power of a police

potentate.

This important man his functions took up

fifteen lines in the Almanac ! was an intelligent,

industrious, and honest official : an excellent sub-

ordinate. Nevertheless he had a bad name with the

public. Too conscientious ! ... he was accused of

frequently using torture. And, indeed, the ingenious

Bertrand possessed some infallible secrets for un-

sealing lips long closed. If some poor wretch, a

Chouan, for instance, had the misfortune to appear

before him, the astute official began by playing the

saint, talked of honour, and even offered money.

But should the accused annoyingly persist in his

silence, the comedy promptly came to an end. A

gun was brought in and the reticent witness's

thumbs were placed between the hammer and the

pan ;
then came two or three turns of the screw :

the patient's joints cracked and revelations slipped

from his mouth. . . . For the rest, it was only the

policeman's play, a diversion of no consequence :

Bonaparte himself approved of the proceeding.

As a Breton, well acquainted with affairs in

K 2
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Brittany, Bertrand must undoubtedly have known

Mile. . So that the touching farce which was

enacted behind his closed door is easy to reconstruct.

The divisional chief, in his dry voice, with the

well-curbed smile of the good official, invited the

1 citizeness
'

to be seated and asked her the cause of her

visit. The young woman handed him the placards

which she had brought ; the man of *

urgent affairs
'

ran his eyes over them, was doubtless scandalized,

and straightway began an amusing and very curious

interrogatory :

'How had she come into possession of such

infamous libels ?
'

The informer was ready for the question; she

had prepared her answers, but such answers ! a

childish, absurd lie, impossible of belief ; treacherous

and dangerous nevertheless. ' The placards came

from Eennes ; they were found concealed in butter-

crocks.'

' From Eennes V ... in butter-crocks ! . . .

Bah ! . . . Sent by your family ?
'

She protested: 'No; it was a present from a

gentleman; the attention of a friend of Captain

Auguste Kapatel. . . .' What moral aberration

made her pronounce the name of her lover ? Again
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it is only pathology that could explain this fresh act

of pure madness.

But the affable Bertrand smiled :

* An intimate friend ?
'

He was evidently in command of every euphem-

istic delicacy. Then, suddenly seeing the danger,

Mile. hastened to add :

1 My friend suspects nothing of this extraordinary

adventure. This morning he received the hamper

from La Prevalaye by the coach ; without even

opening it he had it brought round to me, and

I alone have discovered the libels.'

' Have you kept the address ? !

' No
;

it was torn off.'

* That's tiresome ! . . . How many crocks were

there altogether ?
'

'Quite half a dozen. . . . But they were not

intended for the captain.'

' For whom then ?
'

'For his elder brother, Francois Kapatel, the

aide-de-camp of General Moreau.'

Moreau ! . . . This name, introduced thus

abruptly into the dialogue, seemed quite a revelation

to the dissembling Bertrand ; it was also a stroke of

luck. Without even understanding the gravity of
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her untruth, Mile. was offering Bonaparte

the weapon he wanted : a chance of compromising

Moreau.

Assuredly a most important
' declaration !

' Ajid

the purveyor of prisoners rapidly summed it up.

He easily guessed that the informer was not speaking

the truth : later on, the next day, she would be in-

duced to be more candid ; but these first confessions

were enough for the present.

Besides, the citizen of the Hue de Jerusalem had

his own idea.

The informer, with her wonderful story of butter

and pamphlets, had put the shrewd people of the

Prefecture in the way of making a good haul.

These gentry would be able at last to outwit Fouch6's

police, to show up their negligence and give them

some trouble. What a godsend for them, in their

never-ending conflict of hatred and cunning, treason

and trickery !

For the rest, such a delicate matter must be

submitted to Dubois in person : he alone could take

a decision. Bertrand therefore told Mile. to hold

herself at the orders of the Prefect of Police : she

would soon be * invited
'

to repeat her statements ;

then, in his mild, simple, easy way, the man of

thumbscrews bowed his visitor out.
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Unsuspecting and reassured, the romancing lady

left him, well satisfied with the interview : she

imagined that she had saved her lover.

Shortly afterwards Dubois returned to the Pre-

fecture.





PART II

I

MINISTER AND PREFECT

Louis Nicolas Dubois, Councillor of State, Pre-

fect of Police, was, in 1802, forty-four years of

age. Appointed in the month of Pluviose, year VIII,

to the exercise of new and delicate functions, his

power had soon become detested. An old adage

tells us that Police and Justice are different things,'

and Dubois unscrupulously put it in practice.

Doubtless unacquainted with a celebrated circular

of Fouche ' his humanity,' which populated Pelagie

and Bicetre, usually neglected to put on ' the veil of

mourning,' and it mattered little to him whether his

commissaries were or were not declared to be ' the

love of mankind.'

A state portrait in which he is represented in full

uniform gives us an idea of the countenance and
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general appearance of this great personage about the

year 1806. His arrogant head, thin, bony and very

pale, is held high above the blue velvet cloak, laced

with silver ; the nose is markedly aquiline ;
the

face long and ferrety ; the mouth compressed, with

the ghost of a smile, but disquieting in its set

grimace: assuredly this man, cursed by so many

poor wretches and abused by so many pamphleteers,

had little goodness in him.

Citizen, afterwards M. le Comte, Dubois, for-

merly an attorney at the Chatelet, was a product

of the Kevolution, which in 1783 had chosen this

master-shuffler as one of its magistrates. As judge

of one of the six tribunals of Paris and, later,

president of the Criminal Court of the Seine, he had

long worn the black-plumed hat of the Minoses and

Brid'oisons of the Kepublic. But by too frequently

passing judgment on the misdeeds of others a man's

own conscience is apt to get warped, and such was

the case of this untiring caterer for the prisons. A

specialist in crime, Dubois suspected criminals every-

where a dangerous state of mind for a chief of

police ! He was cautious, however, and clearsighted.

Without being a great genius, he had the genius

necessary for his post : acuteness and imagination.
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His long ferret's snout had a wonderful scent and

could make discoveries at will ; the First Consul had

a chance of admiring him at work on the occasion of

the outrage of the 3rd Niv6se. 1

But dry and hard as he was in his duties, the

former attorney was said to be agreeable and gallant

in certain of his intimate relations. Indeed, all

these great hectors of the police were uncommonly

jovial fellows in private life, and even that heavy-

fisted colossus, the bulky Paques, has left a festive

name behind him. Such was Dubois, crusty or

jocular by turns like an old lawyer, and at the

breakfasts to which his friend Eeal was fond of

inviting a company of high livers, he had the

reputation of a lively companion. As for the rest,

his morals were those of his time. The Frenchman

of the year X, shrewd by nature, was not over-fond

of marrying : he preferred the legitimate mistress

the '

friend,' to use the fashionable euphemism to

the wife. Connections of this kind were everywhere

accepted, and everywhere respected. The most vir-

tuous, not to say the most illustrious of citizenesses,

were friends
'

in this way some, like Pauline de

1

[December 24, 1800
; when an attempt was made to assassinate

Bonaparte by means of an infernal machine.]
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Beaumont, exclusive in their love ; others, like that

Louise ' with the silken hair,' Mme. de Custine, with

more variety in their inclinations. Such was the

mode of life of Dubois, Councillor of State and

Prefect of Police, as of Chateaubriand or Constant

de Kebecque. But his * friend
'

could never have

inspired Atala or composed Belphine : she had been

a lady's maid. The old bachelor openly kept Lisette,

and her daughter into the bargain, the young person

whom he was afterwards to marry, as a greybeard of

fifty. One of his contemporaries his successor, be

it said the strict and severe doctrinaire fitienne

Denis Pasquier, has left us a sprightly sketch of this

triangular household. The future chancellor, this

prudish stickler for propriety, goes so far as to make

merry over it, and tells us how Dubois managed
a duplicate

'

friendship.' To meet the dressmaker's

bills of the young one and the old, he levied

contributions on women of the town, and the funds

raised in this way were transformed into gowns, hats

and turbans from the best milliners. All this mean

trickery caused now and then considerable scandal,

and yet Bonaparte, usually so hard on crooked

dealings, allowed the shameless official to keep his

place. With his cruel scorn of mankind, he
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demanded shrewdness rather than morality from his

police, and Dubois appeared to be shrewd. All the

adulation murmured by those uncandid lips seemed

to the Consul to be words of devotion ; such a

flexible backbone was grateful to his pride. . . .

And then he used Dubois to watch Fouche.

For some time the two chiefs of police had been

moved by mutual rivalry. They detested each other,

did all they could to damage each other, and in 1802

their hatred had already thrown off the mask. The

prefect was jealous of his minister, and the minister

heaped disdain and humiliation upon his envious

colleague. However, the game was an unequal

one, for it was a contest between astuteness without

genius and the very genius of astuteness.

Both of them pale, thin and dry, and both crafty,

cunning and devoid of scruple, they resembled each

other in appearance; but there was a strange

difference in their moral depravity. Fouche looked

upon his police work as one of the most subtle of arts,

and treated it as a true artist ; Dubois, less delicate,

only carried on a lucrative trade. The prefect,

dexterous, sly, and doubtless very industrious,

possessed neither the spirit of the higher perversity,

nor, above all, the astonishing audacity of his rival.
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The one was a statesman, the other simply an official.

With the former, the religion of evil exalted evil into

a system ; with the latter, a vulgar ignorance of

good merely lacked a conscience to enlighten it.

The soul of Fouche was filled with the ambition of

supreme power and the appetite of riches ; the heart

of Dubois was only stirred by the cares of promotion

and the desire of sordid profit ; Fouche raised the

enormity of his passions to the height of grandeur ;

Dubois lowered the shabbiness of his vices to the

depth of ridicule. Alike greedy, they pillaged with-

out shame ; but with Fouch6 it was the boldness of

rapine on a large scale, mansions in town and country,

the princely estate of Pont-Carre, a fortune not far

short of eighteen millions : enough to enable him

to marry a de Castellane late in life. With Dubois

it was rather a handiness in disgraceful grabbing,

blackmail levied on gambling-hells, nightwork and

prostitutes : scarcely enough to keep a servant-

mistress. Pitiless, both of them
;
but one with a

deceptive mask of benevolence, the other with a

placid smile which was manifestly ferocious. In the

day of their disgrace there were some who regretted

the fall of the minister
;
at the prefect's removal

everyone chuckled. Fouch6, a true figure of per-
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versity, an emanation of death, rises and lives in

history ; Dubois, less loaded with hatred, lies com-

pletely buried in the dust of our archives. And yet

their names are still inseparable ;
too many curses

have bound them together for all time.

The enmity which divided the chiefs had passed

into the hearts of their subordinates. At the

Prefecture everyone, commissary or clerk, envied

the officials of the Ministry and spent his time in

duping them. The better to catch them tripping

they divulged their rivals' tricks, thwarted their plans,

and made their cleverest plots come to grief. Often

a net skilfully woven by Desmarets, Devilliers or

Patrice, the confidants and disciples of Fouche, was

destroyed with apparent ease by Bertrand, Bauve or

Santerre-Terse, Dubois' small change. Then surly

recriminations were drawn up at the Quai Voltaire,

while there was rejoicing in the Eue de Jerusalem.

Sometimes, however, an impudent rascal, lacking

even the spirit of comradeship which kept his fellows

together, the amazing Veyrat, for instance, went from

one camp to the other, exciting fraternal enmity,

betraying them by turns, and impudently receiving

with both hands. This rivalry between the two

sections of the official police pleased Bonaparte : it
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forms an amusing chapter in the splendid and

romantic epic of the First Empire.

At this moment Dubois was nursing ambitious

illusions : he had been Councillor of State scarcely

three weeks when he began to covet the portfolio

of his minister. Everything seemed to augur well

for the realization of his dream, for his star was

rising rapidly above the horizon. Unmistakable

signs told him that he might become a man of very

great importance : the Council of State, usually not

very well disposed towards newcomers, had received

him with distinction ; Dubois had spoken in the

Hall of the Tuileries, and spoken very ably. The

delicate question of the Consulateship for life was

under discussion on that day (20th Flor6al, May 10),

and the former lawyer had known how to combine

the eloquence of a fine advocate with the subtlety of

a courtier :

' My police reports tell me that public

opinion in Paris has spoken decisively. It cries

aloud for the First Consul's nomination for life !

'

Bonaparte was charmed by such perfect knowledge

of the mysteries of Paris. ... A fellow of spirit, this

Dubois ;
a valuable auxiliary, who might be kept in

reserve to replace Fouche" ! . . . . Now Fouch6 was

the only one of the ministers who was not summoned
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to this memorable sitting : his exclusion was an in-

sult, a disquieting symptom of suspicion and disgrace.

To the far-seeing this disgrace seemed near at

hand : Fouche was in bad odour. The rapacity and

the depredations of the man, the duplicity and

perpetual intrigues of the minister irritated the

Consul. Nor was any opportunity lost of adding

fuel to his wrath. One of the shuffling agents in

the pay of his private police, Citizen Dossonville,

often brought him alarming revelations. This man,

a royalist deported on the 18th Fructidor, detested

the Jacobins, and in the capacity of an informer did

all he could to ruin them. Long devoted to the

Bourbons and even at this time one of their

emissaries, this enigmatical personage had become

an amateur policeman. He worked with Davout,

used often to visit him at his house on the terrace

of the Feuillants, and the general passed on the

'

informer's
'

messages to the Consul. Bonaparte

lent a too willing ear to these interested denuncia-

tions, and paid an exaggerated price for an interlop-

ing agency where chiefly priests and women were at

work. For the moment the double-faced spy was

furiously attacking the Minister of Police, and

heaping accusations upon him. According to him,

L
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Fouche, as the friend and adviser of Bernadotte, was

preparing underground schemes ; moreover, Fouche

received in secret Fresnieres, and Fresnieres was as

good as Moreau himself
; finally, Fouche concealed

anarchists, dangerous conspirators condemned to

transportation. It was true that his police appeared

to be hunting them down ; but they had instructions

not to find them : they were comrades and con-

federates !

Whether truth or lies, these reports made

Bonaparte uneasy. He now attributed the stubborn

resistance with which the Senate met the dictator-

ship proposals to the work of the perfidious Fouche\

Besides, the whole '

Napoleone
'

family as Louis

XVIII. called them detested the minister ; Lucien

and Joseph were trying to undermine his credit
;

Lebrun and Talleyrand lent their assistance : it was

a sort of coalition of hatred and spite. However,

Josephine alone defended with tears ' her dear

Fouche,' a 'true and sincere friend.' The saintly

man had made a conquest of this heart, now in

distress ; he had become the confidant of conjugal

jealousy, the kind providence of absurd expenses and

extravagance in dress. The money of the secret funds

and that of the public gaming-tables often went
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to pay the spendthrift Creole's milliner and dress-

maker the thirty-eight hats a month, an '

osprey
'

at eight hundred francs, or some ' herons
'

at two

thousand a piece. But her husband, who never heard

of services of this kind, wished to have done with

the man he despised. During the fifteen years of his

political life Napoleon was always wishing to have

done with
' Fouche

;
he degraded him twice and

each time had to reinstate him
; he poured humilia-

tion upon him, and nevertheless stuffed him with

money until the day when, after Waterloo, this

past-master of treachery perpetrated his crowning

act of treason. To tell the truth, whether as

Emperor or Consul, Bonaparte the fatalist was

always afraid of this eternally smiling incarnation of

evil.

However, in the month of May 1802 he made

no secret of his aversion. The time had gone by

when Fouche came twice a day to work with the

Consul ; when they used to discuss men and things

together far into the night. Now the minister had

to send in his report by noon
; Bonaparte heard him

distrustfully, checking this official police by the

information of his own men, and on many occasions

the interview closed with an outburst of anger and

L 2
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reproach. Fouche no longer smiledjat this violence ;

his vexation made him relax his industry, and in the

mild evenings of Prairial he left the Ministry before

his time, to go to his country house of Pont-Carre.

There he vented his spleen 'in the bosom of his

family and friends,' with his very ugly consort,

Jeanne-Bonne Coiquaud of Nantes, a loving spouse

who was perpetually adding to the family; their

brood of children, Joseph-Liberte, Annand and

Athanase ;
and some old chums of the Oratory,

Gaillard, Lecomte or Maillocheau, his partners at

whist and devoted spies : the virtuous existence of a

young patriarch. That was all very well, but during

these games of cards Dubois was making play with the

Consul. He used to enter the Tuileries at about six

in the evening, arriving a little later at Malmaison.

Often, after some long tite-d-tete, Bonaparte would

keep him to dinner in that strange dining-room with

the bewildering frescoes, all painted and ornamented

with Babylonian armour, Koman shields, Frankish

lances and Ossianic claymores. Lucky man! he

was in favour.
' The favour of princes,' says a

psychologist,
' does not preclude merit, any more

than it presupposes it.'

Such then was the respective position of the two
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great masters of police when, on the 8th Prairial,

about five in the evening, Citizen Bertrand presented

himself before Prefect Dubois, bringing him the

placards handed in by Mile. .

Here was a pretty business ! An outrage upon

the Chief of the State, an instigation to bring the

Government into contempt, an endeavour to corrupt

the Axoiy, an appeal to military revolt the docu-

ments were complete enough. ... So it had been

possible freely to print an infamous piece of work

like this ! Such a call to sedition could be distri-

buted with all impunity ! That was something

which would enlighten the First Consul upon the

efficiency or the good faith of his Police Minister !

Ajad Dubois was in excellent spirits. Neither he nor

Bertrand, be it said, believed a word of the lies re-

tailed by Felicie
,
the wonderful story of butter-

crocks sent from Kennes. No, they thought, the

plot had been contrived in Paris, for the benefit of

Moreau and among his acquaintance, perhaps under

his eyes. Besides, had not the informer uttered the

general's name?

An examination of the placards confirmed their

hypothesis. . . . 'Why yes, the riddle was easily

solved ! The placards were produced in Paris, in
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some clandestine establishment, some badly found

printing-office; the work of an unlicensed printer.

They swarmed, these Jacobins, in the Faubourg Saint

Antoine ;
but their friend the minister took good

care not to discover them !'.... These proclama-

tions, in fact, had been printed on the coarse paper

used for news-sheets, and a broken letter was found

in the heading of the second one. In the word

AEMIES, the capital K was notched, the worn-out

metal leaving a white mark. But neither Dubois

nor Bertrand attached any importance to this detail.

Time pressed, the hour of daily work with the

master had arrived. Taking the diatribes with him,

Dubois hurriedly got into his carriage and drove to

the chateau of Malmaison.
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II

AT MALMAISON

Foe the past fortnight the First Consul had been

residing at Malmaison. Kelinquishing the Palace of

the Tuileries he had come to recuperate at this quaint

middle-class country-house, where his soul, always

in torment, could sometimes find a little quietness

and repose.

Napoleon Bonaparte was then going through one

of the most restless periods of his short life of unrest :

he was making ready to traverse the last stage which

remained between him and an imperial throne. The

question of the Consulship for life had been put to

the French nation
;
the people were about to assemble

at the polls ; placards were out calling the electors

together, and the registers were ready for their votes.

The hundred and two departments of the Continental

Eepublic were all excitement, all infatuation for the

Great Consul, enthusiasm for his dictatorship. He
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himself, however, affected indifference, and nothing

in his daily habits seemed changed. Stubborn

worker that he was, he received his ministers as

usual, listened to their reports, discussed and made

notes absorbing the entire government in his own

person. He continued to be the mind, the action,

the very life of that France who, in love with glory

and with peace, abandoned herself passionately to

her peace-making soldier. But his retreat, with its

pretext of recuperation, was interrupted at every

moment by ceaseless visits. There was an endless

procession of senators, councillors of State, tribunes,

legislators and high officials, all hastening from Paris

to bring him news. The news was excellent. * The

man before whom the whole earth was silent
'

thus

had Portalis exalted him was about to win his

most splendid victory :
' the triumph awarded by

love and gratitude.' And Bonaparte, perfectly

master of himself, listened carelessly to these distant

rumours like a philospher on whom honours

intrude themselves, but who graciously resolves to

submit to his destiny. Never yet had his super-

human ambition played a more amusing comedy of

disinterestedness.

Josephine Bonaparte was very fond of the shady
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retreat of this modest manor. She too was tainted

by romantic reading, was moved like her husband at

the sound of the evening Angelus, and loved the

green monotony of this sward, the depths and mur-

murs of the woods, all the silent melancholy which

hung upon the hills and faded into the horizon :

she had a feeling soul and a heart after the fashion

of her age. Nevertheless, she thought that the

sound of some voices would add a charm to her

indolent dreaming, and she taxed her ingenuity to

people her dear solitude. In May 1802 the Consular

court was hardly formed; the ladies of the Palace

did not exist
; there was as yet no Citizeness Kemusat-

Vergennes to observe, to listen, and later to satisfy

her feminine spite ; so the second floor of the great

villa belonged to the guests of the * Consuless.' Her

daughter Hortense, married six months before to

Brigadier Louis Bonaparte, was staying there at

this moment. The pleasant little woman was

already in an interesting condition, very weary, very

bored, for her husband's absurd pranks and dis-

graceful health annoyed her. So, for her amusement,

her first cousin Emilie Mme. Beauharnais-Chamans-

Lavalette had come to join her. The two young
women were then inseparable, and in the previous
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year their exuberant fun had done something to

cheer up the usually grumpy Mme. Letizia. But at

Malmaison Hortense had found a face even more

gloomy than her own, that of her mother Josephine.

Never had the fantastical creature shown herself

less mistress of her nerves, more prodigal of tears

or of extravagant language. The grave and delicate

question of the Life-Consulship, the enthusiasm of

courtiers, the criticisms of a few fault-finders, were

enough to turn her futile brain and frighten her

timid spirit. She feared for her husband the

Jacobin's dagger and the royalist's infernal machine ;

but above all, with her querulous self-love, she was

alarmed for her own future. Nearly forty years old,

though she made a large deduction from the figure,

the 'little Creole' said to herself that Napoleon,
'

Emperor of the Gauls,' would sooner or later repu-

diate a consort who was growing old, who was the

daughter of a planter and not of royal birth, and

who was now barren, in spite of the drugs that

Corvisart gave her every month. Bonaparte's

divorce and remarriage seemed to threaten her;

they were talked of everywhere, in France and

Spain ; people named the princess or the infanta

who was destined for the imperial couch
; the evil
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days were coming on, for all this had been predicted

by the mulatto woman !

Looking down on the Beauharnais', the Bona-

parte clan lavished the most cruel humiliations on

' the old woman '

; Jerome made her the butt of his

insolence, and that coxcomb Lucien gave his sister-

in-law the benefit of his cynicism : Do try to get

a child as soon as you can, or else advise your

husband to make one with his mistresses ; you can

adopt the bastard, and so you will have an heir of

the blood !

'

Insulted in this way, the plaintive

Josephine told her troubles to everyone: to the

secretary Bourrienne, a false friend who made it his

business to exasperate her ; even to people she did

not know, such as Thibaudeau, the regicide who

believed in Cincinnatuses and was sighing for a

Washington. But her dear ones of the Beauharnais

family, her daughter Hortense and her niece Emilie,

were the usual confidants of her secret woes. In

the warm spring afternoons, sometimes seated near

the brook, the murmuring Naiad that transformed the

sweep of the valley into a marsh, sometimes reclin-

ing in the dainty Pompeian drawing-room beneath

the painter Gerard's light-blue shepherds and pink

goddesses, Josephine whispered the mysteries, great
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and small, of the conjugal chamber. Then she

would explode in tears broken by laughter, a display

of petulant despair. Ah ! if
' the good Fouche '

could have been there to hear and console her !

But her excellent friend no longer risked himself in

such conversations; now, when he left Malmaison,

it was scarcely with a smile ;
his thin face was green

and his eyes bloodshot.

Another man, very different from Fouche in

nature and character, also exercised a favourable in-

fluence on Mme. Bonaparte's nervous disorder ; this

was the husband of her niece, Chamans-Lavalette,

Director-General of the Post Office. He happened

to be visiting the house on this particular evening.

The 8th Prairial fell on a Friday, one of the three

days in each week on which the Consul gave a dinner,

and Lavalette was almost always among the guests.

Besides, Josephine and the two cousins were plan-

ning a second journey to Plombieres, and the fair

imilie's husband came to spend a few parting

moments with her.

Bonaparte thought very well of this relation by

marriage, his old aide-de-camp in the marshes of

Areola and one of his comrades under the sun of

Egypt. Surrounded as he was by so many in-
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triguers, he valued this man's honesty and liked him

for his faithfulness. At times he laid bare his whole

mind to this companion of his first battles, disclosing

to him his most secret designs; and in return he

received good advice. Besides which, Lavalette was

a valuable auxiliary. As ' Central Commissary of

the Government at the Post Office
'

such was his

official title in 1802 this man held the secrets, the

honour even, of every family at his discretion. A
man of polished manners, he did what he could to

render less odious the dishonourable procedure

devised by the Directory, although he too often

allowed himself to become the unwilling caterer of

the ' Black Closet.' At this time of political crisis,

then, Lavalette came every evening to give the First

Consul his news, and the prefect Dubois must have

met him at Malmaison.

During the bright days of flowery Prairial, Bona-

parte usually worked in the quiet lodge of which one

has a glimpse to the right of the house, smothered in

lilacs and hung with climbing clematis. He pre-

ferred the simplicity of this summer-house to the

superb panelling of his library, its Doric columns, its

incrustations of bronze, its Italian ceiling and its

Pompeian frescoes. Opening upon the shady depths
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of an avenue of lime-trees, this oratory consecrated

to work allowed the Consul to give himself up to his

feverish and perpetual need of movement. He was

fond of walking, and looked very young, upright and

slim with his small stature, not yet weighted with

that imperial obesity the early menace of which

already annoyed him
; and in the warm spring after-

noons he used slowly to pass up and down under the

lofty arches of leafage, in his green coat with scarlet

collar, English top-boots and small cockaded hat. In

the study, surrounded by piles of papers, a secretary

Bourrienne and, later, Meneval awaited the abrupt

words and imperious gestures of this exacting master.

And suddenly he left his walk to burst into the room,

dictated in a jerky tone fifteen or twenty sentences

in succession, and then resumed his meditative

pacing up and down. Contemporaries have told us

what a trial was the transcription of these orders

hastily pronounced, with a Corsican accent and fre-

quent distortions of technical terms or proper names.

It was here, in the privacy of this retreat, that

Bonaparte usually listened to Fouche or Dubois, as

the case might be ;
and here no doubt it was that

the Prefect of Police handed him the proclamations.

By all appearances the Consul must have burst
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into a furious rage. Never before had he felt him-

self more grossly offended.
' Bastard mannikin of

Corsica !

'

. . . they dared even to insult his mother !

The wound must have gone deeply into his heart.

The descendant of the Aoicients of Ajaccio,' the son

of Carlo Buonaparte, worshipped the honour of his

house ;
he too carried on the vendetta against those

who insulted it, and his implacable vengeance was

the Temple, a court-martial, and transportation.

The plot just revealed by the Prefect of Police

was the scheme of ' anarchist
'

officers. Now at this

very moment another military conspiracy was caus-

ing a good deal of excitement in the circle at Mal-

maison. A fortnight or three weeks previously,

about the middle of Floreal, an amateur spy, Citizen

La Chevardiere, a great man among the Jacobins,

had informed Bonaparte that a number of malcon-

tents had designs on his life. The story was a

regular romance strewn with love-affairs, feminine

perfidy, and treason on the part of the police. A

young girl of sixteen, suborned and prompted by

jealousy, had reported that her lover intended to

assassinate the ' Great Consul.' This lover, Major

Donnadieu, had sworn, according to her account, to

bring down the tyrant with his pistol at a review in
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the Carrousel. Certain military men, colonels and

generals Fournier, colonel of hussars, Delmas, the

friend and boon companion of Moreau approved of

the attempt. Such was the minx's tale, and severe

measures had been taken. For the moment Delmas

was in hiding ; first Fournier, then Donnadieu had

been thrown into the Temple, and Fouch6 was

beginning the prosecution. But he proceeded in a

very easy-going way, with intentional delays and

in the circle of the First Consul there were cries of

treason.

The recurrence of Moreau's name in the report

made by Dubois exasperated Bonaparte : he had no

doubt that the two affairs were one and the same

conspiracy. . . . Moreau ! That man again ! It

was more than he could stand. For the last year

every police bulletin had told him of the odious

'

Breton,' of his impertinent bravado, his absurd

provocations. Insulting words spoken at table,

smoking-room chaff, guard-house coarseness at the

expense of Paulette or Caroline, the thousand jokes

about the ' little Corsican scab,' facetious jeers at the

Legion of Honour the saucepan of Honour con-

ferred on a scullion, the collar of Honour made for a

dog, and so on all these insults of aggrieved vanity
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were immediately repeated to Bonaparte. Oh ! how

he detested this ' brawler
'

sick with envy ! With

what joy would he have hacked him with his sabre

in single combat or rather, brought him before a

court-martial, got him degraded, transported or shot !

But no, he must be patient a little longer ; Moreau

was too popular with the rank and file
;
the time

for striking him would come later !

In the avenue of limes, along the curtain of

shrubs which borders the courtyard of Malmaison,

Dubois must have witnessed a terrible scene, one of

those monologues of fury that Talleyrand found so

discourteous. Moreau, always Moreau ! Such a

bad general too ! A man of retreats, beaten by

archdukes, a soldier who ran away more often than

he won a victory ! How stupidly he always went to

work ! His battle of Hohenlinden was nothing but

a fluke ! Besides, he was a dishonest commander, a

thief like all his friends ! He had pocketed millions

in his last campaign : the Consul had proof of it ! . . .

And then such a coward at heart, such a weak

character, led by the nose by two spiteful women !

What ! did a fellow like that aspire to govern

France ? . . . Poor France !

'

Another matter too gave Bonaparte uneasiness.

M
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Dossonville, the grenadier Davout's spy, asserted

that a committee of generals was scheming in Paris,

under the benevolent eyes of the Minister of Police.

Therefore, these proclamations were their work !

Adopting Dubois' opinion, the Consul supposed

them to be produced in Paris itself, at some clandes-

tine printing-office. His angry suspicion fastened

upon Fouche. How did he come to be ignorant

of such machinations ? So now it was possible to

conspire in complete security ! The rascal was in

connivance with the anarchists ! . . . Wretch !

However, it was necessary at any cost to prevent

the call to revolt from spreading to the barracks and

from reaching Brittany, where the regiments were

in a dangerous state of agitation. Bonaparte sent

for Lavalette and gave him instructions in his

peremptory tone.
' Seize every suspicious-looking

packet : your attention must be fixed on letters

addressed to Brittany. The work is urgent ! You

are to begin without delay before the mail goes

out this very night ! Dubois will be associated

with you, and he alone will prepare the case. Above

all, no Fouche in this affair !

'

Two hours later Dubois and Lavalette set to

work at the Post Office in the Rue Coq-Heron.
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The mail for Kennes did not leave till the next

morning ; but the sorting of letters, in the eight

offices of Paris, ought already to be finished. How-

ever, a fresh examination of this correspondence did

not entail any long or difficult labour : people wrote

so little at that time. Moreover, a staff of efficient

clerks, under Citizen Courcelle, was kept permanently

at the central office. Expert at fingering envelopes,

these gentlemen were masters of the delicate science

of unsealing and sealing up again. Sometimes even,

in case of error, they spared themselves the trouble

of reclosing a suspected letter and unblushingly sent

it away open.

It was not at the Post Office, however, that the

dreaded and much-talked-of ' Black Closet
'

exercised

its functions; the old 'commission of inspection,'

where Eetif de la Bretonne had found employment.
1

The employees of the 'letter section' carried on

their operations only at the Ministry of Police, in

the 'Private Office,' under the eye of their chief,

Desmarets but the supplies generally came from

1

[Betif de la Bretonne, an author once popular (Le Paysan per-

verti, La Paysanne pervertie, Les Contemporaines, &c), fell on
evil days in his old age. He received a grant from the Convention

in 1795, and shortly afterwards Carnot got him a place at the

Ministry of Police.]

m 2
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Lavalette. On certain days he sent quite a load

to the Hue des Saints Peres, and too frequently

business papers, family confidences and tender

scented notes were read, examined and criticized by

these cads of policemen. Thus the jealous Fouche,

in those days much enamoured of the blonde Custine,

had opened his dear Louise's love-letters, and

surprised the faithless one's intrigue with that

conceited fellow Chateaubriand. Only at the Ministry

could the work be carried on at leisure, the impres-

sion of a seal artistically taken, writing in sympathetic

ink deciphered, assumed names and code words

interpreted ; such as ' Gideon '

or *

Papa
'

for Georges

Cadoudal ; bale of cotton
'

for gun ; or '

grand

combination' for assassination. Patrice, Devilliers

du Terrage, Deseigne and the other rummagers of

secrets worked only with Fouche ; but their ferrety

countenances and hypocritical smiles were often

seen at Lavalette's office. They would bring some

letter that had been seized and get it stamped with

a recent date, to be used as a decoy. Usually, it is

true, the accusing document remained buried in the

recesses of mysterious pigeon-holes. ... All this

was monstrous and vile !

The nine red and blue letters posted by Eapatel
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were easily discovered : their weight and the glaring

colours of their envelopes proclaimed them at first

sight. They contained nothing but placards, which

was disappointing. Lavalette delivered the capture

to his friend Dubois, and furnished with this booty

the happy prefect returned to his office. They both

felt satisfaction at having thrown Fouche's ceaseless

and furtive watchfulness off the scent.

But a few hours later, on the morning of

May 29, the Central Commissary received a disagree-

able visit. A very high official of the Ministry of

Police demanded imperiously to speak to him : the

matter was urgent ! This man of snappish speech

was Citizen Bene Patrice de la Fuye, head of the

1 Private Office,' Desmarets' alter ego, and a very

great personage in the Eue des Saints Peres.

Lavalette received him at once. Patrice brought

him a note from Fouche. Already the minister was

acquainted with the secret transaction and demanded

the intercepted letters. He even knew, the clever

man, that they contained seditious placards.
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III

FOVCHt UNEASY

Who then had so thoroughly informed the enemy ?

Without the slightest doubt it was one of those

discreet, faithful and devoted servants in whom

Lavalette placed full confidence. Desmarets and

Patrice kept many ' observers
'

among the post office

employees, and a number of these gentry fingered

the secret funds. For the rest, they were by no

means alone in practising this kind of espionage.

The public offices were all crowded with different

1 informers
'

; a fact not unknown to the ministers,

who were always in dread of some treachery.

To the sharp surprise of his minister, Patrice

brought only a dry and laconic answer from the

Central Commissary :

' The seized letters have been

handed to the Prefect of Police.'

What did it mean? . . . Had Lavalette and

Dubois obeyed some special instructions? Was he
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distrusted ? What was this new and important affair

of which he had no suspicion ? And for two days

Fouche puzzled in his annoyance. At Malmaison

he got nothing but rebuffs. Bonaparte took an insult-

ing tone, reproached him with negligence, and even

talked of prevarication ;
but he had not let him see

the pamphlets.

What could it all mean ? . . . Not having a very

clear conscience, the friend of the Jacobins might

apprehend anything. He was uneasy. He made

sure, from unmistakable indications, that Dubois had

countermined the ground and was waiting to give

him check. He felt also that he was constantly

shadowed : it was the odious Dossonville ! This

man wanted to catch him tripping, laid traps for him

and made every effort to ruin him. He corrupted

the best spies of the Ministry and got them to blab.

Every day his master Bonaparte gathered fresh

denunciations and there was no lack of them, for

he paid well. Nor was there any concealment about

it
;
the payment was done unblushingly at a Palais

Koyal coffee-house. Fouche knew of all this, but

dared not raise his voice. How delighted he would

have been to clap the rascal into one of the dungeons

of Pelagie ! But no ; the Consul would have given
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orders to release him. . . . Scoundrel ! . . . How-

ever, in the course of the 11th Prairial, this distressing

uncertainty at last came to an end.

On the afternoon of May 31, Citizen Lagarde,

chief secretary, handed his minister an important

dispatch. It came from Tours, from the prefect of

the Indre-et-Loire, and gave the key of the riddle.

This prefect, General de Pommereul one of the old

nobility, lately a Jacobin under the Directory, now a

Bonapartist with Bonaparte was a petulant official

who was already at war with his archbishop and

made profession of atheism in a very Catholic de-

partment. He related an amusing adventure.

Two days previously his receiver-general of

finance, a consequential citizen named Vaucquer,

had been beautifully taken in. On the 9th Prairial,

at breakfast time, a porter from the coach company

had delivered a somewhat heavy parcel at the

receiver's office. The package came from Rennes,

by way of Angers : sent by a Mme. Leblanc. Who
was this citizeness? Nobody knew her at the

receiver's office ; but the receiver, who was no doubt

a '

gastronome,' a financier with a regard for the

delicacies of the table, had not troubled about so

unimportant a detail. The basket looked like a
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Breton hamper ; it appeared to contain dainties from

La Prevalaye : Vaucquer had it ripped open on the

spot. Great surprise ! not a single butter-crock

but placards, diatribes against the First Consul !

The hamper also contained seventy-five letters, in

red and blue envelopes. They were sealed, addressed

to persons unknown, and this rigmarole was scrawled

on a loose sheet : To be posted in different places.

Caution. Haste. Communication. Astounded at

a present of this kind, the bewildered Vaucquer had

taken the hamper to his prefect, and, with equal

prudence, Citizen Pommereul sent both placards and

envelopes to the Minister of Police. ' It is probable,'

wrote this philosopher,
' that the plan originating

at Eennes has not been confined to Tours. Let us

hope that all the packages may fall into hands as

loyal as ours !

'

Many thanks ! ... So Fouche had got these

mysterious pamphlets. He was even better informed

now than the First Consul, since he knew the

names of seventy-five addressees. Officers every one !

Generals, commanders of brigades or battalions,

regimental staffs ! . . . Then the whole army was

agitating ? The army was being incited to revolt ?

A dangerous and formidable plot !
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But if the knowledge of the placards gave a firm

basis to Fouche's vague ideas, it increased his

uneasiness. Moreau was evidently the instigator of

the conspiracy. The generals, divisional adjutants,

colonels and superior officers whose names had been

communicated by Pommereul belonged to all the

garrisons of France ;
some of them were in Belgium,

others in Vendee, others again in Italy. Many of

them had served in the Army of the Khine, and

Moreau was the only man they would listen to.

Who else but the victor of Engen and of Biberach,

of Hochstedt and of Hohenlinden could have suffi-

cient influence to overthrow Bonaparte? Thus

argued Fouch6, and he supposed that Dubois would

argue in the same way. But how awkward and

dangerous it would be if Moreau were compromised !

The ' Breton ' would be arrested, his house searched,

all his papers examined ! What would not come to

light? A thousand clear proofs of the minister's

underhand designs and official compliance ! Would

young Fresnieres, his secret friend and political

go-between, manage to hold his tongue ? ... It

was an alarming accident : certain disgrace and

dismissal !

Nevertheless Fouche was not the man to leave
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the sumptuous mansion of the Quai Voltaire without

a fight. He intended to make a struggle, and

quickly recovered his audacity. The dispatch from

Tours told him that the placards had been sent from

Eennes. A lucky piece of information, for from that

moment Dubois would be wasting his efforts : the

search was no longer confined to Paris and its

neighbourhood, the '

plaintive Naiads '

of Saint

Cloud and the *

sylvan deities ' of Bondy. The

Minister of Police alone had legal authority to

correspond with the prefects and dictate their course

of conduct. Back on his fighting-ground Fouche

was himself again. In a few moments he had

drawn up a plan of campaign : to ignore Dubois and,

in defiance of Bonaparte, to take the case into his

own hands.

First of all he sent for his faithful Desmarets.

The son of a small tradesman of Compiegne,

Pierre Marie Desmarets was an unfrocked priest,

formerly constitutional cure of Longueil, in the

diocese of Beauvais. 1 He was one of the jurors ;

1

[In 1791 all the clergy of France were required to take the oath

of adherence to the Constitution. Those who refused the non-

jurors were deprived of their livings, which were filled by
' con-

stitutional
'

priests.]
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above all a Voltairian. Among that strange clergy

fashioned by Camus were to be found some very

honest men, fervent Christians and austere Jansenists ;

but Abbe" Desmarets was none of these. Thus in

1792, stripping off his cassock and cured of vain

superstitions, he became a ' bread-and-beef
'

man,

that is to say, a clerk in the commissariat depart-

ment. Certainly a better trade than that of '

patriot

priest
'

and for a number of years he had made

pickings out of the military stores, a fierce Jacobin,

but at the same time a sprightly poet. Alas ! with-

out much profit, without even becoming the under-

study of an Ouvrard. Nothing but ill-luck, in spite

of his cleverness, in spite even of his marriage for

this philosophical juror was skilful enough to marry

a royalist lady. But at last, in the time of the

Directory, the harshness of fate had softened. One

day Desmarets had met, at a gambling-house in the

Kue Taranne, another handler of money, the partner

in the Ouen Company, Citizen Joseph Fouche\ The

two men the disrobed Oratorian and the unfrocked

priest took to each other and came to an under-

standing at once. Fouche\ therefore, as soon as he

got the Police, chose this sly fellow to make him a

second self.
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As head of the secret division, the ex-incumbent

of Longueil was, in 1802, a person of consideration.

He was feared at the offices of the Kue des Saints

Peres as much as the minister. Not very mali-

cious, but crafty, a ransacker of private lives, and

gifted especially with a surprising memory, he was

thoroughly acquainted with the thousand secrets

of his contemporaries. He also had that sorry

notion of the human soul that a priest acquires in

the confessional. At present Desmarets, devoted to

Bonaparte, who despised him and took no pains to

conceal it, no longer felt any dangerous tenderness

for his brothers and friends of the days of the Terror.

His ambition was to keep his place ; his perjured

priest's soul practised the religion of emoluments.

Nevertheless, he showed himself devoted to his

minister. He was ^bound to his chief by too many

mysteries, abuses of authority and villainies, not to

remain his tool. ... As Sallust has said :

' The same

hopes and the same fears cement a perfect friendship.'

Fouche gave Desmarets subtle and complicated

instructions, whichmay be summed up in the formula :

The plot of the placards is the work of the

Eoyalists.

It was an astonishing piece of imagination ; yet its
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inventor was able to defend his falsehood with much

audacity. At this time the police bulletins announced

the presence in Jersey of a certain Prigent, a com-

panion of Georges Cadoudal, his emissary and the

bearer of his letters. This Chouan, according to

the intelligence, used frequently to land on the coast

of Brittany, and found a refuge now with the farmers

of Saint Briac, now with the townsmen of Saint

Malo. Other reports concerned Georges himself,

and gave curious information. Still cursing Bona-

parte,
' Gideon

'

occupied his leisure in letting fly

pamphlets against him. In his London lodging

'

Papa
' had turned pamphleteer and theologian ; he

was about to write a proclamation against the Con-

cordat, addressed to Jacobin malcontents, and to

propose an alliance with them. Wonderful stories

to the effect that Georges was calmly walking about

France were told by certain spies. The terrible

1

Papa
' was then the bogey, the nightmare of the

whole police; everywhere they thought they saw

his gigantic frame, his showy head, his curly hair,

and the long whiskers which cleft his cheeks. They

had recognised him at Saumur; met him at Grenoble;

caught a glimpse of him at a country house in

Savoy : this devil of a man had the gift of ubiquity.
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But all these" fine stories were so many mare's-

nests, and Fouche was not taken in by them. He

knew that Georges, broken down by fatigue, was

leading an idle life in London ;
above all, he knew

that this illiterate numskull was quite incapable of

concocting pamphlets. The police received constant

information from a bold spy, a frequenter and boon

companion of ' Mr. Gideon.' His latest reports were

of recent date, and gave no warning of danger.

Pensioned by the English Government, appointed

lieutenant-general and Knight of Saint Louis by
1

Monsieur,' the King's brother, the son of the miller

of Kerleano found that life was pleasant, and that

peace had its charms. For the time, in his lodging

at 5 Broad Street, he preferred the fogs of the

Thames to the mists of the Auray river
;
and the

jovial
'

Papa
'

was even leading a gay life. False to

little Lucrece Mercier, the companion of his hours

of danger, the ' man of granite
' had established in

his home a person of less severe virtue, one of the

young ladies to be picked up in the bagnios. His

friend Prigent followed this chaste example. Tired

of ranging the heath, and quartered near his com-

rade, he also kept his \ nymph of the pavement.'

The other Chouans who had gone to earth in
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London kept equally quiet. The only conspiring

they did was to meet at a hairdresser's in Piccadilly,

and there revile the Corsican,' the little Corporal.'

It is true that this wigmaker and his assistants,

zealous spies all, denounced a certain Picot as a

dangerous man, capable of the most infamous

designs ;
but Picot himself belonged to the police.

In London, then, all was lulled and quiet. But for

the moment it did not suit Fouche to appear so

well informed ; he needed a royalist plot.

Whether drama or comedy, the action seemed to

have opened at Kennes ; the thing was now to give

the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine his cue. But he was

safe enough ; Fouche hoped to get round him and

fool him at his ease : the advocate, Joseph Mounier,

was a man of soul, a Parliament man of '89, formerly

President of the National Assembly, one of those

Utopians smitten with English theories *

public

liberties, human dignity, and the rights of the

citizen
'

; in short, an ingenuous philosopher, a

Fayettist. Fouche of the ' Mountain
'

had known,

hunted, and shot down so many of these artless

creatures ! The visionary, the great man of the

Constituent Assembly, could not, he thought, give

much trouble.
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Duly instructed by his minister, Desmarets wrote

at once a long missive to this prefect. He revealed

to him the existence of the plot, and sagaciously told

him of its source. ... A fresh exploit of the 'brigands !

'

Nothing was wanting to complete the ingenious

story : pamphlets written by Georges and printed in

London, the English sloop throwing them ashore,

Chouans placed in ambush to receive them and take

them to the coaches. The edifice of lies was weightily

supported by psychological arguments :

1 In reading these documents with attention, one

remarks the omission of certain things which the

anarchists, more accustomed to appeal to the passions

of the people, would not have failed to include ; for

instance, they would have spoken of the dearness of

bread. . . . Again, would military anarchists have

declared the object of our wars to have been un-

limited liberty ? ... Is Kennes really a hotbed of

anarchy? Must we regard it as the centre of a

movement so extended and of such audacity ? Is

not the town known, on the contrary, for its

royalism ?
'

Evidently !

The conclusion therefore was inevitable : turn

your attention to Georges and discover his confede-

N
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rates. The search for them would be easy, Fouche

asserted ;
the Paris police knew them very well : a

set of gay dogs who were all the more royalist for

the Jacobin airs they gave themselves. And Des-

marets ventured to mention a few names : a Citizen

Ulliac, madly patriot,' but whose brother was

1

madly royalist
'

;
the Substitute Le Minihi,

' a

fervent Jacobin/ but afflicted with a sister who had

married into the ranks of the Chouans; a lady,

Desjourne'-Gaillard, with relatives equally objection-

able. Finally, with rare effrontery, he pointed to the

Chouan Achille Biget as a blockhead capable of

having been engaged in the affair.' We shall have

something to say presently as to what this Achille

Biget was.

Never had the imagination of the police so well

combined the odious with the ridiculous. Its logic

was diverting, and the famous argument : if it is

not you, then it's your brother, was employed in a

masterly manner. Is it necessary to say that none .

of these unfortunate people, thus destined for the

dungeons of the Temple, had any suspicion of the

existence of the plot ? But Fouch6 did not trouble

himself about such trifles. Having created a very

fine romance, he invented a hitherto unheard-of

type of conspirator : the Koyalist-Jacobin. His
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formula was soon to enjoy a brilliant success among

the tricksters of his kind.

Drawn up in haste, the imprudent dispatch went

off without delay. It was carried by a special mes-

senger, on the evening of the 11th Prairial.

N 2
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IV

MOUNIEB'8 FIND

Fouch, whose speciality was scamps, had made

an awkward blunder : the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine

was a very honest man and no fool. If the Police

Minister had made a closer examination of those

thin lips, that deep and crafty look, and that Dauphine"

exterior, which proclaimed a sly good-nature, he

would have been more on his guard. But Fouche"

had not yet studied the frank and analytical character

that he proposed to mystify.

Citizen Prefect Jean Joseph Mounier might

consider himself a person of celebrity. And in fact

his name had had its hour of glory, its moment of

popularity ;
but in 1802 this was already but a

distant memory in the forgetful and flighty mind of

the people of France. Born at Grenoble and the

son of a rich merchant of that town, little Jean

Joseph, the nephew of a canon, was at first intended
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by his family for the Church ; but the child of the

draper Francois had preferred the lawyer's gown to

the frizzled wig, the short cloak and the little collar

of the reverend abbe. However, the paternal crowns

had quickly bought hirn an honorary title : the sine-

cure of
'

royal judge.' It was the time when popular

favour flattered the lawyers, attributing to them

infallible wisdom and adorning them with Catonian

virtues. Being well educated and very upright, the

royal judge was sent by the Commons of Dauphine

to the States General at Versailles. First as deputy,

and later as president of the National Assembly,

Mounier occupied a place of honour among the sages

and heroes who dreamed of establishing a consti-

tutional monarchy that is, perhaps, liberty in

France. He gave effective support to every act of

the Assembly, and his calm courage in keeping the

president's chair during the shameful days of October

1789 is known to every one.
* Close the sitting or

be taken ill !

'

sneered Mirabeau. '

Forty thousand

armed men are on the way from Paris !

' *

Very well,

let them cut our throats ! And much good will it

do to the cause of their Kepublic !

' He was a

monarchist, and dreaded the Kepublic. For him, as

for the Constitutent Assembly, that name was only
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a label to conceal the most odious of all tyrannies :

the irresponsible despotism of the mob.

Therefore, soon becoming unpopular in a country

where unpopularity is a homage, he had been obliged

to go abroad. For twelve years he had followed the

same path of woe as Duport and Lameth, Mont-

losier and Malouet, and other undeceived lovers of

an ideal France. Mounier, being burdened with a

family, was obliged to try various trades ; he was

by turns tutor to an Englishman, publicist with-

out readers, schoolmaster without pupils. He was

flouted, moreover, by the irreconcilable royalists,

insulted by the 'men of Coblentz,'
l

young and old,

the insolent adherents of the Count d'Artois : for

these gentlemen showed themselves even fiercer to-

ward the liberals than did the Jacobins with their

guillotine. As a result of these taunts the exile had

seen his illusions perish. As a monarchist, he no

longer believed in the Bourbons; as a liberal, he

despaired of liberty. Now Mounier was back in his

own country; his poverty was distinguished by a

high reputation of honesty, and the First Consul

1

[In 1791 the heads of the first families in France '

emigrated
'

to Coblentz, and that town became the centre of the anti-revolu-

tionary party under the Count d'Artois (brother of Louis XVI.), who

afterwards reigned as Charles X.]
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was pleased to make a prefect of this emigre. Bona-

parte took pains to attract to himself men of eminent

honesty in the past ; it will always be his distinction

to have ennobled the new France by all the honour

of the France of other days : by infusing morality

into the Kevolution he was able to consecrate it.

Mounier, established in his Prefecture about ten

days, had hardly recovered from the emotions of

exile. He felt out of his element at the old Eesi-

dency, in functions that were new to him, and

wearing the embroidered uniform, the livery of

1

anti-equality.' And then all these Bretons seemed

to want to get some fun out of a beginner. In

Eennes he was already reproached with deplorable

miserliness. Having no longer a helpmate to keep

his house, and still feeling his bereavement, he lived

economically with his son fidouard, his daughter

Victorine, and Philippine, his youngest child. There

was nothing in his way of life to recall the insolent

splendour of a Duke d'Aiguillon : neither coaches,

cooks nor mistresses but the parsimonious existence

of a small provincial lawyer, a townsman pinching to

leave something to his children ;
the father of a

family in abstracto, as he would have said in his

pleading days.
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Still full of the humanitarian ideas with which he

had been crammed at the Constituent Assembly, he

entered upon his new duties unsuspectingly. He

had no eye for the administrative beauties of the law

of the 28th Pluvi6se, and as a novice in his duties

he had quickly fallen under the influence of his

secretary-general. This Kouthier, an intelligent

young man, shared the craze of his day, an inordinate

taste for police adventures. * The whole secret of

good administration is an expert police,' argued this

logician :
'

prevention is better than cure.' He

therefore brought to the apprentice-prefect two spies,

his most valued helpers, one a Chouan, the other a

Jacobin. The Chouan's name was Jean Biget, alias

Achille, also known as 'Monsieur Achille.' This

colonel of the Whites had lately served on Georges'

staff; but being disgusted by moonlight 'foot-

warming
'

' and dreading a firing-party, he preferred

now to come on the books of the secret funds.

Many fervent defenders of the throne and altar had

adopted the same reasoning, and Fouche's police re-

cruited many
' observers

'

among them. The Jaco-

1

[Chauffes. The Chouans used to burn the feet of their prisoners

to make them give information. The brigands who practised this

kind of torture were called cJiauffeurs.]
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bin, Citizen Maffran, was a soldier, captain in the

79th half-brigade, but recently retired. A sly rogue

too, but of a different kind of slyness. Posing as a

victim of Bonaparte, this person associated with the

officers of the garrison, listened to their talk, and

reported it to his friend Eouthier. Assuredly the

brawlers of the 82nd would have been wiser to dis-

trust a martyr of this sort.

Mounier did not receive the two spies with

favour. Like other idealists and moralists, he pro-

fessed an imprudent disdain of the police and their

doings ;
his philosophic heart believed in Virtue. At

this moment he was wholly absorbed by the religious

question. Very Gallican, even tinged with Jansen-

ism, he foresaw in the near future a struggle with

his bishop, M. de Maille-La Tour-Landry. The

Citizen-Bishop of Eennes a former nobleman of

high lineage, long persecuted under the Kevolution

thought his turn was come for using harshness, and

he began by worrying the juror-priests ;
the ex-

Constituent defended them, and the conflict was on

the point of becoming a quarrel. A battle with the

mitre was by no means distasteful to the free-lance

Mounier. He was already preparing for the fight,

when suddenly his attention was called off to an
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urgent matter : there was conspiracy in his De-

partment !

On the morning of May 31 (at the hour when

Desmarets was penning his dispatch), General

Delaborde came to visit his prefect. As a rule they

saw little of each other, and the two men felt a

rather lively mutual antipathy. The commander

of the 13th division, once a C6te-d'Or volunteer in

wooden shoes, showed his dislike for the civilian ad-

vocate, the runaway imigri ; but on this particular

day his heart sounded a parley. He brought

Mounier a bundle of seditious pamphlets, diatribes

launched against the First Consul.

These placards, sent off from Kennes by
' Citizen Thomas '

had returned thither, after

making a somewhat wide circuit. Four days pre-

viously Colonel Gauthier, commanding the 38th

half-brigade at Vannes, had received a hamper con-

taining some placards and about a hundred letters.

The addresses of many of these missives showed

shameless impudence on the part of the sender ; two

placards, in particular, were intended for Berthier,

the Minister for War : this Thomas was playing a

joke. And always the invariable formula :

' Caution.

Communciation !

' But the colonel had ignored the
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caution and communicated the whole to his superiors.

Delaborde, finding his name among the addressees,

appeared furious and exclaimed indignantly :

' Who
was the blackguard who thus presumed to com-

promise loyal soldiers ? A wretch, a scoundrel !

'

In addition, the general supplied some vague in-

formation. He stated that he had gone at once to

the offices of the Coach Company to examine their

books and question the clerks. The idiots ! In two

days Thomas had got off six registered parcels to

Le Mans, Saint Brieuc, Vannes, Lorient, Dinan and

Saint Jean d'Angely ; and these fools of clerks had not

noticed him ! It was a curious thing that Delaborde

did not call the prefect's attention to the vivid

colours of the envelopes. And yet he, better than

anyone, could have mentioned certain names and put

an end to much uncertainty.

Much excited by an adventure of this sort,

Mounier immediately called together the mayor of

Eennes, Citizen Guy Lorin, two justices of the peace,

and the police commissary. Then, within the closed

doors of his private room, with as much solemnity

as formerly in the National Assembly, he read out

the pamphlets, and enjoined discretion :

' I demand

of you, magistrates, a religious silence upon this
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matter. You are the recipients of a State secret ;

do not speak of it to anyone, not even to your

wives !

'

They promised to keep silence, and the

discussion was opened. Who could the culprits

be ? Koyalists or Jacobins ?

Without hesitation the mayor of Kennes accused

the Koyalists. This accusation surprised the prefect

a little : the style of the libels betrayed neither the

way of thinking nor the manner of writing of the

imigri ; however, he made no objection. Then

another question was raised. Was there at Eennes

a printer sufficiently royalist to risk the dungeons

of the Temple? A certain Citizen Frout was

mentioned, who had formerly been mixed up in

the affairs of the Chouans. A plan of action was

adopted. A descent was to be made on the suspected

printing-office, in the Hue de la Convention ; they

would have proofs composed : then paper and type

would be compared with the clandestine placards.

1 A wonderful idea, citizen prefect !

' And the

magistrates went to work.

Citizen Frout, a royalist formerly of the militant

sort, was not in favour at the mayor's office. He

was accused of having lately ranged the bush with

the moss-troopers of La Guerche, as a plunderer of
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'

patauds.' Now he seemed to have turned over a

new leaf, to be leading a quiet life and keeping a

fashionable stationer's shop, where he made a good

deal of money. But the police with 'Monsieur

Achille' at their head had no faith in this com-

mercial conversion, and attributed to the old brigand

the most shocking designs.

To their great surprise the doubtfully repentant

Chouan received the inquisitors with deference.

Smiling and eager, he conducted them in person

over the establishment, opened desks and cupboards,

produced his various founts of type, and had every

word and sentence printed that they chose to

dictate. . . . Nothing ! . . . When the examina-

tion was concluded the obliging Frout asked the

favour of being allowed to look at the placards to

which he owed such a gracious visit; perhaps he

might be able to throw some light.
*

Very well !

Look '

;
and the good Chouan at once began to

laugh : Bless me, citizens, this shows a printing-

office in a very bad way, or I should say a printer

who is going down hill ! Look here !

'

His finger

showed them the cause of this hilarity. It was the

scratch at the word ' AEMIES,' the notch which

left a white streak in the tail of a capital K ; the
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letter, worn out by continual use, ought to have been

replaced long ago. Being ignorant of the printing

trade, neither prefect nor justices had noticed any-

thing. Frout in all likelihood suspected the name

of the culprit ; he was pressed with objurgations,

but this time he refused to speak : No, he knew

nothing more.*

The magistrates retired in disappointment. The

day was far advanced ; they therefore appointed to

meet on the morrow, and each went his own way,

taking home with him the redoubtable State secret.

t Above all,' Mounier had told them,
' be silent, even

with your wives.' However, a few hours later the

whole town of Kennes talked of nothing but the

plot.

Among these four hunters who came back with

an empty bag was one Commissary Simoneau of

the police. Still young, but crafty, astute, having

already the fine scent of a Mengaud of Boulogne or

a Licquet of Bouen, he was one of those bloodhounds

who stick to a trail and never abandon it. The

words of the Chouan printer had not fallen on deaf

ears, and Simoneau was nonplussed and blamed

himself for lack of observation. Turning over his

policeman's thoughts, he directed his steps to the
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Prefecture : Mounier was well disposed toward him,

and the young man had hopes of promotion.

Suddenly he stopped, puzzled ; these police people

are always seeing something that puzzles them.

The object which had checked him thus was,

however, as trivial as might be. A theatre bill, but

a glaring, prodigious one, which attracted the eye of

the passer-by. Some officers and townspeople were

standing in front of it, and, with no less curiosity

than these idlers, the commissary approached. The

bill announced a ' benefit performance
'

for the 14th

Prairial. Desirous of attracting all the dilettanti of

the town to the '
first tier

'

and the *

parquet
'

of the

Comedie, the impresario, a certain Douce, served

them with a musical novelty : the Irato, by the

celebrated Mehul. A great, a superlatively great

Parisian success, a piece played fifty times in the

capital ! Given in Pluviose of the preceding year,

the amusing piece of buffoonery had brought Favart

a signal triumph. All the adepts of '

Supreme

Good Tone '

the beau with his hair in gust-of-

wind' fashion, and the merveilleuse undressed as

Ceres had made merry for months over the

burlesque fury of
' The Irate One.' Bonaparte

himself, in his clear, falsetto voice, had hummed its
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ariettes, and some were already singing them in the

provinces. So the word Irato was spread in large

capitals at the top of the bill, and, doubtless to give

it a bigger sound, the printer had bestowed a mis-

pelling upon it: he had set up Irrato. . . . The

performance, moreover, promised to be very attrac-

tive. For the benefit of tender hearts which did not

care for Italian harlequinades, Citizen Douce offered

a romantic French piece :

' The Kidnapping of

Cupid,' an opera 'graced with military evolutions,

combats, marches, and scenery fitting the piece . . .

Parquet 20 sous, first tier 3 francs. . . .' Neverthe-

less it was not the '

military evolutions
'

that

attracted at this moment the attention of the police

commissary. He fixed his eye with an intense look

upon the word Irrato. And he noticed a strange

coincidence he even recognised the mark, the notch

just pointed out by the obliging Frout : the second

of the two K's the misspelling was specked with

white ! Simoneau bent over the placard, took the

printer's name, and went off in elation to the

Prefecture.

Half an hour later the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine

was duly informed that the publisher of the libels

was not a Eoyalist that he was a Jacobin and that
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his name was Chausseblanche. At this moment

Fouche's special messenger arrived with his in-

structions.

The next morning, at about eleven o'clock, the

mayor, the justices of the peace and Simoneau were

once more in conference in the prefect's closet. A
fresh person was present at this meeting, Citizen

Legraverend, substitute of the criminal commissary :

all the formality of the Law !

Mounier, for all his generous heart, showed irri-

tation against Chausseblanche
;
he accused him of

treachery, not to speak of ingratitude. What ! had

not he himself warned and lectured this fomenter of

anarchy, rebuking him in the mildest way ? ' For

goodness' sake stop your pen-skirmishing ; the day of

scribblers is gone by !

' The journalist had promised

to be good, and this was how he kept his word ! A

very grave case ! But this violent sally roused no

indignation in his hearers ; they put forward objec-

tions and defended the poor wretch. . . .

' A worthy

man, citizen prefect ; more unfortunate than

criminal. In bad health, burdened with a family,

over head and ears in debt, he has not much leisure

for conspiring !

' The pleading was in vain : Mounier

was furious and would hear nothing. He enjoined a
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close search and ordered his immediate arrest. ' For

heaven's sake let us be quick ! There's not a

moment to lose !

' The magistrates promised dis-

patch, and left the Prefecture in haste.

But in the street they held a consultation. ' Was

Chausseblanche really so guilty ? He had been

accused in too great a hurry. It was a delicate and

tiresome business ! . . . Besides, twelve o'clock was

striking ;
the hour of dinner.' And upon this

judicious reflection each of them, substitute, mayor,

justice of the peace, went off to dine. At last, about

three in the afternoon, these men of little zeal met

once more in the Place figalite\ Commissary

Simoneau was waiting for them with some gen-

darmes, and they turned their steps towards No. 5.

In answer to their knocks a workman appeared,

Crepeau, the proof-corrector.

1 Citizen Chausseblanche ?
'

' He is gone.'

What! gone?'

'Yes, some time ago.'

When will he be back ?
'

1 I don't know at all.'

Fled ! . . . They had missed their man. The

search began. There was nothing unusual in the
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printer's private office
; they passed into the work-

shop.
* Show us the forme used for the bill of the

Ira to.'

The workman became confused :

' "We have not

got it any more.' Tell that to somebody else ! . . .

and the ferrety Simoneau quickly discovered the

chase, hidden in a cupboard. They took out the

letter K : it showed a large crack, a regular tell-

tale groove. The last doubts disappeared. Well, but

this rascally Chausseblanche must have got away :

what was the use of longer waiting ? The magis-

trates, surprised and abashed, carried off their find,

and returned to the Prefecture. As to the police

commissary, he established himself in the house, to

make a mouse-trap of it.

The prefect was not pleased to see these bearers

of unwelcome tidings. 'Keally, gentlemen, all

authors of trouble, anarchists or Jacobins, count far

too many friends among you !

'

Mounier, perhaps

not without reason, suspected some treachery. Left

alone, he began to pen a crusty report to the

Minister of Police. He was annoyed, ashamed of

his discomfiture, and he accused others, the better

to defend himself. Knowing his Fouche well, he

o 2
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expected reprisals. At the Quai Voltaire the person

of every Jacobin was sacred, and he, an Smigre, dared

to prosecute a Jacobin ! Therefore the cunning

Dauphinois did his best, in fine language, to soften

the minister's wrath :

' I keep a close watch on

Chouans, imigris and priests ; but my duty is to put

pressure equally on all parties which tend to disturb

the public peace. ... I have always shown my
interest in all friends of Liberty, even in those whose

enthusiasm led them to forget the principles of

Justice.' Well said, assuredly ; a noble antithesis

of skilful rhetoric ; but Fouche's spite was not to be

appeased by words. And, even as he polished the

rhythm of his anxious complaints, Mounier was

vexed. ... A nice beginning, to be sure ! What

would the First Consul think of him ?

The sudden arrival of Simoneau cut short the

painful elaboration of the report : the commissary

had Chausseblanche with him. But in what a

ridiculous and pitiable state ! Halting on a gouty

leg, his back bent with lumbago, his face swollen by

erysipelas the prisoner dragged himself along with

great difficulty, hanging on the arm of the faithful

Crepeau. Poor fellow ! He had indeed attempted

flight ; but where was he to find a refuge, penniless
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and ill as he was ? Then, like a wounded quarry

returning to its lair to die, he had come back to his

house. Simoneau was waiting for him and had

seized him. The old fellow affected none the less a

bold countenance and put on an air of bravado. ' I

might have hidden, citizen prefect, but strong in my
innocence, I have preferred to place myself in your

hands.'

His innocence ! . . . The poor wretch was com-

mitted to the prison of Kennes.
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V

DUBOIS DISCOVERY

Bonapaete, meanwhile, was becoming impatient.

The riddle of the plot filled him with suspicious

alarm
;
he intended to unravel it, and wished above

all that it might give him a chance of striking at

Moreau. The libels, moreover, continued to cir-

culate about France ; they were reported from

Le Mans, Angers, Nantes, Bordeaux, Saint Jean-

d'Angely, Lons-le-Saulnier, and Boulogne-sur-Mer ;

Citizens Jourdeuil, Leblanc, Thomas, and Morland

sent them off with perfect impunity ; at the coach

office of Kennes the scared clerks declared that

they could not understand it at all, and they were

lectured, abused, and discharged, without the least

result.

Among those who received them, the arrival of

the hampers from Brittany gave rise to many an

amusing comedy of deception. Some, terrified at
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the tone of the diatribes, stormed and swore ; others,

on the contrary, were delighted. At Le Mans, Kos-

taing, the sub-inspector of surveys, had a happy

thought :
' This is indeed the council of the mice !

Which of you, my friends, is going to bell the cat ?
'

Fouche had now in his office many hundred letters,

all addressed to generals, colonels, or officers of lower

rank : the attempt was exclusively military. But

the minister persisted in his proposition : Georges

was the culprit ! He wrote one dispatch after an-

other, devised fibs for Mounier's benefit, and gave

him ridiculous instructions : Get to the bottom of

the plot to prevent any deviation in the opinion of

the Government. You will then find men whose

ignorance and exaltation are turned to advantage by

a foreign power.' The Eoyalists ! . . . Bad faith

and bad style, calumny and commonplace nothing

was wanting to complete the humbug.

But while Fouche was thinking out his schemes,

his enemy Dubois contrived to work wonders. He

busied himself at first with the young lady and

her amorous denunciation. She had been summoned,

heard anew, confronted with the terrible Bertrand,

and the drama of passion had turned into a

lugubrious farce. In this affair, where the police
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were floundering in the dark, the citizeness who gave

the information appeared to have seen clearly, since

she had spoken of Moreau. In any case it was

necessary to make her repeat her- declarations and

compromise the general. It was the seductive Piis

who undertook this business.

Citizen Antoine Auguste de Piis belonged to the

old nobility, was a knight, the son of a baron, and

was now secretary-general at the Prefecture of

Police. Compared with many of the sharpers who

peopled the Eue de Jerusalem, this accommodating

Koyalist might have considered himself an honest

man ; but he had too much wit to deceive himself,

and he was specially fond of his reputation of a good

companion. As a writer of songs and vaudevilles, he

had long been turning out parodies and knocking off

Billingsgate couplets, not neglecting the aphrodisiac

prose of the licentious story. His works they were

to be had complete or in selection already con-

tained, in 1802, some fifty burlesque comedies,

divertissements or facSties, such as The Pantaloon

as Oculist,'
' The Lost Wooden Shoe,'

' The Cake

with Two Beans,'
' The Hearty Abbe,' and other

pieces of fun. It is true that since the knight was

become an important official he no longer jingled the
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bells of Momus ; but Comus (good rhyme !) and good

fare still held him captive. He was the founder

of the 'Vaudeville Dinners/ later of the 'Modern

Cellar,' and this hardened sinner of fifty used to re-

pair every week to the Eue de Chartres to celebrate

in frivolous company the juice of the grape, the

charms of Polly, the innocence of Phyllis, and also

the glories and virtues of the First Consul. Grave

or gay, according to the bill of fare ! . . . But all

this was only relaxation. At the Jerusalem offices

the man of ditties went to work in a different way ;

there he conducted examinations, and ran people in,

landerirette, to shut them up in Pelagie, landerira :

a very pleasant fellow !

So on Monday, the 18th Prairial, Mile.

appeared before Piis. The author of the ' Dethroned

Saint
'

read over her first declaration, the wild story

of the butter for Francois Kapatel,
(

aide-de-camp to

General Moreau.' . . . Did she abide by that state-

ment? Would she sign it? Well instructed by

Dubois, the police Anacreon showed perfect discre-

tion. He knew in particular, by the books of the

Coach Company, that the hamper, sent off as ' clothes

and linen,' weighed no more than three pounds. At

this rate, each of the six crocks of butter would have
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been as light as a chemist's phial. But the courteous

Piis did not presume on his advantage ; this gallant

knight was not the man to make a fair lady weep,

and Mile. signed, flourish and all. . . . Now, on

the evening of the same day, Commissary Comminges

snapped up her lover and sent him to the Temple.

Failing Francois, they bagged Auguste : one of your

dramatic situations, Monsieur de Piis !

The doings which ensued fill one with disgust.

The police handed Mile. a pass for the Temple,

where she might see her ' friend
'

freely. It was the

usual method, the customary decoy : gratifying a

mistress to draw, and betray, the confidences of her

lover. Maddened by terror, F&icie lent her-

self without resistance to this dirty trick : Dubois

felt no shame in taking advantage of a woman's

despair. Further, she handed the prefect a quantity

of the Eapatels' letters
;
the wretched girl had been

herself to look for them at the lodging-house in the

Kue de la Michodiere. These private and personal

letters only referred to the young woman, to her

liaison, her woes, and her hopes of marriage ;
but the

painful family secret was thrust without scruple into

the pigeon-holes of the police : it may be seen there

to this day.
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Moreover, all this rascality produced no result.

The informer hadj never visited at Moreau's ;
her

narratives revealed nothing of interest, and the

prisoner of the Temple had retired into himself and

spoke no more. Dubois found he had lost the scent,

and his vanity was outraged when suddenly he

thought he saw another clue to be followed up.

The police were now in possession of the names

of several distributors of the libels ; but only one of

these strangers, Jourdeuil, engrossed the detectives'

attention. He had just sent another suspicious con-

signment to Paris, a case addressed to a young

woman named Duret, a lady's maid in the Oratory

quarter. The girl was arrested and a few dozen

other Durets with her and under threats of Bride-

well the Abigail rattled off what she knew :

* Jour-

deuil ? . . . A good young man of her department,

an honest fellow from the Haute-Marne ! He was

in service at Eennes, an officer's valet. But Jean

Pierre was coming back to Paris, and he had sent

his box beforehand. . . . That was all !

'

However, the good young man's ' corded box
'

was a very compromising j
one for him. Among his

duds and slops there was hidden a copy of the

placards and some couplets against the First Consul.
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This coarse and offensive song was written on red

paper the same that had been used for the

envelopes of the proclamations. Further, a kind of

rebus was discovered in his baggage, which puzzled

the suspicious Dubois a good deal ; the number

1205, and nothing else. . . . What did it mean ?

The prefect gave instructions to the servant-girl

and her master. * When Jourdeuil comes to ask for

his box, you will send him to the Cour Neuve, to

the lost property office.' A rat-trap ! . . . A week

later a great lubberly peasant reported himself at

the office and they nabbed him.

At once the pitiful show began ; a revolting con-

test between craft and violence, the countryman and

the bully. The prefect insisted on examining this

insignificant boor himself. Twice in one day he had

Jourdeuil brought before him, harassed him with

insidious questions, and set pitfalls for him. But

he had to deal with a strong opponent : the lad of

Champagne was a match for a Lorrainer in cunning

and more of a free fibber than a man of the

Franche Comte. 1 In his drawling voice he shuffled,

1

[ Franc-Comtois, franc contour '
is the uncomplimentary pro-

verb applied to natives of this frontier province by their neighbours.

But the Lorrainers '

enjoy
' an even worse reputation :

' Lorrain

traltre a Dieu, traitre a son prochain.'J
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dodged, trifled, played the perfect idiot. . . . Well !

what had he done ? He had found a bit of red

paper in the gutter and picked it up. Was that a

crime ?
' As to the song, he took the credit for it :

the wag declared himself a poet. Dubois lost

patience.
' His mouth was tied ? . . . Off with him

to Bicetre !

'

Bicetre was at that time a dreaded gaol, the

most infamous of the cruel prisons whose dilapidated

foulness stained the streets of Paris or the surround-

ing fields. It was placed under the supervision of

the Prefecture of Police, eighth division, directed by

Citizen Parisot. But this Parisot paid little atten-

tion to sanitary rules, for his Bicetre had the name

of a '

dry guillotine.' Damp enough though !

Frightful stories were told of the horrors of its

dungeons, especially of certain black holes where

accused persons were detained amid underground

mouldiness and filthy stench. These stories, more-

over, were nothing but the truth. The black holes

were there ; they were used to cool hot heads, or

to induce loquacity in the obstinately silent. They

were intended also for spinners of yarns and dealers

in gammon, and the police in their slang had

christened them galbanons. Forty-eight hours of
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their fetid darkness usually sufficed to quicken the

memory, to extract admissions, and to unseal lips

that were too tightly closed.

Dubois had placed hopes in the efficacy of the

remedy and his expectation was not disappointed.

Two days after being lodged in the galbanon, the

facetious Jean Pierre made up his mind to speak.

He asked the ' citizen warder '

for some paper, and

wrote out his confession at length : the rascal gave

the game away.

In his countryman's language, now chaffing, now

blubbering, he narrated a scene which we have

already described. . . . Jourdeuil served at Rennes

as valet to an officer of the garrison, Citizen Francois

Bertrand. This Bertrand, now a sub-lieutenant in

the 82nd half-brigade, had long been a quarter-

master with the Army of the West. A failure, a

malcontent and a brawler ! On a certain day in

Floreal he had sent his orderly to a townsman called

Chausseblanche to receive a bundle of printed papers.

. . . The libels ! . . . The valet, fumbling in his

master's pockets, had discovered one of these

placards :

' Ah ! citizen prefect, when I read it I

shuddered with horror ! I kept the pamphlet

though; but only to give it up to the government,'
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Then Jean Pierre began to whine and be sorry for

himself. . . . Poor boy ! and he so devoted to the

Great Consul, how he had suffered ! For ten whole

days his lieutenant had made him carry hampers to

the coaches, bundles stuffed full of all sorts of infamy !

Each time he was forced to change his name : Mor-

land, Thomas, the woman Leblanc they were all

the same, alas ! all the unfortunate Jourdeuil ! But

he protested his innocence : the quartermaster alone

was guilty. Alone ? No : there was another con-

spirator, still more criminal, a certain mysterious

person who hid himself in the country. This man

directed the plot. Bertrand knew him and used

often to visit him; he had even disappeared from

Kennes for several days. What was the name of

this person ? Where did he lie doggo
'

? Jour-

deuil did not know. But the man must be a

soldier, some great commander, with epaulettes heavy

with bullion ! Yes, no doubt ; probably a general,

since he used the sappers and drivers of the

Republic for his little game !

* That is all I know

about it, citizen prefect, and if I have not spoken

before, it is because I considered myself innocent.

To-day my reflections have convinced me to the

contrary.'
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Bic6tre had had its effect, and this confession

was evidently sincere. However, it did not satisfy

the prefect. The more he went into the matter, the

thicker the darkness became. Who could this un-

known be, this person of great importance who

plotted treason in the country near Kennes ?

Dubois summoned Jourdeuil again ; but the lad of

Champagne had told all he knew. The examining

prefect therefore put other questions to him. . . .

1 Had Francois Bertrand any fortune ?
' He a

fortune ? . . . Nothing but debts.'
' Then how did

he pay the printer ?
' The officer's servant could

not answer, and Dubois went on with his inter-

rogatory.

1 Why have you left Rennes, Jourdeuil ?
'

4 To come back to one of my old masters, Captain

Fourcart.'

1 Where does Captain Fourcart live ?
'

'At Versailles.'

1 You were a long time on the road, weren't you ?
'

1 Oh well ! when you've got horses to lead,

you don't make long stages. Besides, I stopped at

Versailles.'

1 At Fourcart's ?
'

1

Yes, for a day.'
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1 To whom did the horses belong ?
'

' To the officers Fourcart, Marbot and Maurin.'

'What is the meaning of this number 1205,

found in your box ?
'

1 It's Citizen Marbot's address : 1205 Kue de

MiromesniL'

The young fellow had run through his story, and

seemed inclined to become too discreet
; so he was

taken back to Bicetre, to be inspired with more wise

reflections.

This fresh interrogatory had been of intense

interest to Dubois. Jourdeuil there was no doubt

of it had been the bearer of some message to Paris.

But who were these officers, Maurin, Marbot and

Fourcart ? A note of explanation from the Minister

for War promptly informed the inquisitive prefect.

Colonel Maurin, divisional adjutant, Lieutenant

Adolphe Marbot of the infantry, and Captain Four-

cart of the Grenadiers, belonged, all three, to Ber-

nadotte's staff. . . . Strange indeed ! ... So Ber-

trand, the sender of the placards, maintained close

relations with the immediate circle of a relative, a

connection of the First Consul ? And all at once

the wary Dubois thought he had the answer to the

alarming riddle.
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Marcellin Fourcart was easily read from his past.

Born at Mouzon in the Ardennes, an ardent Kepub-

lican, and formerly under the protection of the

1 Mountain
'

party, he was looked upon as a favourite

with Bernadotte. Like Simon, he had known how

to win the heart of the '

general, Councillor of State.'

His name is often met with in the correspondence

of the Army of the West, where he is mentioned

with eulogy : we hear of many martial deeds and

secret missions, and the grenadier appears there not

only as a hunter of Chouans, but as a buyer of

Boyalist consciences. And in fact the captain, half

soldier, half agent, was one of those artful dodgers

so much appreciated by the ex-sergeant with the

1 well-turned leg.' Bernadotte was at this time

endeavouring to get his creature the rank of major,

but without success. Fourcart the Jacobin was in

the black books of the War Office, and had just

received orders to go to Kouen, to be attached to

another staff. He did not conceal his dissatisfaction,

and put off his departure from day to day. His

orders dated from Floreal ; a good month had

elapsed, and still the officer had not obeyed. Why ?

The detectives of the Prefecture soon brought

Dubois other and very important information. The
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suspected Fourcart was now living at Versailles,

ready to be off at a moment's notice, and his

quarters were at the Golden Chariot inn, in an unfre-

quented part of the town. In those days Versailles

was nothing but a vast solitude, where the police

were ineffective. The park, with its crumbling walls,

the Trianons and their clumps of trees served as

a refuge for many a highwayman; even *
foot-

warmers '

might have been found in the Directory

days, lurking in the Gonards Woods. Fourcart,

then, had no observation to fear at the hostelry of

the Golden Chariot, for a spy would quickly have

been smoked out. Married and still young he was

only thirty-three the citizen nevertheless led a very

domesticated life; he and his wife saw no one,

except a commissary of police. Why this precau-

tion ? It was a tell-tale indication, the sure sign of

a guilty conscience ! It was known too that this

man of mysteries visited Paris to work with Berna-

dotte; sometimes even he did not come home at

night. . . . What was the reason of this absence?

Yes, what did it mean ?

All this information had made things quite clear

to Dubois, and his fertile brain had quickly con-

ceived an ingenious hypothesis. Having plenty of

p 2
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horses at his disposal, he thought, this staff-officer

frequently repaired to the neighbourhood of Eennes :

the unknown visited in secret by Bertrand was none

other than Fourcart. The intrigue appeared to be

cleverly planned ; there were many in the scheme.

They probably held their conclaves at some villa as

yet undiscovered, but which would soon be found

out ; Fourcart, if not Marbot, brought them orders,

and the sending out of the placards announced a

revolt at hand. There was no doubt of it, the Army
of the West was on the point of rebellion !

Very proud of his power of divination, Dubois

submitted his inductions to the perspicacity of

Bonaparte. In the retreat of Malmaison, amid the

verdant fragrance of the lofty limes, he related

his discovery and formulated his accusation :

1 The instigator of the plot, General Consul, is

not Moreau : his name is Bernadotte.'
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PABT III

I

BEBNADOTTE IN 1802

The accusation brought by his Prefect of Police can

have caused the Consul no surprise : that great

judge of men had judged Bernadotte too well. He

had long since divined the ferment of his ambition,

his morbid vanity, his splenetic jealousy, his smiling

falseness, and he suspected that his soul was dis-

turbed by dreams of treason. He disliked everything

about this other favourite of Fortune : overweening

fatuity, mediocrity puffed up with importance, a

restless spirit of intrigue, and, above all, a disquieting

duplicity. Bonaparte well knew that the mouth

which at Malmaison uttered so much adulation

was elsewhere prodigal of criticism and slander
;
he

looked upon a man who boasted too much of his

honour as capable of baseness. ' The Gascon !

' he
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used to say, to describe the double-faced swash-

buckler, who was, however, a Bearnese. But, with

his customary disdain of a powerless foe, he left

this apparently quiet ill-wisher in peace. Napoleon's

hatred was always a homage rendered to those he

dreaded : he feared Moreau, and persecuted him
; he

despised Bernadotte, and made him a Highness.

Jean de Bernadotte,
*

legitimate son of Henri,

attorney to the seneschal of Pau, and of demoiselle

Jeanne de Saint-Jean,' was then thirty-nine. A

portrait painted about this time gives an interesting

reproduction of his crafty physiognomy, besides a

good clue to the working of his soul. The face is

not without nobility, but its falseness alarms the

studious observer : the prominent chin stands out

from the rest of the features ;
the thin lips seem to

trace a smile which is at once belied by the evasive

look of the troubled eyes ; the nose, with its com-

pressed nostrils, is long and curved, too like the beak

of a bird of prey ; the forehead, which conceals so

many deep-laid schemes, is hidden by pretentious

curls
;
the subject's head is bowed, as though beneath

the crushing weight of his mighty thoughts, and

there he poses, grimaces and plays the puritan, stern

and severe, virtuous and disdainful in his black
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attire : an armed philosopher, a kind of fighting

Quaker, the Franklin of armies ! . . . Such was,

assuredly, the Bernadotte of 1802 before a stroke

of fortune had turned ex-Sergeant Legs
'

into a

royal prince, and, later on, a king.

In those days this soldier of France had as yet

no thoughts of firing on the French uniform. A

general of division since 1794, having even held the

chief command of two armies, formerly ambassador

and Minister for War, now Councillor of State and

allied by marriage to Bonaparte he might be con-

considered a sort of power in the Consular Govern-

ment. Nevertheless there were some who asserted

that under the gold-laced coat with its scarlet collar

was concealed a sans-culottes, a Jacobin. His

ascendency under the Directory, the moral assistance

he had lent to the coup d'etat of Fructidor, his

close connection with the extremists of the Eiding-

school Club, his conduct, whether undecided or

calculated, on the 18th Brumaire, everything in

Bernadotte's past seemed to deserve this reputation.
1

See M. Albert Vandal's fine work : UAv&nement de Bonaparte,

p. 306.

[In 1799, while Bonaparte was preparing his coup d'Etat of

Brumaire, Bernadotte held aloof, hoping that the turn of events

would put him oyer the head of his rival. On the morning of the
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Moreover, for the last two years the commander-in-

chief of the Army of the West had been using the

pure language of the Jacobin in his dispatches and

proclamations. He called La Vendee a ' sewer
'

;

the Vendean was to him ' the scourge of the human

race.' He abominated the priest and the Emigre,

i the bandits or vagabonds of royalism, a cargo of

brigands vomited forth by England.'
' Neither the

force of laws, nor that of reason is able now to reach

these wretches ; humanity sadly bewails the damage

brought about by too much tolerance. . . . The

perfidy of priests shall never be restored by indul-

gence. They pry into the conscience and bring

desolation into the family. . . . The forms of

18th Bruraaire,
' Bernadotte had allowed himself to be brought by

Joseph (to the rendezvous at Bonaparte's house in the Bue Chante-

reine), but appeared in civilian dress, since he would not consider

himself summoned on duty ;
he came to discuss and not to offer his

services. According to Bernadotte's own version, Bonaparte used

every effort to engage him or at least to render him neutral : ob-

jurgations, threats of sequestration, sudden softenings of manner,
blandishments of entreaty and supplications not to oppose him and

to bind himself by his word of honour. Bernadotte gesticulated,

waved his sword-stick and declaimed with evasive verbosity ; pro-

mising not to take the initiative in resistance, but declaring that

he remained at the disposal of the lawful authorities. It was

impossible to extract any engagement from him, and in the end he

withdrew, still splitting hairs, manoeuvring and gasconading. How-

ever, in order to be within reach in the event of a possible success,

he breakfasted with Joseph, his brother-in-law
; Joseph had invited

a certain number of political personages to his table, as a means of

winning them over and keeping them in hand.']
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ordinary justice are too slow for these eternal enemies

of all social order, for our prisons are blocked with

such scoundrels.' Sometimes these ferocious terror-

ist formulas were mixed with turgid rhetoric which

denoted the lover of the Barrere style of literature :

' Oh ! my brothers in arms, carry into your families

the example of civil virtues ; it is these that have

given birth to our prodigies ! . . . Lift up your

souls to the most sublime ideas ;
never forget that

the impulse of Liberty has always been your guide.'

But all this only amounted to high-sounding words,

declamation, pure gasconade. All the Jacobinism

that Bernadotte had at heart was in the bitterness

of his disappointments and the gall of his jealousies.

Though but an indifferent general with the Army of

the Khine, inferior in glory to Delmas, Kichepanse

or Lecourbe, his companions in arms, he thought

himself a military genius. Though a failure as a

diplomatist, and ridiculed during his short stay at

Vienna, he deemed himself a political genius.

Vanity, as much as pride, made him light-headed,

notwithstanding his cunning and calculation. At

present one of the first men in the State, he dreamed

of becoming its master. Above all, he could not

forgive little Bonaparte, his junior in the Army List,
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for having won so many victories and for being now

First Consul.

The soreness of his spirit was aggravated by

a woman's talk : the wife was her husband's evil

counsellor. At his home in the Kue Cisalpine, by

the side of his dear D6siree, Bernadotte never heard

any of those soft or prudent words which may

appease hatred or tend to sober resolution. Like

Mme. Hulot, egging on her son-in-law with the goads

of ambition, Mme. Bernadotte besieged her husband

with angry lamentations. She too abhorred the

First Consul, and the motives of this hatred would

form an instructive chapter of feminine psychology.

Once Bonaparte, being struck with this woman,

had sought her in marriage. That was in the far-off

days when he vegetated in a necessitous existence as

a modest brigadier-general, an insignificant young

man of savage and ridiculous aspect, with his thin

face framed in a hirsute mane which fell back in

'dog's ears.' However, this little slip of a man

flattered himself that he could inspire love. The

name of his dear soul, his beauty, his idol, was

D^siree, daughter of the late Clary, a large oilman

at Marseilles. Already Joseph Bonaparte had

married another of the soap-boiler's daughters, the
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skinny and pimpled Julie; he therefore urged his

profitable suit. The Citizeness Clary turned out

coquettish, kind and encouraging ; letters, portraits

and vows were exchanged. But one day the fair

charmer left for Genoa. Then it was good-bye to

the tender correspondence and the sweet cooing

of trifles that every woman of feeling indulged in :

not even a word of news !

' What ! does one cross

the waters of Lethe to reach Genoa ?
' and a few

months later Napoleon had married Josephine. . . .

To be sure, the flighty little person had scarcely

wept over the loss of her romance, but now, as

Citizeness Bernadotte, she was vexed indeed at

having missed such a fortune. Perhaps her female

vanity reproached the rejected suitor with consoling

himself too rapidly ; perhaps too her wifely jealousy

suffered from seeing the spouse of her choice so

inferior to the despised lover. Her wound was the

more poignant in that Bonaparte seemed to re-

member nothing ; he received the faithless one under

his protection ;
as the godfather of Oscar, he had

even swaddled a son of Desiree in an Ossianic

forename : all signs of the indifference which for-

gives. Thus wounded in her self-love, but pos-

sessing her husband's heart, this woman was urging
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an ambitious man, tortured by envy, to tempt

fortune.

The splitting up of the Army of the West had

been a bitter vexation to Bernadotte. On his return

to Paris at the beginning of Frimaire he appeared

discontented with the Consul, and not very well

satisfied with himself. And truly the vainglorious

man had won very little glory in a campaign of

twenty-two months. Not the slightest skirmish, no

second Quiberon ; nothing but incessant, irksome

battues, simple gendarmes' work ! He regretted

his command
;
his thirteen half-brigades of infantry,

cavalry and artillery ; his headquarters at Eennes ;

his numerous and much-beplumed military establish-

ment, his guard of dragoons caracoling about him

like the consular mamelukes, his eighty adjutants-

general, staff-officers, and aides-de-camp all the

paraphernalia, all the power and intoxication of his

dictatorship. . . . What ! had he been superseded ?

he, the hero of Neumarck, of Palma Nuova, and

of Caporetto ! ! He ought to have been selected for

the command of the San Domingo expedition. But

no, the everlasting backstairs influence of the

Malmaison clique had been at work again ! And to

throw an uncharitable public off the scent, the vain
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object of their sarcasms gave out that he was ill,

worn out by fatigue, and condemned to absolute rest

by the doctors. . . . Ah ! if he could but go to

Plombieres and breathe the mountain air ! . . . He

was anaemic, a dying man !

Nevertheless this dying man looked pretty well,

and gave assemblies, fetes and routs. He received

many visits at his house in the Kue Cisalpine
1 a

rustic hermitage, clad in ivy and climbing flowers

built on the verge of Mousseaux at the bottom of

a long garden which contained a labyrinth (always

Greece and Nature !). Many generals and other

officers showed their uniforms in the saloons of their

comrade, and the sly Fouche used often to dine

with this other sly dog. The two were now united

by a growing affection. Both malcontents, they had

quickly understood one another, and already their

friendship was reaching the stage of familiarity.

For the rest, there was nothing suspicious about the

Cottage of the Eue Cisalpine, apparently. They all

admired the virtues of the Great Consul, exalted

his genius, respected his power: at least, that was

Fouche's account.

1

[The Bue Cisalpine was situated close to the barriere de Monceau,
in the neighbourhood of the present Pare Monceau.]
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However, Bonaparte's intimates, such as Savary

and Davout, told a very different tale. The gendarme

and the grenadier each kept his detective office

and was glad to receive denunciations. Aided by

Dossonville, they professed to know many secrets.

According to them, the verdant and flowery retreat

was a laboratory ever busy with the concoction of

political intrigues and the preparation of criminal

plots. There Bernadotte freely bestowed advice and

encouragement upon the tribunes of the cabal, the

last champions of Jacobinism ; and upon the oppo-

sition in the Senate, liberals smitten with '

ideology
'

:

they all came to the general for orders. He excited

these blunderheads, calumniated the Consul, attri-

buted to him projects fatal to liberty, and urged

resistance, promising the support of his sword.

1

Flagrant conspiracy !

'

Many other tales, with a far smaller show of

probability, were current at Malmaison. Davout

and his police had invented a piece of fiction : in

their exasperation against Bernadotte they sought

to implicate him in the Donnadieu affair. 'High

treason !

'

they said. The conspirators had met

several times at General Delmas' rooms, and

Bernadotte was present at these conclaves. Tur-
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bulent meetings they were, with chaotic debates !

How should they get rid of Bonaparte? Was he

to be pistolled during a parade on the Carrousel ?

Would it be better to attack him in his carriage,

sabre him, throw his body on the ground and let it

be trampled by the horses ? A serious problem of

assassination. Without approving of murder, the

' Gascon '

consented to a trap :

' Don't kill him ;

kidnap him !

' But the conspirators would hear of

nothing but the tyrant's death.

The scenic arrangement of this plot and its

fabulous air of tragedy ought to have aroused

Bonaparte's scepticism ; however, always suspicious

and ready to believe these wild stories, he had

Bernadotte watched. The gasconading sick man

then felt all Dossonville's spies prowling about him.

They did not show much reserve ; one of these

gentry had even taken a room whence he could over-

look the rustic house. From his observatory he

had a view of the long, narrow garden, its arbours

and its labyrinth : all the mysteries of the preten-

tious cottage. This was intolerable ! To be allowed

no peace, in the bosom of Nature, of one's family and

friends ! ... So the husband of D6siree Clary

appealed to his brother-in-law and Joseph at once
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hastened to Malmaison. Jealous of his younger

brother, dissatisfied with himself, and surrounded by

intriguers who excited his wounded vanity, Joseph

burst into passion. He defended the honour of

his relative, vouched for his loyalty, and begged

Napoleon to put no trust in calumnies. But the

Consul, who was not fond of being dictated to, and

was accustomed to treat his brothers as he had

once treated the drivers of his batteries, adminis-

tered a sharp snub to the lecturer. However, for

lack of proofs, he had not yet ordered Bernadotte's

arrest.

But now he was convinced that he held these

proofs : those that Dubois brought him were

crushing. With Fourcart and Marbot implicated,

was it not the same thing as convicting their

general himself ? Bonaparte's suspicions were now

diverted from Moreau. The workman is known

by his work, and the treachery, the emphatic

style and the big Jacobin words of these dastardly

placards all betrayed to his clear-seeing mind the

malicious Bearnese. ' Wretch ! Yes, my informers

spoke the truth : this man was Donnadieu's accom-

plice. A vile business, scarcely worthy of the Later

Empire ! Assassination expounded by insult !
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What, did they take the blood of a Bonaparte for

ditch-water ? Wretch I Wretch ! !

'

He instantly ordered the Prefect of Police to

imprison Bernadotte's aides-de-camp. The order

was executed without delay. Commissary Kegnault,

the 'beak' of the Kue Verte, captured young

Marbot at his mother's. Fourcart in his turn was

snapped up at Versailles, by that other commissary,

his valued friend. Dubois had managed the affair by

himself ; he was in triumph. Then the infatuated

man felt constrained to humiliate his enemy, the

minister. He allowed twenty-four hours to pass

without advising Fouche ; then some laconic notes

were sent to him as a sort of challenge :

1 The First Consul has given me orders to arrest

the man Marbot. ... In pursuance of the same

orders I have arrested the man Fourcart. ... I

believe the immediate arrest of the man Bertrand,

sub-lieutenant in the 82nd half-brigade, to be indis-

pensable.'

It seemed now that Dubois directed the whole

police.
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II

A TYBANTS VICTIM

Assueedly Citizen Nicolas Francois Bertrand

might consider himself an unlucky officer. Though

intelligent, well educated and practised in his pro-

fession, he was still only a sub-lieutenant at past

forty. It is true that his family, middle-class people

at Metz, had always shown themselves unrepentant

Jacobins ;
his brother had even filled the office of

public accuser under the Terror. 'An indifferent

advocate, an anarchist and given to drinking,' was

the facetious note of his prefect on this obscure

Fouquier-Tinville.

Yes, no doubt, it was a compromising family ;

but very different reasons had compelled Bertrand to

mark time with a fringeless epaulette. His record

contained a disconcerting riddle. This failure, this

' stickit
'

warrior, who had been an officer for some

dozen years and was once elected captain of grena-
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diers in the Volunteers of the Moselle, could produce

neither wounds nor campaigns in his favour ; at a

time of universal fighting he had not been present

at a single battle.
'

Special mission,' the record

explained dryly ; that is, in less oracular style, police

employment. This extremely sharp grenadier of the

Moselle had played the spy all over Belgium, where-

ever his volunteers had clattered their wooden shoes.

Now he was doing the same thing in Brittany ;

Bernadotte had chosen him as quartermaster of his

army, a '

special mission
'

thanks to which Bertrand

could handle letters, finger them, and on occasion

break their seals ; he was more useful than a black

closet.' Besides, Bernadotte was much amused by

the literary abilities of the fellow, who could turn

eloquent prose like a Garat or knock off broad

couplets like a Piis. But in Paris, Berthier, the

Minister for War, had little taste for such varied

talents, and the unappreciated Bertrand, author of

prose and verse, found himself growing grey, stuck

fast as a simple sub-lieutenant.

Knowing nothing of the 'missions,' his comrades

sympathised with his bad luck. The quartermaster

was popular in the cafes and smoking-rooms fre-

quented by officers ; they revered him and stood him

a 2
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drinks as one of the tyrant's victims. He was we

have sketched him already a big, burly man, with a

high complexion and cheeks divided by half-moon

whiskers. The jovial, vulgar Francois Bertrand was

the joy of the garrison of Kennes. His impudent

gabble, his swagger, his tall stories, and the tale of

his loves were all a source of fun for he was the

darling of the ladies, this great lout, and made havoc

among the hearts of the little milliners ; he even

collected their love-letters for the joke of the thing,

to give a zest to the brandy-omelet of the mess. He

could afford to be extravagant on his pay of twelve

hundred francs ! . . . However, Bernadotte's depar-

ture had made a hole in his budget ; he was no

longer quartermaster, and still only a sub-lieutenant.

This spendthrift of the secret funds was obliged to

quit the aristocratic lodging he had long occupied.

He was living now at No. 6 Eue de l'Horloge, in

a room perched under the rafters : Bertrand the

Jacobin found himself reduced to a Spartan life.

Now on the 24th Prairial his neighbours the

shopkeepers had a chance of witnessing a rare scene

of merriment, more comic indeed than an act of

Badet or a chapter of Pigault-Lebrun. On that day,

at the stroke of twelve, two squads of foot gendarmes
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entered the alley ; they came to arrest ' the man

Nicolas Francis Bertrand, accused of criminal

schemes against the safety of the State.' They were

led by Sergeant Caron no doubt some rogue belong-

ing to the fourth legion commanded by Colonel

Mignotte. These gendarmes were charged with the

duty of bringing away the conspirator and taking

him to the Tour-Lebat, the military prison of

Eennes ;
a justice of the peace was coming to affix

the seals in the lodging. This step, prepared with

much secrecy by the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine, ought,

in Mounier's opinion, to yield important results. He

had received the warrant of arrest through Fouche\

and he was no longer ignorant that Bertrand was

the sender of the proclamations; in fact, a recent

denunciation had named this man to him as an agent

of Bernadotte.

It was a formal accusation. Maffran, the

amateur spy, had at last succeeded in getting the

fastidious prefect to listen to him. Young Eouthier,

triumphing over the repugnance of the ex-Constitu-

ent, had introduced the informer, one of the shining

lights of his police. This Maffran knew so much

and he denounced so many people !

' Watch Pino-

teau, Miiller and the 82nd half-brigade,' he said ;
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' Godard and the 79th
;
Colonel Lami and the 30th

Light Infantry ;
but above all lock up as speedily as

possible Quartermaster Bertrand, the worshipper and

mameluke of Bernadotte ! This jobber of intrigues

is the intermediary of a clandestine correspondence

and possesses many secrets ;
an examination of his

papers might clear up the Affair. . . . Besides,' added

Maffran,
'
all these people were freemasons ! An

agitation was going on in the lodges of the Grand

Architect ; companions, worshipful masters, Knights

Kadosh all the wearers of the jewel were exas-

perated against the Concordat, the craft was in a

ferment !

'

. . . Bernadotte and the freemasons !

The startled prefect had at once despatched his

secretary-general to Paris, whispering in his ear

the most mysterious instructions : Be extremely

reserved with the minister Fouche ; and entirely

without constraint with the minister Chaptal.' And

on this afternoon of June 13 the excellent man

was waiting, nervously, impatiently, throbbing with

hope, for the result of his search.

Meanwhile the gendarme Caron had entered

the house in the Kue de l'Horloge ; but he stopped

short at the threshold. An obliging neighbour

came forward :

*

Nobody upstairs, sergeant ! The
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officer is out. He's at dinner.' All right ! they

would wait for him ; and, ordering arms, the squads

waited. Half an hour later the sub-lieutenant

came in, and began quietly to mount his stairs.

The gendarmes followed, but not quickly enough,

for they found the door shut in their faces :

'

Open, in the name of the law !

'

No answer : a rebellion ! . . . and suddenly the

honest Caron felt a scruple of conscience. Had he

the right he with his simple stripes to force an

officer's lodging ? He ran off to ask the advice of a

'

superior.' The superior seemed perplexed in his

turn ; Lieutenant Denoual had certainly received

the prefect's 'requisition,' but not the general's

orders. He went to the Fort, to Commandant

Mayeux. . . . More hesitation, more delay : he had

notified neither justice of the peace nor commissary.

And during this hurrying hither and thither the

gendarmes were waiting patiently. On the other

side of Citizen Bertrand's closed door they could

hear a great confusion ; the ' individual
'

was hard

at work, opening drawers, striking lights and making

a fire
;
soon there was a roar in the chimney and a

smell of burning pervaded the house. At last they

came, lieutenant of gendarmes, commandant, police
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commissary and justice of the peace. This time

Bertrand opened.
' Yonr sword ! Yon are arrested ! Where are

your papers ?
'

' There they are !

'

And the quartermaster pointed mockingly to the

grate where a heap of cinders was smoking.
1 What ! you have destroyed your papers ?

'

The other adopted a chaffing tone :

1 Bah, they were only love-letters ! A French

soldier must never compromise ladies !

'

The justice of the peace affixed the seals ; then,

handcuffed and surrounded by gendarmes, the gay

Bertrand was led to the prison of the Tour-Lebat.

The philosophic Mounier was furious at this

grotesque mischance. What a comedy, or rather

what a mystification ! So all these soldiers had laid

their heads together to make a fool of a civilian !

One more instance of their contempt of the pSkin !

Then he betook himself in his turn to Bertrand's

lodgings. Alas ! the trick was complete. The

secret of the conspiracy was flown, disappeared, gone

off in smoke ! . . . The justice of the peace broke

the seals and rummaged in the drawers. Nothing !

. . . Yes a letter had been overlooked. Mounier
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seized it
; it was signed

' Ursule !

'

. . . More

joking ? . . . But no, this enigmatical love-letter,

scented with mystery, was a document referring to

the plot :

1 At the beginning of Prairial one of our friends

will pass through Eennes. He will deliver to Citi-

zen Bertrand the expected packets. Ursule G

20th Floreal.'

The letter bore the stamp of Saint Malo.
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III

THE TRIBULATIONS OF A CONSULAR PREFECT

Saint Malo ! the town through which, accord-

ing to Desmarets, Georges Cadoudal had sent his

proclamations ! . . . Then the head of the secret

police was right ! Fouche saw clearly amid the

gloom of this affair. ... It was a Koyalist plot !

Mounier remained perplexed for a while ;
but

he soon put the disturbing hypothesis on one side.

1 No : it was only another comedy, a too palpable

piece of humbug ! And who was this Ursule, to

begin with ? A woman, judging by the small and

delicate handwriting of the note. No doubt ; but

there was not a single word misspelt in the whole

composition !

' This faultless orthography made

the analytical prefect sceptical. Having been prin-

cipal of a college in the days of the Emigration, he

was still somewhat of a copybook pedant, and pro-

fessed a superb disdain for feminine knowledge :
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every woman was inevitably ignorant of orthography.

The subtle man naively communicated his doubts

to two of the ministers :

' I was certainly mistaken

in believing this Ursule to be a woman ;
a brief

examination of the letter has undeceived me : the

orthography is too correct.' When communicated

to Bonaparte, this misogynist dispatch must have

amused that good friend of Mme. de Stael. But

Mounier's anxious brain was already occupied by

other cares : his police had just warned him of a for-

midable excitement in barracks.

The arrest of the quartermaster had made a great

stir among the Kennes garrison, and the 82nd were

excited to the point of fury.
' By what right did a

civilian, a runaway Smigre, dare to lay hands on the

military ? Bertrand had been brought through the

town surrounded by gendarmes, like a malefactor !

An insult to the uniform, an outrage on the epau-

lettes !

' In the coffee-houses of the Saint Cyr

quarter the officers talked of revolt. The War

Office Archives have handed down the names of

some of the ringleaders : Lelidec, Boutiniere, Doriol,

Boussard and Kousseau, captains and lieutenants.

The most furious of all was a battalion-commander,

Major Muller :

'

They aim at our liberty !

'

he
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thundered ;

* but woe to him who threatens it ! I

shall beat the assembly, take up arms, unfurl the

flag, and then we shall see !

'

Colonel Pinoteau,

always a weak man who avoided harshness, let the

madmen shout. His conduct was equivocal in the

extreme. Far from attempting to calm this threa-

tening outburst, he seemed to take pleasure in

exciting the mutineers. A rumour soon got abroad

that Bertrand was dying, maltreated by the gen-

darmes, bruised and covered with wounds ; he had

been tortured. . . . Villain of a prefect ! Imme-

diately the officers met in uproar, chose delegates and

sent them to the Prefecture.

Mounier, affable as a gentleman of the old days,

received the envoys with a pleasant smile :

1 What can I do for you, citizens ?
'

The others only replied by insults :

1 Give us news of our comrade. . . . He has been

tortured ! Is he still alive ?
'

'

Very much alive
;

he is even in excellent

health.'

'

Very well, show him to us !

'

Any other magistrate but this easy-going prefect

would have sent the insolent fellows to the guard-

room. But he was a very kind soul, devoted to an
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ideal of gentleness, and moreover destitute of energy.

In obedience to their injunctions he yielded and

caused the prisoner to be brought to his room. Then

for half an hour the waggish Bertrand was able to

converse with his dear friends under the anxious

looks of Mounier. The martyr was evidently alive,

so the delegates retired. But a few hours later came

a fresh deputation ; more epaulettes of the 82nd,

accompanied by artillerymen, dragoons, chasseurs

and veterans. They too demanded to have the

victim shown to them. This time the official felt

scruples :

t

Eeally, you are abusing my kindness !

'

And he refused. The officers left him in a fury.

Unhappy greatness ! His suspicions were now

aroused, but in his bewilderment and mystification

he did not know what course to take. The sympathy
shown him by the military authorities was more than

doubtful ; disguised affronts or scurrilous mockery !

Commandant Mayeux amused himself by garbling

his illustrious name :

' Citizen Lemonnier,' and

General Delaborde made merry over the tribulations

of the tyro prefect. The celebrated member of the

Constituent Assembly with all his past glories made

no impression on the ex-corporal, the baker's son :

an obsolete fogy of the old school, he thought ; old
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clothes, old lace, all out of date ! Besides, this busi-

ness of the libels scarcely interested him. It was a

police invention, to keep the spies amused.

The inquiry proceeded, without leading to any

result. Every day the prefect, escorted by a clerk of

the court or by the commandant, entered the cells

of the two prisons of Eennes. Sometimes he visited

the printer Chausseblanche, at other times Quarter-

master Bertrand ; but the two accused treated him

to a comedy in which he failed to find amusement.

Chausseblanche denied with assurance and moaned

with energy. He declared that he was dying : he

had gout, erysipelas, and three ulcers on his leg ;

the dampness of his cell was certain to kill him.

Then the poor man lamented over his children of

tender age, his wife who was expecting to add to

their number, his mother of eighty, his unpaid accep-

tances and his certain bankruptcy ; must he bequeath

to his dear ones poverty and dishonour ? As for the

rest, he knew nothing ! . . . . With Bertrand the

farce was less tearful, and turned to impertinence.
' You know Jourdeuil, your servant ?

'

1 Of course ; I have dismissed him : he's a rascal,

an emissary of the Chouans.'

*

Emissary of the Chouans ?
'
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'

Certainly ! He was groom in the stables of an

ex-nobleman.'

1 You know Chausseblanche too, Chausseblanche

the printer ?
'

1 Let me see . . . yes, I remember : I have some-

times bought sealing-wax of him.'

1 Some outrageous libels on the First Consul have

been handed in at the coach-office of Eennes.'

'You make me shudder. Why, it's abomin-

able !

'

Then the examining prefect drew from among

his papers six envelopes large red and blue enve-

lopes and asked, pointing to their addresses :

1 Do you know this writing ?
'

4 Not at all.'

'

It is said nevertheless to resemble yours.'

' This scrawl ? . . . I pride myself on my penman-

ship !

'

1 The experts will contradict you.'

'

Ignorant fellows !

'

1

Well, then ! here is a pen : write.'

' Are you joking ? Am I before a court-martial ?

As a soldier, I don't know you.'

I wish to have a specimen of your handwriting.'

1 Do you ? Then go to Mainz ; I used to live

there : you will find lots of my autographs there.'
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* Take care ! Do not defy the severity of the

law!'

* Ouf ! how warm it is, citizen perfect ! This

summer is really tropical, and the Tour-Lebat is like

an oven. All this emotion has exhausted me. Could

I not be left in peace ?
'

There was nothing to be got out of practical jokers

like these, and Mounier was in despair. To add to

his troubles he received disagreeable letters from

the Minister of Police : Fouche wrote snappishly,

haughtily, insultingly even. He felt a lively irritation

with a subordinate who had been too honest to serve

his turn. '

Keep your eye on the Koyalists,' he said,

and this Mounier was imprisoning Jacobins !

' The

plot is inspired by Georges,' and this extraordinary

prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine dared to accuse Bernadotte !

Being wounded by Bonaparte, Fouche in return

meant to humiliate one of the Consul's creatures.

He delighted in showing up in his dispatches the

guileless blunders in matters of police committed by

this stickler for legality ; he censured him, reprimanded

him, and scolded him with cruel irony ; one would

have said he was a schoolmaster correcting a back-

ward pupil :
' Your letters do not give me the

results I was expecting. . . . The importance and
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atrocity of the plot admit neither of consideration nor

of formality. . . . Your love of form has nearly com-

promised everything. . . . When your suspicions

are raised, the proper course is to let me know of

it. . . . Impress my orders on your mind, and proceed

with dispatch.' Whether these were the expression

of impotent rage or an evidence of infatuation,

Fouche, who in general was more impassive, did not

spare his snarls. He demanded also that the printer

and the quartermaster should be sent to him without

delay. The minister wanted to have them under

his hand to put questions to them and suggest the

answers. This grand liar possessed wonderful secrets

for making other people lie.

The susceptible Mounier was hurt by the acrimo-

nious tone of these reprimands ;
he complained to his

Minister of the Interior : I persist in my belief that

the anarchists alone are concerned in the plot. . . .

I repeat, the Chouans have nothing to do with it.

Someone has tried to throw you off the scent with

stories of emigres and English boats.' Someone

that was Fouche, whom the prudent official dared

not indicate more particularly.

But he was preaching to a convert. Chaptal no

longer believed in a Koyalist conspiracy ;
he had

B
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had a visit from Routhier, and the youthful amateur

policeman had convinced him. But, though a dis-

tinguished man of science, the chemist was a very

indifferent minister. Nitrogen,' the dyeing of cotton,

and the ' Art of Making Wine
'

occupied him far more

than the administration of the Continental Republic.

He was absorbed at this moment in the trituration

of beetroot for sugar : the handler of retorts was

out of his element among piles of official papers.

Besides, his Jacobin soul was still subject to Jacobin

hankerings. Without energy and without conviction,

he had allied himself to Fouche, whom he dreaded,

while serving him. Chaptal, therefore, wrote solemn

platitudes to his prefect, congratulating him on his

zeal and advising him to continue. His letters are

a finished model of pompous inanity.

Hurt to the quick, Mounier at last turned round.

His conscience suddenly underwent a curious change.

... Ah ! someone wanted to impute his love of

' form
'

to lukewarm zeal
;
someone treated his respect

for the law as imbecility. Very well ! someone would

see what a gownsman was capable of contriving !

The ex-Constituent, the friend of the law disappeared ;

the former royal judge became himself again, a

wily Dauphinois and a crafty lawyer. Then another
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scene of comedy was played the last and the most

extravagant of all this extravagant imbroglio.

One morning he had Chausseblanche brought to

his private room. The prefect, with his gentlest air,

complimented the poor wretch on his reserve. His

scruples were honourable, but of course the Minister

of Police did not understand them. He insisted

on having the poor sick man sent to him, and, you

know, in the dungeons of the Temple gout and

erysipelas are difficult to cure. Come, citizen, think

of your family ! After all, you are not so guilty.

The real culprit is he who has not scrupled to take

advantage of your distress and to profit by your want

of money. He is a soldier, a general, is he not ? . . .

A general, we know all about him ! Now write and

tell this man that he would do well to fly as quickly

as possible. We do not care to arrest him, for we

wish to avoid a scandal. Eender us this service,

Chausseblanche, and you will soon be rewarded.'

The poor wretch made no further protest; the

bait attracted him, and the prefect continued :

1 Above all, do not think that I am laying a trap

for you. No ! I undertake to send your letter
; I

shall even wait until it has reached its destination

before seeing you again. Then, when we know that

B 2
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your corrupter is in safety, we will have another

talk.'

Benign words, a kind voice and a paternal tone

doubtless the trick was complete. However mon strous

such methods of obtaining evidence may appear

to us, they were none the less employed by that

most honourable man whose name was Joseph

Mounier. But the morality of the magistrate is

not the same thing as the ethics of the philosopher,

and the conscience of the former royal judge had

remained that of a lawyer. Chausseblanche was

taken back to the gaol. On arriving there he asked

for writing materials and wrote his letter of betrayal ;

the astute device had succeeded.

* To General Simon. La Moinerie ThorignS-les-

Rennes.

1

Citizen, the prefect has given me permission to

warn the authors of the proclamations that they

may place themselves in safety before their names

are made known. You are strongly suspected. I

recommend you, therefore, to fly. . . .

1 I warn you that I cannot keep the secret any

longer. You would not wish that I, the father of a

numerous family, should suffer from the blow which
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will be aimed at me. It is hard for me to denounce

you ; but, unless you have determined on a course

in two or three days from now, I must reveal the

whole truth to the prefect.'

1

Greeting.'

General Simon ! Bernadotte's chief of the

staff! . . .

Much excited, Mounier at once despatched the

letter ; then, instead of acting, he waited ! His

conduct was becoming very strange. Fearing a

revolt of the Kennes garrison, this scrupulous

trickster left the accused every facility for flight and

for letting himself be taken in some other depart-

ment.

Some days had passed in anxiety and without

news, when, on the afternoon of the 5th Messidor, the

prefect experienced a violent shock of surprise. His

usher announced a disconcerting visit, a most un-

pleasant turn of the game : . . . General Simon.
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IV

A LATTER-DAY ROMAN

Edouard FRANgois Simon, general of brigade and

for a long time chief of the staff to the Army of the

West, was not more than thirty-three. Small and

lean, with his low, sunburnt forehead, his black

gimlet eyes, his round nose, his long upturned chin,

this weakling was not much to look at. But a

glorious scar made amends for his commonplace

ugliness : an Austrian sabre-cut which slashed his

face. He limped a little too, from an English bullet :

he was a brave man.

His record of service gave a full account of his

merit : nine campaigns in nine years, and numerous

engagements, with the Armies of the North, of the

Sambre and Meuse, of Batavia, and of the Shores of

Brittany. Edouard Simon had fought with Du-

mouriez, Pichegru, Moreau, Hoche, Brune and

Bernadotte, but, unluckily, he had never served
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under Bonaparte. His career too had been passed

almost entirely on the staff, for he was reputed a

1 learned man.' Among these generals, upstarts of

the sword, who but lately were carters, grooms or

bakers' boys, glorious self-made men whose brains,

however, had remained incapable of culture this

son of the middle class deservedly passed for a great

scholar.

His father, a doctor at Troyes, had given him

an education better than that of a nobleman. This

father, a lover of literature and a rhymester of the

Almanack des Muses, now librarian to the Tribunate,

had formerly laid aside the lancet for the pen. He

was one of the fashionable poetasters, but of quite

another sort than a Coupigny or a Saint Ange a

Hellenist and a latinist, satirical and anacreontic ;

now philosophising like a Volney, and casting his

1 Glance at the pictures of Europe
'

;
now as licen-

tious as a Parny, and translating Cabanis ! a

selection of erotic verse !

1 His purest title to fame

was an antique tragedy : Mucins or Borne Delivered,

never performed, by the way, but declared to be

even more sublime than the most sublime of Lemer-

1

[Cabanis' chief philosophical work, the TraiU du physique et

du moral de Vhomme, was published in 1802.]
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cier's.
1 Its tirades, verses and hemistichs were

quoted; the half-mystic affair was encircled by

admiration, and the Jacobin Parnassus had anointed

the illustrious Simon (of Troyes) as one of its great

men. The son had inherited something of the

paternal style, thus deservedly gaining the enthusi-

astic friendship of Bernadotte. Although he had

very little learning, the ex-sergeant of Royal

Marines affected droll literary pretensions and var-

nished his native ignorance with pedantry. He

often put posers to his aides-de-camp, and amused

himself by stupefying them with his lately acquired

learning, which was crammed from books, sometimes

the same morning. He therefore valued a chief of

the staff who knew Latin, Greek, history, geography,

and a rare bird in that century of Light who

knew how to spell.

To his genuine merit Edouard Simon added great

probity and a horror of rapine, which does him

much credit in those days of universal and uncon-

scionable pillage. While so many of his comrades,

reputedly 'virtuous,' were filling their pockets and

stuffing their baggage, he had always kept his hands

1

[Lemercier (1771-1840) was the author of Agamemnon an

other tragedies.]
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clean
;
he had set out for the seat of war a poor man,

and he returned yet poorer : a man with a con-

science. However, his meagre pay was heavily

burdened
; he had a wife and a little girl, a sister

too, Citizeness Kodolphe, who vegetated at Paris

with five children
;
her kind brother kept the whole

household. Furthermore, his behaviour and moral

conduct were exemplary. At the age of twenty-nine,

when already a general, Simon had married a young

lady named Sophie Goulard, the daughter of a

patriot who had fallen in Italy on the field of

honour. Their married life was very harmonious.

The young wife, nervous and sickly, adored her

scarred husband to distraction. One child was born

of the marriage, a delicate creature whom the father

loved tenderly. The modest existence of this very

honest man seemed perfectly happy. His cam-

paigns, his learning and the dignity of his life had

earned General Simon the esteem both of the private

soldier and of the officer. As popular as he was

respected, he might consider himself the real chief

of the Army of the West.

But alas ! this hero, this most conscientious

and upright man, was an Utopian complicated by a

sectarian. He had dreams of an ideal Eepublic
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not, of course, that of a Pere Duchesne,
1 for as a

1 swell officer he himself had come near being
1 shortened

'

but a virtuous, military and Koman

Eldorado, peopled by Brutuses, Publicolas, and

Camilluses, where the upright and valorous Simon

might have become a Fabricius. The unfortunate

man had too much literature in him ! And then, he

was a freemason of the freemasonry of those days,

frankly materialist and atheistic. What rank did

Brother Simon hold in the lodges ? A pretty high

one, no doubt, for various records of his life seem to

show that this adept was an ardent propagandist.

According to the custom of his time, he devised for

himself a democratic coat of arms : the square sur-

mounted by the Phrygian cap and resting on two

clasped hands, fasces of arms for supporters, and in

chief an open eye in a sun the pretentious symbols

of those who have the Light.

The Concordat, the ceremony at Notre-Dame

and its '

triumph of the calotte
' had exasperated the

freemason. ' I was seized with a fever-fit/ he after-

1

[* Pere Duchesne,' the dealer in stoves, was a popular type,

invented before the Eevolution, whose name served as title to a

number of journals and pamphlets during the Terror. The best

known of these was Hebert's paper, the publication of which came

to an end through the shortening
'

of its editor, March 24, 1794.]
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wards related,
' and I went through a sort of deli-

rium. . . .' Atheism, then, has also its devotees who

become martyrs ! Now Chausseblanche's letter had

surprised Simon in just such an attack of frenzy.

1

Fly, . . . place yourself in safety. . . .' Nonsense !

A soldier, a Koman of the year X ! And Kegulus

had come to deliver himself up to the judges of

Carthage.

Closeted now with Mounier, Edouard Simon

made an emphatic, theatrical, but very strange state-

ment : taking upon himself alone all the sins of

others, he offered himself as a scapegoat to Bona-

parte's vengeance. Greatness of soul, no doubt also

a touch of swagger. In the martyr who vaunts his

faith or his ideas, there dwells, sometimes, a hero ;

most frequently a boaster. Classical antiquity, the

deceptive history of the Greeks and Komans, is full

of supernumeraries and minor conspirators, who

declare under the torture that they alone consti-

tuted the whole tragedy, the whole plot. These

people felt constrained to drape themselves in glory ;

they aspired to immortality. Thus reasoned the son

of the author of 'Mucius.' By sheltering himself

behind Bernadotte's secret instructions he would,

perhaps, have incurred a lesser punishment, but he
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would have seemed very small before his Jacobin

conscience. Between the two alternatives the

champion of antique virtue did not hesitate. This

freemason, this Koman of Champagne, was, after all,

only a son of our Gaul, of which the Latins said :

* A grandiloquent race, very fickle and very vain.'

His declamatory confession reads like a passage

from Livy ; it reminds one of some Scaevola.

1

Nothing was talked of at Bennes,' he said,
' but

the Concordat and the victories of obscurantism, the

Life-Consulship, and its dictatorial power. I listened,

and my heart was devoured by rage ; my sleepless

nights were tortured by fever. No, France could

not submit to such dishonour ! . . . One day, in the

Place igalite, I met Citizen Bertrand. I had been

acquainted with him for some time, and knew him

for a fervent patriot. We exchanged ideas, and I

made my soul pass into his soul. Then we resolved

to utter a cry of alarm to our legions. Oh, if the

sound of our voices could shake the torpor of our

warriors, and arouse against despotism all those

conquerors of kings ! . . . Keturning to La Moinerie,

I composed my " Petition of Saint Francis
" and

"
Appeal to the Armies

"
:

" Soldiers of the Father-

land ..." A few days later Bertrand brought me
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his " Address" : "Brave brothers in arms . . ." Its

language was proud and fine ;
I was charmed with

it. My friend knew a printer, and this worthy

citizen was willing to earn the glory of printing our

manifestoes ; he struck off three thousand copies.

It was at La Moinerie that the plot was perpetrated ;

it was there that we discussed the proclamations and

prepared the parcels. One person foreign to the

conspiracy was in our confidence : my wife. She

was good enough to write some addresses, and we . . .

But, citizen prefect, you will not, I hope, take

advantage of my admissions ! Citizeness Simon has

always been ignorant of the text of the placards :

you will spare her ! To be harsh to that innocent

woman would be punishing me too cruelly for my
frankness and loyalty.'

Mounier immediately protested his respect for a

devoted wife, a virtuous citizeness ;
she would not

be interfered with. Otherwise he listened with

mingled scepticism, alarm, and delight. Many data

of the obscure problem seemed to be cleared up : the

choice of Kapatel, the general's aide-de-camp, as first

distributor of the pamphlets ;
the riddle of the mys-

terious personage who lived in the country ; Ber-

trand's frequent absence ;
the feminine handwriting
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noticed in many of the addresses ; finally, the letter

signed TJrsule, found in the quartermaster's drawer.

Ursule, then, the undiscoverable Ursule, was Sophie

Simon. The use of blue and red envelopes was also

explained. A recent inquiry had revealed to the

police that Bernadotte used this vividly coloured

paper : the sestheticism of bad taste, another piece of

gasconade.

And yet the incredulous Mounier was not satis-

fied : he wished to go to the very bottom of the affair,

and to get the rational explanation of the plot.

'Is it possible, general, that you were yourself

the author of these papers ? I do not understand

you ! What did you hope for ?
'

1

Liberty, citizen prefect, Liberty ! For years I

have fought for her. As a child of the Kevolution,

I have waited to see her triumph. We Eepublicans

will accept no master, no god but the Kepublic !

'

Fine phrases ! The ex-Constituent knew them

but too well : he had presided over a French

Assembly. Instead of a highfalutin tirade he would

have preferred to hear one revealing word a name,

nothing but a name : Bernadotte.

1 So you, a simple brigadier-general, presumed to

cause an insurrection in the army ? That won't do !
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A man of your intelligence would not be guilty of

such a mad freak. You must have an accomplice,

an adviser, an instigator ;
be frank, name him !

'

But Simon lost his temper. Was the citizen

prefect joking ? What was the use of insinuations ?

Whom did he mean ? Moreau or Bernadotte ?

Well, neither one nor the other knew anything of

the conspiracy !

' I swear it on my honour as a

soldier : I alone planned the attempt, and I intended

to execute it alone. I am not such a fool as to play

the game of men who will neither venture nor com-

mand/

Having little faith in such fine oaths, the prefect

ordered the general to repeat his half-admissions in

writing ;
this declaration was to be sent to the First

Consul. Simon obeyed, and shortly afterwards he

was lodged in the Tour-Lebat prison.

Then Mounier sent in haste for Denoual, the

lieutenant of gendarmerie. Fearing a mutiny

among the soldiery, perhaps even an attack on the

Courts of Justice, the prudent man wished to be

rid of a dangerous prisoner by sending him to Paris

as quickly as possible ;
there the rest of the affair

would be sifted. He therefore rapidly gave instruc-

tions to his gendarme ; the officer was to procure
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a carriage and to take the friend of Bernadotte, in

all haste, to the Ministry of Police.

The night was already far advanced, and the

streets of the town were empty, when the gates of

the Tower were opened with precaution. A berline

was waiting, Simon and the lieutenant got into it,

and the doleful vehicle took the road for Paris. It

was bringing Denoual and his Jacobin to the dungeon

of the Temple, but it also carried the secret of the

conspiracy. No one at Eennes as yet suspected the

general's arrest.

The next day but one a close search was made

at La Moinerie. Leblanc, the justice of the peace,

and Commissary Simoneau conscientiously picked

the locks and rummaged the drawers, returning to

the Prefecture in humiliation. These clever people

could find nothing.
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AS A BEOTHEB

The berline conveying Edouard Simon took three

days to reach the Bons-Hommes barrier, a sur-

prisingly slow journey, and yet as fast as posting

could make it. It entered Paris on the 8th Messidor

(June 27), and drew up in front of the offices of the

Ministry of Police.

These offices were situated at that time in the

Eue des Saints Peres, on the right as one approaches

the Seine, between the Eue de Lille and the Eue de

Verneuil. The premises were so cramped that the

clerks had no room to move, and their chiefs could

not find space for garnering the daily increasing

harvest of papers and portfolios. Behind this abode

of terror rose the green foliage of a shady garden,

which extended towards the Quai Voltaire and con-

nected the different departments with the minister's

private house.
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Denoual and his prisoner alighted and as-

cended the staircase to the entresol where Citizen

Desmarets had his room. According to his instruc-

tions the officer of gendarmerie was to hand over the

general to the chief of the secret police ;
he brought,

besides, a letter of explanation for the minister.

Fouch6 did not yet know of the arrest, of which

Mounier gave him an account, enclosing the state-

ment drawn up by the '

latter-day Koman.'

In spite of the lateness of the hour, Desmarets

was still at work, and it was he who first received

the prisoner. The plot of the placards, the recent

machinations of Donnadieu, and, above all, Bona-

parte's sharp reprimands, had rekindled the zeal

of these gentlemen of the police. Fouche himself,

that good husband and father, went less often to

Font-Carre, and on this particular day he had not

left the Quai Voltaire. The head of the Department

of Secret Affairs therefore informed him at once,

sending him by a messenger the various documents

brought by Denoual.

While waiting for the minister's answer, he asked

Simon to take a seat in his room, and spoke a few

words of pained and sympathetic welcome. A man

of good breeding, the former cure of Longeuil had
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not lost his priestly unction. His manner was

gentle, his speech full of restraint, even his threats

were mildly expressed, and his jokes, sometimes a

little broad, never smacked of the cynic or of the

unbeliever. The amiable ex-cleric soon won the

prisoner's heart. Without alluding in any way to the

business of the placards, the excellent Desmarets

conversed with the general about the latter's private

affairs. ... Oh ! he knew all about them. He

knew of the disinterestedness, the virtuous existence

of this last of the Komans; he knew too of his

money troubles. Had not a knavish banker quite

recently run away with the brave soldier's poor

savings ? A villainous piece of work ! . . . And

with honied mouth he deplored the smash and ex-

claimed against the bankrupt. The guileless Simon

replied, walked straight into the trap, not seeing that

his admission of poverty had been elicited in order

to lead up to the question :

' Who then supplied you

with the necessary funds for your plot ?
' No ; he

even found this Desmarets '

good and humane, loyal

and generous.' However, Fouche's wiles were

to take the place of this skilfully baited trickery.

Presently the messenger came back and requested

the general to follow him; the affable Desmarets

S 2
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himself condescended to accompany his new client

the length of the flowering chestnut-trees and frag-

rant lawns.

Meanwhile Fouche had finished reading the

1

declaration,' and all at once the uneasiness which

had tortured him for a month disappeared. Simon

accused no one but himself ! What then became of

that formidable undertaking, the conspiracy got up

for the benefit of Moreau or of Bernadotte
; that

obscure affair, in which perhaps he himself was

compromised ? Nothing remained of it, except a

desperate act of folly, the enterprise of a madman !

Eeassured from that moment, Fouche" was able to

recover his audacity, to reassume the offensive, and

triumph over his rivals. With what a calm and

bantering smile would he say to Bonaparte on the

morrow :
'

Well, General Consul, did I mislead you ?

It's a trifle, this business of the placards ! Beware

of your secret agents, Dossonville and the rest : they

cheat you out of your money. These rascals invent

plots to be able to discover them.'

The two Jacobins the policeman and the soldier

knew each other from of old, and even, it seems,

kept up frequent relations : possibly on matters of

freemasonry. On the entrance of the general,
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accompanied by the obliging Desmarets, the minister

rose and held out his hands with a smile. For a

few minutes the three exchanged indifferent remarks,

then the divisional chief discreetly retired, leaving

the two friends together.

What took place at this interview ? Did Simon

utter Bernadotte's name ? Or did he persist in de-

claring that he alone was guilty? We have no

evidence on this point. One thing, however, seems

certain enough : the minister strongly persuaded the

general to compromise no one. He argued that with

one so suspicious as Bonaparte, the appearance of a

simple escapade would be less dangerous than the

confession of a plot : the revengeful Consul would be

more likely to pardon an impotent piece of folly than

a serious attack on his authority. Simon should

therefore weigh his words when before the examin-

ing magistrate, and be sparing of them ;
he would

even do well to write to him whom he had insulted,

alleging the delirium of fever as his excuse, and

imploring his clemency. One friend listened to the

other's advice and was persuaded. The pale-faced

man with the compressed lips and bloodshot eyes was

as coaxing as usual, in his toneless voice, very gentle

and insinuating. He muttered in a benign, feline,
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wheedling manner : My dear Simon, my poor

general ! He would have to pass through the

Temple, but without staying there any time. In

his case they would be able to relax all the rigour of

the rules. I wish to treat you, my good friend, as

a brother. . . .' As a brother ! And the credulous

freemason felt reassured.

But the most cordial interviews must have an

end, the best of friends must part ! So Fouche, his

heart torn by sorrow, ordered his ' brother
'

to be

taken to the Temple. A few hours later, the chief

warder Fauconnier, a jovial citizen fond of good

cheer, entered the name of Edouard Francois Simon,

accused of conspiring against the safety of the

State. 1

The cell to which Fauconnier consigned the new

arrival was certainly one of the most doleful dens

in the whole gloomy ward of the Temple. In this

house of Justice, so called, there were surprising

contrasts to be found. On one side, spacious rooms

where the privileged inmate in most cases a spy on

his fellow-prisoners received visits, held assemblies,

1 This expression : as a brotlier, is so curious that one is tempted

to believe that in 1802 Fouche himself was associated with free-

masonry.
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gave dinners and collations ; on the other side, holes

swarming with vermin, constructed on a level with

the ground or perched up towards the sky and only-

accessible to a turnkey. Comfortable quarters for

the knave who would turn 'king's evidence,' but a

black hole for the fool who persistently kept his

mouth shut !

As a rule, those prisoners who were considered

dangerous were lodged in the roof, in narrow cells,

ice-houses in the north winds of Nivose, furnaces

under the dog-star of Thermidor. It was in one of

these receptacles that Simon was locked, and the

friend of the minister at once expressed his astonish-

ment. A hole where one can scarcely breathe !

'

. . .

the citizen warder had misunderstood his instruc-

tions. The next day his bad humour increased. At

the hour when the prisoners were let into the yard

his door remained shut : he had been forgotten, or

rather he was being kept in close confinement.

On the afternoon of this day he appeared before

Citizen Fardel, detective magistrate.' This Pierre

Fardel was a man of doubtful morality, a sort of

judicial bandit who was afterwards condemned by

the court of Versailles for swindling. But being

pliant, adroit and very resourceful, he had become
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the tool of the Minister of Police. The examination

took place within the precincts of the Temple.

Fardel had prepared his questions beforehand; he

went through the various items of the ' declaration
'

one by one, but took care not to put any embarrass-

ing questions, and above all not to mention Berna-

dotte. Simon confirmed his statement, and was

then taken back to his cell.

Five days passed without bringing any change

in this state of things. Surprised at this, the

prisoner then followed Fouche's kindly advice and

decided to write to the First Consul. His letter

is interesting and very important, not wanting in

dignity nor in emotional eloquence ;
it gives us an

idea of the man's openness :

1 General, Carriedaway by amood of ill-humour,

or rather by a fatality which I cannot yet understand,

I have been guilty of a grave offence. Forgetting

both my past service and the glorious rewards it has

brought me, I have not shrunk from drawing upon

myself the hatred of all right-minded men by urging

the army to revolt. Since then, having returned to

my senses, I have reflected on the terrible conse-

quences to which this act of folly might have led,
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and I have not hesitated to expose myself to the just

punishment which it deserves, by making myself

known. I considered that the frankness of my con-

duct, by calming the fears of the Government on

the cause and object of my rashness, must put an

end to any suspicions that might be entertained in

regard to persons who are unaware of my attempt.

My actions are unconnected with any plot and

have no ramifications. I assure you by all that

honour holds most sacred that no one, either above

or below me, has prompted me in this. I have

only been able to recognise one cause, that of the

Kepublic, but I am not the man to sacrifice myself

uselessly in the service of leaders who have not

the courage to expose themselves. No one then has

persuaded me to do what I have done ; but I was

impelled by love of the Liberty that I believed

to be compromised and perhaps still more by

the delirium of a burning fever. . . . The First

Consul is too just, General Bonaparte is too great

not to alleviate the sufferings of a culprit who

repents, and who is already sufficiently punished by

remorse.'

This appeal reproduced, as we see, the big words
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to which Mounier had listened. A note addressed

to the Minister of Police, but intended more especi-

ally for Bonaparte, further emphasized this fictitious

line of defence ; its redundant energy must really

have seemed suspicious to the distrustful Consul :

1
. . . I know that the Government will hardly

believe that I have been mad or headstrong enough

to act on my own initiative, without the instigation

of anyone and without a concerted plan ; but this

is none the less the exact truth. There is no one

behind the curtain; I am not a victim sacrificing

himself for others.'

Having written these letters, the prisoner waited.

Perhaps he expected a contemptuous pardon ;
but

no answer came, and his solitary confinement was

rigidly kept up. Then the unhappy man saw that

he had been tricked. Fearing some indiscreet con-

versation with the other prisoners, Fouche kept his

friend in strict isolation. It was the height of

summer and Simon's sufferings must have been in-

tolerable. The fierce July sun scorched his fetid

garret, giving the doomed man no rest; the pad-

locked windows did not even admit the evening

breeze. ' Ah !

'

groaned the wretched man, if I
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might but breathe a little air when the other

prisoners have left the yard !

'

He was already unwell on leaving Kennes, and

now became seriously ill. His petitions to the First

Consul were more frequent and pathetic. He no

longer spoke of the Eepublic or of Liberty, but of

his family, his wife, his child, his sister, and their

common distress :
' In the name of humanity, in the

name of your renown, General, have pity ! Eight

poor creatures have none but me to depend upon.

What is to become of them if I fail them ?
' The

strain of solitude, the fear of the unknown, the

terror of the future had quickly got the better of this

latter-day Eoman !

At the same time he worried Desmarets as well

as Fouche with importunities mingled with timid

reproaches :

'

Humanity cannot be incompatible with

the duties of your office ! I therefore appeal to your

feelings of loyalty. ... I am writing to-day for the

fourth time to the minister ; and I claim the fulfil-

ment of his promise to treat me as a brother. . . .'

Another note to Fouche is specially worth repro-

ducing, since it reveals, in covert language, the

reason of this dismal comedy: 'I have again the

honour to send you a letter for the First Consul. I
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will enter into no explanation of its contents ; but

you will be able perfectly to judge of it and ap-

preciate its motive and its importance. The time

has come, I think, to serve me as a brother.'

But still there was no answer, still the same

torture of isolation. At last, after fifty days of this

hell, some rumours from the outside world reached

the prisoner : his wife was ill, ruin had fallen upon

his household, the bailiffs had seized his furniture

and sold even his uniform. But a piece of news

even more heart-breaking than this completed his

despair. General fidouard Simon was dismissed

the service : he was to be conducted by gendarmes

to the Isle of Oleron ; there he would be confined in

a fortress in company with common law prisoners,

robbers and assassins, and soon a frigate would

transport him to Cayenne.

It was abominably severe, a vengeance unworthy

of Bonaparte but Chausseblanche had spoken, and

a military revolt had just broken out at Rennes.
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THE REVELATIONS OF CHAUSSEBLANCHE

Chausseblanche had spoken, recovering his

memory at last. While still bemoaning his poverty,

he had begun to denounce and to accuse. His

revelations were important, and had a specious

appearance of frankness and truth. At the time

when Simon, duly prompted, was writing to Bona-

parte from his cell at the Temple : I alone was the

culprit !

'

his accomplice was telling Mounier :

' The

chief of the staff only obeyed orders.' This then is

the printer's story, and his admissions, completed

afterwards by other narratives, give us perhaps the

key to the riddle.

At the beginning of the month of Floreal,

Pinoteau, the commander of the 82nd half-brigade,

left suddenly for Paris. He was away for some

weeks, and returned to Kennes in a state of great

exaltation. While in Paris, the colonel had received,
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Bernadotte's instructions, the programme that his

regiment was to carry out. 'Much reliance was

placed on several commanding officers/ Chausse-

blanche asserted. 'A committee of the most in-

fluential generals
' was sitting permanently at Paris,

and Bernadotte, for his part, had undertaken to raise

his Army of the West in revolt.

The conspirators' plan was laid out like a

melodrama, with prologue,
*

curtains,' and tragic

catastrophe. To begin with, General Simon, who

was very popular among the officers, was to urge

them to rebellion by an address. Bertrand then,

simply as an intermediary, handed the Appeals to

Chausseblanche, promising the printer a payment

of fifteen hundred francs, and soon three thousand

placards had been sent off by the coaches. How-

ever, this was nothing but a preparation, the

prologue of the tragedy : Pinoteau had taken upon

himself to open the action.

On a signal from Paris he was to have the

general assembly beaten, muster his half-brigade on

the Champ-de-Mars and proclaim the deposition of

the Consuls, to enthusiastic cries of :
'

Long live

Moreau !

'

Other regiments would join at once, and

Simon would again appear on the scene. Led by
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him, the men would storm the Prefecture, clear out

the public coffers, and then march on Paris. There
' a revolution on a grand scale

'

was prepared : the

rising of the troops of the line, the pillage of the

Treasury, an attack on the Tuileries, and the deposi-

tion of the First Consul.

'Was it intended to put him to death?' Mounier

inquired.

' There was no talk of killing anyone.'

In a written statement Chausseblanche was yet

more explicit : the distribution of the proclamations
1 was part of a general plan

'

adopted for the whole

of France. ' The committee of generals
'

in Paris

had engaged 'to strike the blow,' and to proclaim

a new government. . . . 'What?' And Chausse-

blanche answered, most positively, 'The Convention.'

In spite of its evident exaggeration and its look

of romance, this story was not merely the fiction or

rigmarole of a Jacobin brain. It corroborated in a

curious way the reports of the spy Dossonville and

the plans of assassination attributed to Donnadieu
;

Captain Maffran's denunciation was no less con-

firmed by it. Everything, then, seemed to accuse

Bernadotte : the names of Edouard Simon, of

Pinoteau, of the quartermaster, all friends or secret
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agents of his ;
his petition to the Consul for keeping

the 82nd at Eennes, and even this payment of fifteen

hundred francs promised to the needy Chausseblanche.

For who, in those days when money was scarce,

could have been able to grant such bounty ?

Nevertheless, there was one question to be put

to the informer. How had he, a poor wretch of no

political importance, obtained knowledge of such

secrets ? He answer was positive :

' When Bertrand

brought me the proclamations I refused at first to

set them up : I was afraid. Then he showed me the

orders from Paris. . . .'

But when the quartermaster was questioned in

his turn, he protested :
' Chausseblanche talked

nonsense ; he was lying. Fifteen hundred francs

for his work ? Kubbish ! He had been paid a

hundred and twenty.' 'On account,' replied the

other. . . . 'Besides, if the prefect will let me

confer with my accomplice, I shall know how to

make him talk.'

Mounier was at present wholly taken up by this

affair ; perhaps he would have cleared it up, but

he had to break off his inquiry abruptly. Fouche

ordered him to send the two prisoners immediately

to Paris, and, very reluctantly, the prefect obeyed.
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But while the pitiless Chausseblanche was betraying

the secret of the intrigue and accusing Bernadotte,

cries of :

* Down with Bonaparte !

'

struck the silent

town of Kennes with consternation and threw the

Saint Cyr barracks into mutiny.
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VII

THE DEATH OF A BEGIMENT

On Saturday, the 7th Messidor (June 26), about

five in the afternoon, a messenger brought General

Delaborde a consular order to be executed im-

mediately. Four half-brigades a complete divi-

sion garrisoned at or near Kennes, were to leave

Brittany without delay. Bonaparte was scattering

far and wide the last remnants of the Jacobin Army,

and the 82nd, which was specially aimed at, had

to proceed to Brest. By all appearances its stay

there would not be prolonged. The most rigorous

measures were ordered in the case of this regiment
*
for the prevention of desertion and the repression

of breaches of discipline
'

: it was to leave within

forty-eight hours, to proceed by forced marches, and

to go into cantonments outside the ramparts of

Brest; there was a fear that it might contaminate

the town.
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General Delaborde, in great annoyance, not to

say uneasiness, at once sent for the commander of

the 82nd and bade him make ready to start. The

colonel withdrew, much distressed. Although at

this date Chausseblanche had not yet accused him,

Pinoteau had lost all his resolution since the arrest

of his friend Simon. Without making the least

observation, he hastened to the Saint Cyr barracks

and summoned his officers.

The rumour that the 82nd were to be 'trans-

ported
' had already spread in the town : the

Corsican hated the regiment and wished to destroy

it. Majors, captains and lieutenants many of them

married men hurried to the barracks and surrounded

their colonel. All in a state of desperate rage,

they questioned him and demanded explanations.

Pinoteau tried in vain to calm them ; but his words

were interrupted by oaths.

' Why make all this fuss ? We are only being

sent to Brest.'

'It's a lie! we are going to be shipped off: we

are to be deported !

'

While this was going on, the excitement spread

to the barrack-rooms. The sergeants harangued the

men, who were shouting and making a great noise.

T 2
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In a few moments placards appeared on the walls :

1 Death to Bonaparte ! Long live Moreau !

'

. . .

the beginning of sedition.

Pinoteau, flurried, not knowing what to answer

and not daring to use repression, made haste to get

back to his quarters ; some twenty officers followed

him thither. Vieing with one another in excite-

ment, they implored their chief to decide, to be bold,

and to act ; the time had come for taking a resolu-

tion : it was better to fall by a bullet than to catch

yellow fever and perish in an ambulance ! Major

Miiller, a big Alsatian devil, kept repeating furiously

that they ought to call the men together, unfurl the

flag and try a desperate stroke. . . . But suddenly,

while the talk was becoming more and more incensed,

a message arrived which stilled all effervescence in an

instant. It was reported that many of their comrades

refused to join them, that they were even signing

a petition damaging to their colonel. . . . Then, left

alone and believing himself lost, Pinoteau gave way

to a last weakness : he wrote a piteous and dejected

letter to General Delaborde, sending him his resigna-

tion.

A shameful act of treachery had just been com-

mitted. While some twenty mutineers were use-
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lessly holding forth round the undecided Pinoteau,

others, in terror, denounced their plans and de-

manded the colonel's arrest. This move was in-

stigated by the nephew of President Treilhard, the

young Major Couloumy whom we have mentioned

already at the beginning of our narrative. And yet

no Jacobin had shown more republican fervour than

he; not long before his youthful fanaticism had

alarmed even his comrades. True, but now he saw

a chance of being made colonel, and so good-bye

to the designs of marching on Paris, bayonets to

the fore,' and of *

plunging a dagger into the breast

of the Corsican tyrant !

'

Ah, promotion, what a

tempter it is of virtue !

All night long, then, the major was running about

the town, calling up officers, exhorting them to

submit, and giving them their cues. Let us offer

up Pinoteau and Miiller as expiatory victims to the

Consul
;
thus we shall escape transportation !

'

At

the same time he got them to sign a petition to

Bonaparte. Couloumy had obtained by this means

a certain number of adherents, and at daybreak he

presented himself with a few friends at the divisional

headquarters. The crusty Delaborde was an honest

man ; he fell foul of these soldiers who had turned
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informers, snatched their petition and dismissed

them roughly.

Sunday, the 8th Messidor, was a day of violent

emotions for the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine.

The troops had not even been confined to

barracks, and at an early hour the soldiers of the

82nd poured into the town. They roamed through

the streets, with hat cocked over ear and hand on

sword, in very provoking style. They were joined

by sweethearts and canteen women, chasseurs,

dragoons, gunners and veterans, all making as much

row as possible.
' When shall we meet again ? In

the year 40 or the month with forty days ! . . .

Blackguard little Corsican !

'

They sat in the

taverns and caroused ; wine and cider flowed freely,

brandy and '

rinsings
'

; presently, between the bottle

and the jug, they got excited : Down with Bona-

parte ! Long live Moreau !

'

At the eating-houses and in the smoking-rooms

there was the same animation ; the Jacobin civilians

mixed with the officers, talked politics and protested.

' Down with Bonaparte ! Long live Moreau !

' was

the burden of their wrath. Soon more serious

things occurred. At nightfall seditious bills were

posted in the suburbs : War to the death against
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Bonaparte ! Long live Moreau !

' But the prefect,

on being informed, sent gendarmes ; they tore down

the placards, took up a few turbulent people, and

order, silence and gloomy solitude were restored.

During the whole of Monday the 82nd were con-

fined to barracks : General Delaborde was to inspect

them on their departure. But behind the closed

gates the agitation was kept up ; two hostile groups

were formed : on one side, Couloumy and his ad-

herents
;
on the other, the friends of Pinoteau and old

Miiller. The story was current that the colonel and

the major were placed under arrest, and had not yet

left Kennes
;
but the order was coming to send them

to Paris, where they would be tortured in a dungeon

of the Temple. Many of their partisans became in-

censed, spoke of vengeance and proposed reprisals :

*

No, the infamous Couloumy should not command

the regiment ! He had denounced others, he should

be denounced in his turn.' The groups challenged

each other with looks, and made threatening

gestures ; on this side Captain Lelidec, on that

Captain Chartran, two rivals, heads of cliques ;
the

regiment was going to pieces. . . . But all at once

there was a roll of drums,
' Attention !

' and General

Delaborde entered the barrack-yard.
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'

Long live the First Consul !

'

he shouted, waving

his sword.

Silence and murmurs in the ranks. . , . Then

the general slowly passed down the front of the

battalions. He stopped by jerks, before one private

or another, asking :

1 Why don't you shout "
Long live Bonaparte

"
?

Is it your commanding officer's order ?
'

The man was confused and said nothing, or

replied by a timid no.

1 Come, be frank ! Has Colonel Pinoteau been

trying to make you revolt yes or no ?
'

Every man protested :
' Slanders ! The colonel

was loyal, incapable of treason !

'

'

Very well, very well ! . . . Long live Bona-

parte !

'

Delaborde went away in vexation. They were a

bad lot, tainted sheep, to be slaughtered as soon as

possible !

At last, on Tuesday, June 29, at dawn, the gates

of the Saint Cyr barracks were opened, and the 82nd

came out : Couloumy in command. At this early

hour all were still asleep, both workmen and shop-

keepers ; so that there were no cheers for the regi-

ment, which its Bennes friends would never see again.
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It wheeled to the right and entered upon the

interminable high road whose windings and un-

dulations, over hill and dale, stretched towards the

Atlantic like a long ribbon. Then the long stages

began double stages under the scorching summer

sun, along the dusty road, now past farms surrounded

by flowering hedges, now across the moor with its

patches of heather. No Marseillaise was heard,

still less the Chanson de la Pelle : the men dragged

themselves along, anxious and dejected, towards the

unknown and transportation.

However, at Saint Brieuc a comic incident en-

livened the monotony of the journey : the gendarmes

seized the triumphant Couloumy. His adversaries

had kept their word; the informer had been de-

nounced in his turn, and General Delaborde paid

him in his own coin. Then the regiment proceeded

on its march. It was now commanded by a simple

captain, and' in its rear travelled a police spy sent by

the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine. This man, however,

was able to report no '

dangerous talk,' for all were

silent, officers and men alike; the rebellion was

nipped in the bud.

Stage by stage they drew near to Brest, and

there the real misery began. The 82nd were kept
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outside the town, as though plague-stricken, and by

way of weeding four hundred men were withdrawn.

These, the ringleaders and the more hot-headed,

were despatched at once to San Domingo, and a few

months later the remainder of the doomed men were

shipped to Martinique.

Then followed a long martyrdom, a hopeless

agony, and death ! . . .

Soon war broke out afresh ; John Bull and that

'damned Boney' resumed their interrupted duel.

The men-of-war, the great ships flying the white

ensign with the red cross, first blockaded the shores

of France, then captured the whole Ocean, rendering

it impossible to renew the garrisons of our West

Indian islands. There were no reliefs, no drafts of

conscripts, and for the abandoned 82nd the regiment

took the place of the distant village and the absent

family.

They were still quartered at Martinique, resigned

and much reduced, when in 1809 the English

entered the anchorage. On February 1 and 2 a

series of sanguinary fights took place on the slopes

between the two small streams which encircle Fort-

de-France. . . . Long live the Emperor !

'

It was
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now our battle-cry, and the 82nd knew no other.

During those two days an act of bravery was wit-

nessed which history scarcely mentions and which

the caprice of legend has forgotten to celebrate.

The colonel of the regiment, Jacques Montfort, had

himself carried in a hammock, ill and shaking with

fever, to get his share of the fire. On those days,

too, the poor Mainzer
'

and the scapegoat Jacobin,

deported without hope of return, did their duty

splendidly
' Soldiers of the fatherland !

'

as Simon

had apostrophized them.

Many of these veterans, heroes of our victories,

fell pierced by bullets under the escarpments of Fort

Desaix. But the red-coated marines were too many
for them; the few defenders of the place were

crushed. The English carried off what was left of

the 82nd, and lodged them in their hulks. Their

sufferings were atrocious. . . . Everyone knows the

kind of torture and inglorious death that awaited

our French prisoners within the '

good old wooden

walls
'

which then protected good old England,' on

those lower decks sunk in the stench of the Medway,

on a level with the shifting mud and behind gun-

ports grated like cages the only quarters that the
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monstrous conscience of a pitiless people would

grant to those vanquished in its battles.

Of the fifteen hundred men who, in 1802, com-

posed the unhappy 82nd, how many were able at

the peace to return to that '

gentle
' France which,

alas ! had completely forgotten them ?
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EPILOGUE

And suddenly the inquiry into the affair was

broken off. By three million five hundred and

sixty-eight thousand votes, the Nation had '

appointed

Napoleon Bonaparte Consul for life'; henceforth

the name of Kepublic was no more than a name, a

ridiculous formula; after ten years of convulsive

liberty
' the confidence, the love and the admiration

of the French people
'

imperiously demanded a

dictatorship. Absolute master of the State, already

with one foot on the steps of a throne, and only

separated from the imperial mantle by the hesitation

of his will, the new Caesar thought it wise to avoid

the danger of a scandal. The arrest of Moreau or

of Bernadotte would have produced a perilous sensa-

tion ; the prosecution of the plot of the placards was

therefore abandoned. By dissimulating and even

feigning ignorance, Napoleon affected to believe the

admissions of which Simon had been so lavish.
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The Address to the Armies, the Appeal to the

Soldiers of the Fatherland, became officially a miser-

able '

escapade,'
* acts of madness,' the wanderings

of 'high fever.'

It was wise and prudent at the same time. At

a moment when an idolatrous people was applauding

its idol from the Khine to the Pyrenees, from the

Alps to the Atlantic, a political trial would have

introduced a too discordant note into the concert.

Was it necessary that France should learn, now that

she was prepared for despotism by the license of

liberty, that her god of battles was not adored by

his soldiers, and that there were to be found generals

who denied him any military genius, and even dis-

puted his victories ? Silence was the better course,

and silence was adopted ;
the mysterious conspiracy

was once more enveloped in mystery.

Affecting a scorn of insults, though in general

little disposed to forgive them, Napoleon felt that he

owed it to himself to be clement. Not one of the

plotters was seriously molested.

Auguste Eapatel was released from the Temple

and went to live, under simple surveillance, at

Nantes, where he married. But he was soon

pardoned, and being an intrepid cavalry officer, he
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rapidly rose to be squadron commander, major,

aide-de-camp to King Joseph, and colonel: an

instance of imperial clemency perhaps also of

gratitude! Later on, the Eestoration showered

favours on this officer, willing enough to believe him

a Koyalist; the young friend of Moreau became a

knight of St. Louis, a major-general and a baron.

Thus loaded with honours, General Auguste Kapatel

lived long. He was able to see three successive

governments in this curious land of France where

the living and the dead so quickly pass away, to

form a judgment on them all, and to serve them all

in turn a very able man, at a time when able men

were far from rare.

Nor was Armand Pinoteau's punishment a very

cruel one. After being imprisoned in the Temple

and degraded, he regained his liberty and was sent

under supervision to his native place, Kuffec. But

he had many friends in the imperial army ; Louis

Bonaparte interceded with his brother, and Napoleon

allowed himself to be moved. In 1808 the colonel

resumed his duties on the staff of one of the armies

in Spain. Wounded at Busaco, he became a general

of brigade, and, during the Hundred Days, a baron

of the Empire. The Jacobin conspirator of the
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year X had, moreover, become transformed into an

ardent Bonapartist. The police reports of the

Eestoration describe ' this son of a lawyer
'

as faith-

ful to Bonaparte, a partisan of the Usurper, and as

1

bearing deep in his heart the eagle and the tricolour

cockade.' With such misdeeds to his charge,

Pinoteau was sent * into exile
'

at La Kochelle. The

Government of July restored him to his command,

and he died a major-general in 1834. His name has

remained popular in Charente, and the biographers of

this brave but weak-spirited man tell us only of his

fourteen campaigns and his two wounds, the marks

of glory which he received fronting the English.

The printer Chausseblanche was also confined in

a dungeon of the Temple. There, pitiable as usual,

he whined and made supplications to Fouch6,
' the

good and feeling magistrate :

'

but in spite of these

epithets Fouche had him sent to the Castle of

Oleron : the starveling knew too much and could

not curb his tongue. Thus, with his gouty legs, and

in chains, Chausseblanche trod the hard paths that

so many political prisoners had to follow at that

time. As no powerful man of the day lifted up his

voice on behalf of this insignificant prisoner, he was

forgotten in the citadel. For nineteen months he
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stayed there, among thieves and highwaymen,

leaving mother, wife and children in shocking

poverty : surely this was not what Mounier, another

'

tutelary magistrate,' had promised him. At last,

after much suffering, the old man was restored to

his family, to his work and to his difficulties; he

continued to live in poverty, and died in misery. . . .

Poor wretch !

Quartermaster Francois Bertrand was con-

demned to transportation. His name figures in a

list drawn up in the month of Brumaire year XII ;

he is one of the thirteen 'individuals whose

embarkation is ordered by the First Consul.'

Against his name Kegnier, the Minister of Justice,

has placed this suggestive note :

' Author of seditious

pamphlets with the object of causing an insurrec-

tion in the army, and of provoking the assassination

of the First Consul. Is well educated and intelli-

gent, might be given military employment.' Was

he really transported? Without doubt he was

not ;
no Bertrand is mentioned among the Jacobins

deposited by the Cybele frigate among the mangrove

swamps of Guiana; we lose trace of him, and his

record, always enigmatical, stops short at the month

of August 1802. According to all appearance, he was

u
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1

given employment,' but not '

military
'

; he went

back to his old service, the police. . . , But this

jovial personage could not quit the scene without

bringing off a final pleasantry, and his butt was

again Bonaparte. The man of letters, very well up

in his Almanack de Liege, wrote thus to his tyrant :

1

Bertrand, sub-lieutenant, to Bonaparte, First Con-

sul, Since you are already Charlemagne, make

another Keynard of me, in the interest of your

glory.' . . . We are more inclined to believe that he

made him a mouchard.

As to General Simon, his fate was truly pain-

ful. . . .

Degraded and, like Bertrand, condemned to the

*

dry guillotine
'

of Cayenne, he was sent first to the

island of Oleron. The Minister of Police did not

even allow him an officer of gendarmes to take him

thither, and the soldier, the hero of many campaigns,

was handed on from one squad to another like a

malefactor. . . .
' I wish to treat you as a brother,'

Fouche had said.

For fifteen months he was penned in the citadel

among the common law convicts. His pride revived

under this shame, and his spirit, which had mo-

mentarily given way, started into revolt :

' I may
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have made a political error,' he wrote to Bonaparte,
1 but I have done nothing to put myself outside the

laws of honour, of delicacy, and of probity. . . . You

wished to punish me, but you cannot have any

intention of dishonouring me.' He was on the point

of being shipped on the Cybhle, when the order

came to cancel his departure. Fouche was no

longer minister, and an honest man, Eegnier, was

at the head of the police. Did this Grand Judge

find among his papers the proof that Simon, from

bravado or devotion, had offered himself as a scape-

goat? That is possible, probable even for the

persecution ceased at once. Placed under simple

surveillance, the general was reinstated in his rank

with half-pay.

He remained thus, in his native province of

Champagne, until the day when war was raging

everywhere and Napoleon had need of men for his

great hecatombs. The guns were roaring on the

Sierras of Spain, and Edouard Simon received orders

to go thither ;
he went, and soon the imperial favour

made the subdued Jacobin a baron of the Empire.

He was still under forty, and his hopes of the future

and vast ambitions were already reviving, when sud-

denly all was swept away by grape-shot. . . .

u 2
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Fallen from his horse, his face torn by two

wounds, he was picked up by the victors in the

ravines of Busaco, and lodged in a Cantonment.'

From that day his bad luck turned into suffering.

Keturning to France under the Kestoration, but

passed over as already too old, and persecuted on

account of his ' anarchism '

for twelve years he

solicited, petitioned and made desperate efforts in

vain. Being very poor and burdened with a family,

his only battles now were with the bailiff and the

sheriff's officer : his '

Temple
'

was now the debtor's

prison. The record of the starving Simon is a

crushing witness against that government of 1815

which haggled over giving alms to the wounded in

our battles, and refused to honour itself by honouring

France.

At last, in April 1827, death put an end to his

tragic destiny : the eldest of the generals expired in

the clutch of the most heartrending misery. . . .

The English bullets which threw Edouard Simon

bleeding upon the heath of Busaco would have done

better to have killed him outright.

But if the actors in the fantastic imbroglio

underwent rough treatment for a time, its author,

concealed in the wings, impudently renounced his
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work. The behaviour of the crafty Bernadotte was

even more comic than the underhand intrigue of his

comedy. He left suddenly for Plombieres, forget-

ting in his flight Pinoteau and Simon, Marbot and

Fourcart, imprisoned on his account. And while

these officers were cooling their heels behind bolts,

their general breathed in complete tranquillity the

fragrant airs of the Vosges, and took his baths in

magnificent indifference.

Joseph, the while, interceded for his brother-in-

law, and the husband of De"siree Clary may have

thought himself forgiven. He was mistaken. On his

return, rebuffs and violent sallies began again ; Bona-

parte would not proceed to extremities, but he made

things unpleasant. Fearing nevertheless a disagree-

able turn of events, Bernadotte made a feint of getting

out of the way ;
in September 1802 he applied for

an embassy to the United States. His request was

granted ;
but the ' Gascon '

did not go. He was so

ill ! of a malady which baffled the science of the

doctors the hopelessness of life, the languor of

melancholy: a Rene, in fact, if not an advance

copy of Obermann !
l

1

[In allusion to two celebrated novels of the time, which may
be said, roughly speaking, to belong to the category of Werther. In
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However, the hypochondria disappeared, and

that very suddenly. We reserve for a future occasion

the story of how this rare comedian, recovering his

health, was made a marshal of the Empire, and how

he obtained a good half of his friend Moreau's

confiscated fortune. The rest of his life is well

known. Becoming Prince of Ponte-Corvo, and later,

in a day of ill omen, heir to the crown of Sweden,

Charles John was able at last to lodge Desiree Clary

in a palace. The kind of feeling he showed for his

country is also well known, when, at Gross-Beeren,

Dennewitz and Leipzig, in command of Swedes,

Prussians and Russians, he shamelessly shot down

our poor little recruits of 1813. No Frenchman was

more cruel to France than this son of a lawyer, who,

in the scramble for the spoil of the great Empire,

tried to pick up an imperial crown.

Moreau, a more honest man, showed himself less

adroit. Instead of making his peace with Bonaparte,

he thought it amusing to sneer. With little enough

wit and a good deal of vulgarity in his conversation,

the great soldier of Hohenlinden had the habit of

both works the hero is a man of melancholy disposition. Chateau-

briand's Heni was published in 1802
; Senancour's Obermann not

till 1804. Obermann, by the way, has recently appeared for the

first time in an English translation.]
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making homely jokes, which were repeated by his

friends and excited the mirth of both Jacobins and

Eoyalists. The plot of the placards took his fancy.

Having heard of Felicie and her denunciation, he

christened the affair, A conspiracy of butter-crocks.

The joke went the round of the drawing-rooms of

Paris, was very successful, and has been perpetuated

in history.

But the contemptuous quip irritated the Consul

to madness. The malignant spite that had been

hatching in his mind for so long suddenly burst out

in fury : There must be an end of this ! It is not

right that France should suffer, thus torn between

two men ! Were I in Moreau's position and he in

mine, I would be his first aide-de-camp. ... If he

thinks himself capable of governing France (poor

France !) very well, be it so ! Let him be in the

Bois de Boulogne to-morrow morning at four

o'clock. His sabre and mine shall decide it : I

shall expect him !

'

According to the evidence of a contemporary,

Bonaparte charged Fouche with bearing his challenge

to Moreau. 'It was nearly midnight,' Desmarets

tells us,
' when the minister returned from the

Tuileries with his strange commission. I was
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present ; Moreau was immediately called. ... It

may easily be guessed that the minister's conciliatory

prudence interposed with success. As a sign of

reconciliation, the general agreed to go to the levee

of the following day at the Tuileries, where he had

not appeared for some time.'

Can this amusing anecdote be true, in spite of its

improbability ? However this may be, the presence

of General Moreau at the audience which followed

the parade
'

is noted in a police bulletin of Octo-

ber 8, 1802. This theatrical visit was the subject

of many conjectures, and the politicians maintained

that Moreau was about to receive a command. . . .

And yet the wretched man was already conspiring

again ! He had half opened his door to the English

agent Fauche-Borel, was negotiating an understand-

ing with Pichegru, and advancing step by step

to his disastrous destiny: the rendezvous at the

Madeleine, the criminal court, the exile in America,

the bivouacs of the Russian army, and the battle of

Dresden, where a French cannon-ball, by ending his

life, wiped out at one stroke both his glory as a

soldier and his name as an honourable man.

Joseph Mounier received the First Consul's lofty

compliments :
' I congratulate you on having justi-
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fied the excellent opinion that I had formed of yon.'

Having acquired a taste for police work by this

successful beginning, the prefect of Ille-et-Vilaine

turned his attention later to exposing other con-

spiracies ;
he discovered some, imagined others,

and, thenceforward in high favour, was appointed

Councillor of State. Upright and attached to forms,

he preserved to the day of his death the honourable

name he had won as a member of the Constituent

Assembly.

Fouche the Terrorist, far less ingenuous, was not

able, despite his artifices, to recover his master's

confidence. Four months after the inquiry into the

plot of the placards, he was unceremoniously dis-

missed. Cambaceres had the delicate mission of

bringing him the news of his disgrace, and of trying

to find out what he wished to obtain. Money !

Fouche" gave him to understand. Bonaparte at once

made him a senator, and gratified the insatiable man

with a sum of twelve hundred thousand francs a

mere drop in the ocean, however !

But it was not Dubois who succeeded to the

place of the discharged Jacobin. The office of

Minister of Police was united to that of Grand Judge,

the 'big judge,' as the obese and clumsy Eegnier
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was vulgarly called. He performed his functions

most unsatisfactorily, being a very honest man. . . .

At the offices in the Hue des Saints Peres there

was much swearing at the new arrangement, which

was the more regretted since Patrice and Desmarets

nearly went under in the shipwreck.

Fouch6 then removed to a suite of rooms in the

Kue Basse du Kempart his conjugal bed, his brood

of children, his boston and loto parties his intrigues

too. Though apparently resigned, and affecting a

patriarchal life, he never ceased to undermine the

path of his successor, to steal his spies, and thus to

manufacture plots in order to discover and denounce

them. Take care !

'

he whispered in Napoleon's

ear
;

*

poniards are hovering in the air ! I see them ;

I feel them !

' He frightened him to such purpose

that, two years later, the rascally genius got the

police reconstituted, and came back in triumph to

the Quai Voltaire, minister once more. In future

narratives we shall see him again at work.

Bonaparte's wish had been to avoid a scandal
;

but he was not able to impose silence. Gossip was

abroad, and the public knew of the '

conspiracy of

butter-crocks.' Contemporaries have left us their

accounts, but without dispelling the mystery. They
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call it, however, a *

threatening crisis . . . which

lacked a chief sufficiently resolute to give it a start,'

' an enterprise aimed at the new Caesar by the last

of the Komans.'

And indeed a formidable insurrection, a sort of

praetorian revolt was on the point of breaking out in

1802. Without any possibility of doubt its plan

must have been concerted during the month of

Floreal when, alarmed at the imminence of an

imperial dictatorship, the opposition in the Senate,

loyal to the Eepublic, refused Bonaparte his Life-

Consulship. In such circumstances a government

crisis was to be feared, and everyone expected a

coup d'etat. That secret committee of malcontent

generals, denounced by Dossonville, held furtive

conclaves and discussed various questions.
1 The

Army of the West, the only one in a position to

march on Paris, had kept its organisation intact :

Bernadotte therefore was charged with the duty of

setting it in motion. It was not very strong in num-

bers some fifteen thousand men at most; but at

every halt it might be rapidly increased. Whole

1

Presumably Augereau, Massena, Bernadotte, Macdonald,

Monnier, Lecourbe, and Delmas
; Oudinot, perhaps, but not Moreau.

On a future occasion we shall have to speak at greater length of

these generals and their ' committee.'
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regiments would have hastened to join it from the

14th and 22nd divisions, for in these other two dis-

tricts of Chouannerie the men were irritated against

the Consul and his amnesty to the 'brigands.' In

Normandy, at Caen especially, the regiments were

agitating as in Brittany, and an ardent Jacobin,

General Li6bert, commanded at Tours. Thus

strengthened by reinforcements, the army of revolt

would have presented itself before Paris, and

immediately as the same reports tell us the

garrison would have proclaimed Moreau.

What would have been the outcome of this

triumphant revolution? Would Moreau and Berna-

dotte have formed another Convention? We may

boldly assert the contrary. No doubt Simon,

Pinoteau and their accomplices harped upon this

big, sounding word ; but they had very little faith

in the reality of their dream. They knew that the

reign of governing assemblies was over, that the

time was gone by for the daring of a Danton or the

virtues of a Kobespierre. In France, Liberty had

ceased to be an idol, her tribune was no longer an

altar ;
the very Jacobins of the new era required a

new fetish : Glory.

Moreover, Moreau and Bernadotte would not
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have been able to ' enthrone the lawyers
'

anew at

the Tuileries : their soldiers would have opposed it.

The men wanted a dictator who wore the sword,

but they wished him other than the 'Corsican'

friend of the priest and protector of the emigre, who

now appeared as a 'civilian and a bureaucrat,'

exacting morality from his officers. As prisoners of

their own cohorts then, and obliged to associate

with themselves Augereau or Massena, the victorious

generals would have imposed some military trium-

virate upon their barrack-room republic.

A government of soldiers, nothing but soldiers,

'

deliberating,' in the energetic expression of Mounier,
' sword in hand, upon the destinies of France,' that

was the vision which these '

latter-day Eomans
'

of

the year X were not able to realise. For the rest, a

phrase of Fouche's, in his correspondence, shows

that he had a very good idea of the secret of the

conspiracy and the inmost thought of its authors :

1 This plot, odious in itself, will not be without

profit for the country. . . . We have got rid of the

military influence, the consequence of our civil

troubles. . . .'

Strange irony of history ! Napoleon Bonaparte

threatened with death by the soldiery of 1802, as a
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liberal spirit and a friend of peace, for wishing to

end all wars, foreign or civil, and for loathing cease-

less battles and slaughter ! . . . But the appeal sent

forth by the Jacobins of the Army awoke no echo ;

France, harassed by convulsions, called for a dictator-

ship which would give her the repose she hoped for

and nothing could disturb the mild serenity of the

Consular peace, or its vast silence, born of drowsy

lassitude or fearful wonder.
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APPENDICES

i

TEE PEACE OF AMIENS (p. 23)

In a masterly study of 'La Paix d'Amiens,' M. Albert

Sorel has shown how deceptive that peace was for either

nation, and how little sincerity animated their govern-

ments. These are the eminent historian's conclusions :

'
. . . When Bonaparte and William Pitt spoke of

peace and commerce between France and England, the

intention was that they might dominate each other

through peace and treaties of commerce ; the Englishman
in order to absorb the French market and stifle the

revival of French industry ; the Frenchman in order to

close his markets to English goods, to force the English

factories to shut down and to make the English banks

stop payment. ... In reality, we have a continuous

struggle of seven hundred years of the history of England
with seven hundred years of the history of France.

Weapons carry further, machines produce more rapidly,

statesmen have larger conceptions and operate at a
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greater distance, with more important masses of men,

but the basis, the initial motive and the general process

remain the same. William Pitt and Bonaparte are only

new names for the leaders of the chorus in the war of

seven centuries.' (Beviie des Deux Mondes, September 15,

1902.)

And assuredly M. Albert Sorel is right, in this strik-

ingly true passage a peace of this sort between such

rivals was illusory.
'

Neptune, the father of the British

Ocean,' in the words of the elder Pitt, at that time washed

too many French shores with his waves ; and in order to

conclude a lasting friendship
' the impudent nation

'

would have first to restore Belgium and the left bank of

the Rhine, which she had conquered.

But in April 1802 no one in the ' Continental Re-

public
'

except perhaps Talleyrand as yet had a sus-

picion of such mental reservations, and the people of

France sincerely believed in a lasting peace and not in a

truce of a few months.
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II

NOTE ON THE MEMOIBS OF GENERAL THE
BARON DE MABBOT

The 'M&noires' which go under the name of Marbot

give a somewhat lengthy account of the Eennes Plot

(vol. i., pp. 155 sqq.), but, unfortunately, this account is

nothing but an amusing and audacious piece of imagina-

tion. Errors of fact, as well as improbabilities of detail,

swarm in this romantic fiction, which is contradicted

most completely by Mounier's correspondence and the

reports of Delaborde and Pinoteau. . . .

Marbot gives the Army of the West an effective of

80,000 men, whereas it numbered scarcely 15,000.

He makes the traitor Godard and his insurgent half-

brigade appear on the Place d'Armes at Rennes, whereas

this colonel and his regiment, who knew nothing of the

plot, were in garrison at Saint Servan.

He shows us the 82nd led by ! commandant
'

(Major)

Fourcart to attack the Tour-Lebat, in an attempt to

rescue General Simon, when Fourcart, who was only a

captain, was living at Versailles and had already been

arrested, and when Simon himself was lodged in the

Temple. . . . For the rest, not a word of either Chausse-

blanche, Bertrand or Jourdeuil : no mention of Rapatel

X
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nor of Felicie . In short, complete ignorance of the

facts, but a rare boldness of assertion !

However, the Memoirs of Marbot are only consulted

with distrust or scepticism by historians, and the critics

have demolished, piece by piece, this fine edifice of specious

untruths. M. Leonce Grasilier, in particular, the author

of a very interesting study of Baron de Kolli, and a

specialist with a thorough knowledge of the secret history

of the Eevolution and the Empire, has conclusively proved

the misleading inanity of these wonderful stories.

An inquiry is necessary. Who can be the mystifier,

whose powerful imagination has created such a picturesque

cloak-and-sword romance? Some man of rare talent!

His name deserves to be known, as much as those of

Villemarest, of Beauchamp or of Malitourne, the fabri-

cators of the historic prose of Bourrienne, of Fauche-

Borel and of the '

Contemporaine.' We find it difficult

to admit that the ' Memoires de Marbot,' as we have

them, are the product of the distant and foggy recollec-

tions of the general, even though he was born in Quercy,

a district bordering on Gascony.

As we have remarked, the Plot of the Placards has

not been mentioned by many authors of Memoirs, and

Desmarets is the only one who has left us interesting, if

scanty particulars. The consular police kept profound

silence concerning the formidable attempt.

In our day, however, some historians have spoken

of it. We may mention among others M. E. Guillon, in

his
'

Complots militaires
'

(ch. ii., pp. 27-39), and the
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distinguished author of a complete and definitive history

of the Duke d'Enghien, M. Henri Welschinger (Bevue des

Families, November 1891). Both these writers appear

convinced of the complete guilt of Bernadotte ; and such

is also our conclusion.

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

In view of the author's remarks in the preceding note,

the following summary of Marbot's account of the con-

spiracy may be of interest. The full narrative will be

found in ' The Memoirs of Baron de Marbot,' translated

by Arthur John Butler, vol. i., ch. xv.

Bernadotte and Moreau having determined to over-

throw the government of the First Consul and to place

themselves at the head of affairs, the first-named general

undertook to win over to their project the Army of the

West, which he commanded. Many of the regiments

being intended for the San Domingo expedition, which

they regarded as transportation, were easily persuaded to

revolt. Bernadotte' s chief of the staff, General Simon,

and, under him, Major Fourcart, were actively employed
in planning the details of the conspiracy. It was arranged

that the 82nd should be the first regiment to declare, and

this corps, under Colonel Pinoteau, was summoned to

Rennes.

When all was in readiness, Bernadotte left for Paris,

alleging that it was necessary for him to be at the seat of

government when the explosion came. Simon was thus
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left to carry out the details of the scheme unsupported by

his chief.

Before Bernadotte's departure a proclamation ad-

dressed to the people and the army had been drawn up
and printed at Rennes. In order to get a large number

of copies conveyed to Paris, Bernadotte told his aide-de-

camp, Adolphe Marbot (elder brother of the future Baron

de Marbot of the Memoirs '),
to accompany him and to

send his dog-cart to Paris in charge of a servant. When
Marbot was out of the way, Simon and Fourcart filled

the vehicle with parcels of the proclamation and sent the

unsuspecting servant on his journey.

Meanwhile the police had got wind of some plot going

forward in the Army of Brittany, and Fouche sent a

warning to the Prefect of Rennes, M. Mounier. The

dispatch reached Rennes on the very day the conspiracy

was to break out during parade. The prefect at once sent

for General Simon, to whom he showed the minister's

letter. Simon, believing that everything was discovered,

lost his head and revealed the whole plot, naming its

leaders. In a few minutes Colonel Pinoteau would give

the signal on the parade-ground, and the 80,000 troops at

Rennes would declare against the Consular Government.

Mounier sent for General Virion of the gendarmerie, a

body of men faithful to the Government and outside the

influence of the colonels of the line. Simon was then

persuaded to surrender his sword, and the gendarmes
escorted him to the Tour-Lebat prison.

Meanwhile the 82nd was drawn up on parade, await-

ing its colonel. All the other commanding officers were

in the secret, except Godard of the 79th. But Colonel
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Pinoteau, on the point of starting for parade, discovered

that he had forgotten to shave. While he was proceeding

to this operation, Virion entered with his officers of

gendarmes, seized the colonel's sword and had him taken

off to join General Simon at the Tower.

Colonel Godard was next told of the discovery of

the plot and the arrest of the leaders, and undertook to

support General Virion and the prefect in suppressing the

rebellion. He brought the 79th to assist the gendarme
battalions in guarding the Tour-Lebat. On discovering

the arrest of Simon and Pinoteau, the officers of the

various regiments held a consultation, and Major Four-

cart proposed an assault on the prison. This was agreed

to, but on arriving at the Tour-Lebat they found it

surrounded by 4,000 gendarmes and the 79th. The

assailants were stronger in numbers, but had no cartridges,

and their leaders hesitated to order an attack with the

bayonet. General Virion and the prefect harangued the

troops, and the men gradually fell out and returned to

barracks. Fourcart was left alone ; he and the printer of

the proclamations were lodged in the Tower.

On learning that the Rennes attempt had been abor-

tive, the other regiments in Brittany disavowed it ; but the

First Consul nevertheless hurried on their embarkation

for San Domingo.

Immediately after General Simon's confession, Mounier

had sent off a messenger to the Government. Bonaparte

postponed the arrest of Bernadotte and Moreau, but to

obtain evidence against them he gave orders that all

travellers from Brittany should be searched. Thus young
Marbot's servant was stopped on arriving at Versailles,
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and taken before Fouche. The police found the carriage

full of proclamations, and Bonaparte sent for Bernadotte

and Moreau. The latter declined all responsibility for

the conduct of the Army of the West, over which he had

no authority. But the evidence looked crushing against

Bernadotte, whose name was printed at the foot of the

proclamation. However, the wily Gascon professed

surprise and indignation ; he disavowed the proclamation,

and loudly demanded the punishment of its authors.

Bernadotte had, in fact, allowed General Simon to

conduct the whole business without putting into his hands

a scrap of writing which might compromise himself.

Though convinced of Bernadotte's guilt, the First Consul

had only half-proofs against him, and the general shortly

afterwards left Paris for Plombieres. Adolphe Marbot

passed a month in prison ; Major Fourcart remained there

a year, and was cashiered. Simon and Pinoteau were

confined in the island of Re for five or six years. Both

were eventually restored to the service.
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